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      Questions Nos. 1 to 7, inclusive, answered orally.

30/01/2014WRA00350Broadcasting Sector Regulation

30/01/2014WRA004008. Deputy Michael Moynihan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natu-
ral Resources the actions his Department has taken to cover the reduction in funding to RTE 
of €5 million due from the Department of Social Protection; if he will provide an update on 
the proposed introduction of the broadcasting charge; the expense his Department has incurred 
thus far in introducing the broadcasting charge; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  
[4248/14]

30/01/2014WRA00500Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
The 2014 Budget provided for a €2.5 billion adjustment in the Government’s fiscal position. 
Expenditure cuts of €1.6 billion were central to this adjustment and difficult decisions were 
required across all Departmental budgets. As the Deputy is aware, a decision was taken by 
Government as part of this process, on the proposal of the Department of Social Protection, to 
reduce by €5m the amount required to be paid to my Department by the Department of Social 
Protection, for free television licences. This measure resulted in RTÉ’s licence fee income be-
ing cut by over €4.6m from the start of 2014, as well as a reduction of around €350,000 in the 
amount available to the independent production sector through the BAI’s Sound & Vision Fund. 

The BAI’s Five Year Review of the Funding of the Public Service Broadcasters was pub-
lished in July 2013 and made a number of recommendations in relation to the future funding 
of the Public Service Broadcasters. It is my intention that the recommendations made in this 
Review will serve as the basis for future decisions on the funding of the Public Service Broad-
casters. 

RTÉ continues to make considerable efforts to achieve its targets. While the prevailing chal-
lenging financial circumstances and this reduction in its licence fee revenue will have an impact 
on the provision of some RTÉ services this year, I am hopeful that RTÉ can continue to protect 
and promote its core public service output in 2014. 

I launched a consultation on the proposed Public Service Broadcasting Charge on 27 Au-
gust last, which ran until the 8 October. Almost 400 responses were received from members 
of the public, industry and stakeholder groups. The consultation paper was based on the key 
findings of a Value for Money Policy Review completed by my Department earlier last year. 
Views were sought on a series of questions based on each of the Value for Money recommen-
dations, which can be generally categorised as pertaining to the Basis for the Charge; Eligible 
Households; Applicable Businesses; Payments; Collection; and Compliance and Enforcement. 

Written Answers.

The following are questions tabled by Members for written response and the
ministerial replies as received on the day from the Departments [unrevised].
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I am considering the responses received during the Consultation and will use them to inform 
proposals on the Charge, which I will bring to Government in due course.

The only costs to date generated by work on the proposed charge, other than staff costs in 
my Department, relate to the expenses of the Value for Money Review on the proposal to in-
troduce such a charge. The independently chaired Review Group considered a range of issues 
in relation to the proposal, including the efficiency and effectiveness of the current licensing 
system. The total cost of this process was €1,880.  

30/01/2014WRA00550Job Creation

30/01/2014WRA006009. Deputy Michelle Mulherin asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural 
Resources the steps being taken to ensure that the Government objective of ensuring local em-
ployment where possible on land-based energy projects is being pursued by project developers; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4115/14]

30/01/2014WRA00700Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
It is estimated that the energy sector overall employs in the region of 30,000 people in Ireland. 

Renewable energy, in particular, and the use of our indigenous resources is widely seen as 
having the potential to support the Green Economy and sustainable employment opportunities. 

In terms of achieving our 2020 targets, to date wind energy has been the largest driver of 
growth in renewable electricity in Ireland. In 2012, 19.6% Ireland’s electricity demand was met 
by renewables, of which 15.3% of was met by wind generation. 

Deployment of wind generation to meet our domestic targets has already begun to realise 
economic benefits and a recent Irish Wind Energy Association member survey indicated that 
3,400 people are currently employed in the sector. Employment creation will be further strength-
ened in the sector as we continue to deploy renewable energy and related technologies for the 
domestic and, potentially, the export market. 

Additionally, biomass can replace imports of fossil fuels and can therefore contribute to job 
creation in Ireland. The availability of competitively priced locally-sourced biomass has the po-
tential to further enhance the opportunities for local employment in the sector. A report commis-
sioned by the Irish Bioenergy Association in 2012 indicated that, in the context of achieving our 
2020 targets, 3,600 permanent jobs could be created in the bioenergy sector with 8,300 work 
years available during construction and installation of biomass facilities. The report also indi-
cated that energy imports could be reduced by 7.5%. The Government recognises the enterprise 
potential of the sector and additional policies brought forward in the context of the bioenergy 
strategy will have the capacity to further enhance the employment potential of the sector.

All relevant State agencies, particularly in the enterprise area, are co-ordinating their ac-
tivities to ensure they maximise the employment potential of renewable energy projects. This 
opportunity has already been identified by IDA Ireland and Enterprise Ireland in their clean 
technology growth strategies.  

30/01/2014WRA00750National Renewable Energy Action Plan Publication

30/01/2014WRA0080010. Deputy David Stanton asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural 
Resources further to Parliamentary Questions Nos. 313 and 314 of 10 December 2013, when he 
expects the progress report on Ireland’s national renewable energy action plan to be completed; 
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and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4305/14]

30/01/2014WRA00900Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
The 2009 EU Renewable Energy Directive set Ireland a legally binding target of meeting 16% 
of our energy requirements from renewable sources by 2020.

The Directive requires that Member States set out in a National Renewable Energy Action 
Plan (NREAP) their trajectories towards meeting these targets and the measures to be taken to 
achieve these targets. Ireland’s NREAP assumes Ireland’s 16% target will be met incrementally 
at around 1% per annum. It also provides that 40% of electricity demand, 12% of heating and 
10% of transport power be produced from renewable sources.

The first progress report on Ireland’s NREAP was submitted in January 2012 and the second 
progress report, covering the years 2011 and 2012, is due and its completion is being prioritised 
to be submitted to the European Commission very shortly. Figures for 2012 compiled by the 
Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland, and which will be included in the report, indicate that 
7.1% of our overall energy requirements were met from renewable sources which is up from 
6.5% in 2011. In 2012, renewable energy sources made up 19.6% in electricity, 5.2% in heat 
and 3.8% in transport. 

It has been found that renewable electricity generation from large scale wind farms is the 
most cost effective way to reach Ireland’s 2020 renewable electricity target and it is estimated 
that a total of between 3,500 and 4,000 MW of onshore renewable generation capacity will be 
required for 2020. 

In this regard, there continues to be significant progress in increasing the amount of elec-
tricity generated from renewable energy. To date, wind energy has been the largest driver of 
growth in renewable electricity, contributing most towards the achievement of the 2020 target 
and, by September 2013, 16.3% of Ireland’s electricity demand was met by wind generation. At 
the end of 2013, the total amount of renewable generation connected to the grid was approxi-
mately 2,300 MW and indicative figures from Eirgrid suggest that 240MW of wind electricity 
connected to the grid in 2013.  

  Question No. 11 answered with Question No. 7.

30/01/2014WRA01050Renewable Energy Generation Targets

30/01/2014WRA0110012. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natu-
ral Resources if, in view of the European Commission’s decision to remove member state-spe-
cific renewable energy production targets, and considering the State’s overall fossil fuel depen-
dency ratio, he will restate Ireland’s commitment to achieving a sizeable transition to renewably 
sourced energy to 2020 and beyond that date; if he considers it appropriate to state a domestic 
fossil fuel use reduction target as a statutory obligation on the State in domestic legislation; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4230/14]

30/01/2014WRA0120026. Deputy Thomas Pringle asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural 
Resources the impact the announcement by the European Commission regarding the new Eu-
rope-wide targets for renewable energy will have on Government policy on renewable energy; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4307/14]

30/01/2014WRA01300Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
I propose to take Questions Nos. 12 and 26 together.
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The Government’s overriding energy policy objective is to ensure competitive, secure and 
sustainable energy for the economy and for society. Renewable energy has a critical role to play 
with regard to each element of this objective. Prior to the publication of the Commission’s 2030 
proposals, I supported, along with seven other European Energy Ministers, a renewable energy 
target for 2030. Given the long lead in time for energy developments, clear investment signals 
are critical for the renewable energy sector if it is to be in a position to make a contribution to 
achieving 2030 goals. Not only is the renewable energy sector of key importance in the context 
of 2030, it also provides a real, and sustainable, economic opportunity for Ireland, both in terms 
of providing a secure, indigenous source of energy, and potentially as a clean export. 

My Department will, over the coming months, work closely with European partners to es-
tablish the scale of the contribution Ireland should make to the acheivement of this proposed 
EU target. Considerable analysis of the Commission’s proposals will be required to ensure that 
the framework allows for action that is cost effective and does not place a disproportionate bur-
den on EU energy consumers.

The Government is fully committed to delivery of the existing target of 16% of energy 
coming from renewable sources by 2020. In 2012, 19.6% of electricity demand was met by 
renewable generation, with 5.2% of heat and 2.4% of transport energy requirements coming 
from renewable sources. Overall, at the end of 2012, 7.1% of our energy was provided from 
renewable sources. It is critical that that every effort is maintained if we are to reach the 16% 
target for 2020, as it will provide the basis for reaching our 2030 objectives. 

Further increasing the share of renewable energy in our generation portfolio will reduce our 
dependency on expensive imported fossil fuels. Given the variability of some renewable energy 
sources, however, fossil fuels will remain an important part of the fuel mix as we transition to a 
low carbon economy. Having said that, subsidies are already in place to incentivise the market 
to deliver the necessary generation capacity to meet our renewable electricity target; market 
mechanisms for the reduction of fossil fuel generation are, therefore, already in place. That this 
action is delivering displacement of fossil fuel generation is evidenced by analysis undertaken 
by the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland, which shows renewable electricity has dis-
placed over €1 billion worth of fossil fuel imports - mainly gas - since 2006.

  Question No. 13 answered with Question No. 7.

30/01/2014WRA01450Internet Safety

30/01/2014WRA0150014. Deputy Michael Colreavy asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natu-
ral Resources the outcome of the first meeting of the Internet Content Advisory Group; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [4296/14]

30/01/2014WRA01600Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
I established the Internet Content Governance Advisory Group late last year with a view to 
providing expert advice on a number of issues relating to online content and commentary. This 
Group met for the first time on 18th December 2013, and has met on two subsequent occasions 
since. 

At it’s first meeting the Group agreed to an ambitious and detailed Terms of Reference 
which requires them to make recommendations across three defined areas, namely whether 
existing national regulatory and legislative frameworks around online governance remain rel-
evant, whether other existing policy responses by the State remain sufficient and finally what 
the “most appropriate relationship should be between ISPs, online service providers, the State 
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and citizens in relation to internet content that may be age-inappropriate and to bullying and ha-
rassment online.” In making these recommendations, the Group has been asked to have regard 
to a range of factors, including the report of the Joint Oireachtas Committee titled ‘Addressing 
the Growth of Social Media and tackling Cyberbullying’.

The Group launched a public consultation on Friday 24th of January aimed at engaging key 
stakeholders, including parents and young people on issues of internet content governance. The 
consulation focuses on regulation, governance and internet safety; bullying and harassment; 
and accessing age inappropriate content. It is the intention of the Group to use the outcome of 
this public consultation to inform their report which they will submit to me by the end of May. 

I look forward to the receiving the report which I will bring it to the attention of the Joint 
Oireachtas Committee and would be happy to discuss the outcome with them also.

30/01/2014WRA01650Broadband Service Provision

30/01/2014WRA0170015. Deputy Thomas Pringle asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural 
Resources if he will ask the ESB to roll-out fibre broadband to all households here on the pass-
ing of the ESB (Electronic Communications Networks) Bill 2013; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter.  [4308/14]

30/01/2014WRA01800Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
The ESB (Electronic Communications Networks) Bill 2013, if enacted, will provide an explicit 
legal basis to enable the ESB to engage, now or in the future, in the installation and operation 
of electronic communications networks and services, either alone or by agreement with one 
or more other companies, and to provide for consequential matters. Prior to formally entering 
the telecommunications market, either alone or in partnership with another operator, the ESB 
would also be required to separately secure shareholder consent and any other required statu-
tory permissions.

The electronic communications networks and services markets, which the ESB is proposing 
to enter, are fully liberalised markets in accordance with EU legislative requirements. Service 
providers participating in those markets must act in accordance with the EU market economy 
investor principles which require, among other things, that capital investment should only occur 
in circumstances which would be acceptable to a rational private investor operating in normal 
market economy conditions. It is therefore the case, that the ESB’s entry into this market would 
be on a commercial basis. I understand that ESB is considering a joint venture partnership with 
a telecommunications partner, with a view to rolling out high speed broadband utilising its ex-
tensive distribution network. I await with interest a formal proposal from ESB in this regard. 

I have advised the House previously on progress in rolling out customers’ access to high 
speed broadband services. As of September last there were over 1.67 million broadband sub-
scribers in Ireland, an increase of 1% on 2012. In the same period broadband subscriptions 
equal to or greater than 10 megabits per second increased to 42% from 31% of fixed line 
subscriptions and broadband subscriptions equal to or greater than 30 megabits per second in-
creased to 33% from 20%. 

The National Broadband Plan which I published in August 2012 commits to the delivery 
of high speed broadband across the country. The Plan acknowledges that its targets will be 
achieved by a combination of investment by the commercial market and a State intervention 
to serve areas that commercial criteria alone would not serve. Intensive work is underway to 
deliver on the various elements of the plan.
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30/01/2014WRA01850Energy Usage

30/01/2014WRA0190016. Deputy Michael Colreavy asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natu-
ral Resources Ireland’s position in respect of ranking in a list of energy efficient countries; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4294/14]

30/01/2014WRA02000Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
There is currently no international ranking of countries in terms of an energy efficiency league 
table published by either the European Union or International Energy Agency. 

The National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP) is the overarching policy framework 
for energy efficiency in Ireland and contains Ireland’s commitment to a 20% energy savings 
target across the economy by 2020 in pursuit of our EU obligations. This is equivalent to 31,925 
Gigawatt hours (GWh) or a reduction in annual CO2 emissions of around 7.7 Mega tonnes 
(Mt). Recognising that Government must lead by example, we are committed to achieving a 
33% reduction in public sector energy use by 2020. At end 2012 we have already achieved or 
banked 11,419 GWh which represents 36% of our national target. Nevertheless, the bulk of our 
target remains to be delivered over the 7 years to 2020. 

Earlier this month the European Commission published a progress report on energy effi-
ciency referring to historical data based mainly on what Member States reported in their second 
NEEAPs. It does acknowledge that Ireland’s existing Action Plan presents a clear and cohesive 
medium term strategy to improve energy efficiency and in particular contains a strong commit-
ment to improve efficiency in the public sector. However, the Commission’s analysis points out 
that given the different approaches used by member states to calculate savings under the frame-
work of the 2006 Energy Services Directive, it is difficult to quantify overall savings achieved 
to this point. It therefore concludes that the savings reported by different Member States are not 
comparable. 

Under the 2012 Energy Efficiency Directive, all Member States are required to submit a 
revised Energy Efficiency Action Plan by 30 April 2014 and every three years thereafter. The 
drafting of our next Action Plan is underway and our intention is to submit it to the Commis-
sion by the required deadline. Moreover, by 30 June 2014 the Commission will assess progress 
achieved and whether the Union is likely to achieve its 2020 energy consumption targets.   

30/01/2014WRA02050Retail Sector

30/01/2014WRA0210017. Deputy Dara Calleary asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural 
Resources if he is concerned by the risk to employment in the traditional retail sector from in-
creased online purchasing by consumers; the way domestic retailers can be supported to achieve 
a greater proportion of online sales; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [2962/14]

30/01/2014WRA02200Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
According to the most recent CSO statistics available, some 75% of businesses in Ireland have 
a website. However, only around 1 in 5 Irish small businesses employing between 10 and 49 
employees are currently selling online. 

A recent international study by McKinsey indicated that businesses that use the internet to 
operate their business and sell to their customers can grow up to twice as fast, employ twice as 
many people, and are twice as likely to export as those that don’t. They have also found that use 
of digital technology can displace jobs, but that for every job replaced 1.6 new jobs are created. 
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In the development of our National Digital Strategy, published in July 2013, my Department 
engaged Indecon to conduct research on the digital economy and its contribution and value to 
overall macro-economic activity in the country. That study found that Irish consumers spent 
almost €4bn online in 2012. However, 70% of this online business is going out of Ireland. The 
amount of online purchasing continues to increase. 

In formulating a policy response to this issue, the Government’s National Digital Strategy 
and 2013 Action Plan for Jobs commits to a trading online voucher scheme targeted at small 
and micro businesses. This scheme will see Irish businesses apply, through a competitive pro-
cess, to receive a grant in the form of a voucher of up to €2,500 to support them to transition to 
trading online. The vouchers are designed to help small Irish business to take advantage of the 
enormous opportunity the internet can bring. Trading online will enable small Irish companies 
to access wider markets, to survive, grow and create jobs. 

I secured additional funding of €5m in 2014 to enable the national rollout of the voucher 
scheme. The scheme is being piloted in Dublin at present. Working with Dublin City Enterprise 
Board, 25 companies have been supported by the scheme to date. A second pilot identifying 
another 25 businesses in Dublin will start in February followed by a full national roll out of this 
scheme later this year. I have set a target of distributing up to 1000 vouchers in 2014.

More information on this issue can be found on the Department’s website, which has a dedi-
cated section on the Government’s National Digital Strategy. 

  Question No. 18 answered with Question No. 7.

30/01/2014WRA02350Fisheries Protection

30/01/2014WRA0240019. Deputy Michael Colreavy asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natu-
ral Resources if there will be a restocking of eels in rivers and lakes; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter.  [4297/14]

30/01/2014WRA02500Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
Ireland’s Eel Management Plan (EMP) was accepted by the EU in 2009 under the 2007 EU Eel 
regulation (1100/2007). The plan outlined the following main management actions aimed at 
reducing eel mortality and increasing silver eel escapement to the sea:

- a cessation of the commercial eel fishery and closure of the market;

- mitigation of the impact of hydropower installations;

- ensure upstream migration of juvenile eel at barriers;

- improvement of water quality.

Based on comprehensive scientific assessment of eel stocks nationally and a review of Ire-
land’s EMP in 2012 it was recommended that the closure of both the commercial and recre-
ational eel fisheries be continued in line with the conservation imperative. Similar reviews were 
carried out across the EU as the eel stock is endangered throughout Europe.

The International Council for Exploration of the Sea (ICES) advised in 2011, that glass eel 
recruitment had fallen to 5% of their 1960-1979 level in the Atlantic region and precariously 
less than 1% in the North Sea area. The very latest ICES advice (2013) indicates that the annual 
recruitment of glass eel to European waters has increased marginally over the last two years to 
1.5% of 1960-79 levels in the North Sea area, and to 10% in the Atlantic area. The overall ICES 
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advice is that the indices remain at very low levels compared with historical catches. In Ireland, 
scientific studies also show that recruitment has been declining since the mid-1980s, for exam-
ple in the 2000-2011 period, the glass eel catch in the Shannon was at 2% of the pre-1980 level. 

This points to a situation where the recruitment of glass eels and elvers remains perilously 
low and sustainable availability of juveniles is a significant challenge. To stock home rivers 
with eels would mean obtaining elvers from some other European source and re-introducing 
these eels to rivers in Ireland. There are very considerable challenges to this:

-  the potential for the transmission of disease and parasites when introducing eels from 
other catchments;

- any estuaries where elvers are in adequate numbers will be targeted in the first instance by 
the nation in whose waters the elvers are to ensure that their rivers are adequately populated;

- Elvers are extremely costly and it would be prohibitively expensive to source these elvers 
competing with both the host nation and any other countries for the opportunity to obtain wild 
elvers;

- stocking of elvers is a long term conservation measure with no short or even medium term 
benefit as regards fisheries. In Ireland on average it takes up to two decades for eels to reach 
maturity.

The current ICES advice for 2013 states ‘The efficacy of restocking for recovering the stock 
remains uncertain while evidence of net benefit is lacking.’ 

Stocking is not included as a management action in Ireland’s EMP and surplus elver recruits 
were not identified for the 2012-2015 period to facilitate a stocking programme. The EMP will 
be reviewed again in 2015 and all elements, including the potential for stocking, can be consid-
ered at that stage based on an additional three years of scientific and management advice. 

30/01/2014WRA02550Broadband Service Provision

30/01/2014WRA0260020. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural 
Resources his plans to provide high speed broadband to rural areas; when the roll out of this 
high speed broadband will commence; the platforms that will be utilised; the intended strength 
of this broadband; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4114/14]

30/01/2014WRA02700Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
The Government’s National Broadband Plan, which I published in August 2012, aims to radi-
cally change the broadband landscape in Ireland by ensuring that high speed broadband is avail-
able to all citizens and businesses. This will be achieved by providing:

- a policy and regulatory framework that assists in accelerating and incentivising commer-
cial investment, and

- a State-led investment for areas where it is not commercial for the market to invest.

Since the publication of the Plan, investments by the commercial sector are underway and 
in some instances have been accelerated in both fixed line and wireless high speed broadband 
services. In the fixed line segment of the market, eircom has announced plans to pass 1.4m 
premises with its next generation broadband service, with speeds of up to 100Mbps, while UPC 
has increased its entry level and maximum speeds to 120Mbps and 200Mbps respectively. Mo-
bile operators have also made announcements regarding network upgrades and are rolling out 
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enhanced product offerings. Last week, I introduced legislation in the Dáil, to allow the ESB to 
utilise its electricity network to install a new high speed broadband communications network. 

These developments have been facilitated through the implementation of measures in the 
National Broadband Plan, including the conclusion of ComReg’s multiband spectrum auction, 
and the new regulatory regime for fixed line Next Generation Access and service bundles. Both 
of these measures are designed to incentivise the rollout of services by operators. 

In tandem with these developments, intensive work is underway in my Department to prog-
ress a State-led investment to secure the countrywide introduction of next generation broadband 
access. In order to progress the State-led investment for areas where it is not commercial for 
the market to invest, a full procurement process must be designed and EU State Aids approval 
must be obtained. My Department is engaged in a comprehensive mapping exercise of the cur-
rent and anticipated investment by the commercial sector over the coming years, the results of 
which will inform the areas that need to be targeted in the State-led investment as envisaged in 
the National Broadband Plan.

In designing the procurement process for the intervention, my Department will be required 
to comply with the EU State aid rules which set out conditionality in relation to, among other 
things, technology neutrality. As different technological solutions exist to provide broadband 
services, no particular technology or network platform should be excluded. The State aid guide-
lines emphasise the role of fibre in assisting the delivery of high speed broadband through vari-
ous platforms.

Intensive technical, financial and legal preparations, including stakeholder engagement, are 
ongoing. The procurement process for the approved intervention will be carried out in accor-
dance with EU and Irish procurement rules and it is expected that it will be launched in 2014.

Through the implementation of the National Broadband Plan, I am committed to ensuring 
that all parts of Ireland have access to high speed broadband, with a view to ensuring that all 
citizens and businesses can participate fully in, and maximise the benefits of, a digitally enabled 
economy and society.

30/01/2014WRB00150Broadband Service Provision

30/01/2014WRB0020021. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natu-
ral Resources the extent to which he expects broadband facilities in this jurisdiction to be com-
parable, in terms of quality, speed and availability, with the best available globally in order to 
ensure that this economy can compete internationally; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter.  [4232/14]

30/01/2014WRB00300Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
Ireland’s telecommunications market has been fully liberalised since 1999 in accordance with 
the requirements of binding EU Directives. The market has since developed into a well-regulat-
ed market, supporting a multiplicity of commercial operators, providing services over a diverse 
range of technology platforms. Details of broadband services available in each County, includ-
ing Counties Galway and Limerick, can be found on ComReg’s website at www.callcosts.ie  . 

The Government’s National Broadband Plan, which I published in August 2012, aims to 
radically change the broadband landscape in Ireland by ensuring that high speed broadband is 
available to all citizens and businesses. This will be achieved by providing:

- policy and regulatory framework that assists in accelerating and incentivising commercial 
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investment, and

- a State-led investment for areas where it is not commercial for the market to invest.

Since the publication of the Plan, investments by the commercial sector are underway and 
in some instances have been accelerated in both fixed line and wireless high speed broadband 
services. In the fixed line segment of the market, eircom has announced plans to pass 1.4m 
premises with its next generation broadband service, with speeds of up to 100Mbps, while UPC 
has increased its entry level and maximum speeds to 120Mbps and 200Mbps respectively. Mo-
bile operators have also made announcements regarding network upgrades and are rolling out 
enhanced product offerings, following the successful multiband spectrum auction last year. Last 
week, I introduced legislation in the Dáil, to allow the ESB to utilise its electricity network to 
install a new high speed broadband communications network. 

In tandem with these developments, intensive work is underway in my Department to prog-
ress a State-led investment to secure the countrywide introduction of next generation broadband 
access. In order to progress the State-led investment for areas where it is not commercial for 
the market to invest, a full procurement process must be designed and EU State Aids approval 
must be obtained. My Department is engaged in a comprehensive mapping exercise of the cur-
rent and anticipated investment by the commercial sector over the coming years, the results of 
which will inform the areas that need to be targeted in the State-led investment as envisaged in 
the National Broadband Plan.

Intensive technical, financial and legal preparations, including stakeholder engagement, are 
ongoing. The procurement process for the approved intervention will be carried out in accor-
dance with EU and Irish procurement rules and it is expected that it will be launched later this 
year. 

Through the implementation of the National Broadband Plan, I am committed to ensuring 
that all parts of Ireland have access to high speed broadband, with a view to ensuring that all 
citizens and businesses can participate fully in, and maximise the benefits of a digitally enabled 
economy and society.

30/01/2014WRB00350Digital Television Service Provision

30/01/2014WRB0040022. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and 
Natural Resources his position on the recently completed external report on the viability of 
digital terrestrial television; and if he will meet the chairman of the Broadcasting Authority of 
Ireland to discuss the findings of the report.  [4116/14]

30/01/2014WRB00500Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
Section 131(4) of the Broadcasting Act obliges the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland to endea-
vour to arrange for the establishment, maintenance and operation of three national television 
multiplexes capable of being transmitted by digital terrestrial means to the whole community 
of the State.

Following the unsuccessful process for licensing a commercial DTT operator in 2009/2010, 
the Authority decided to re-examine the potential for commercial DTT on completion of the 
Digital Switch Over in late 2012. 

The Authority was assisted in its review by independent consultants, Oliver & Ohlbaum 
Associates. The resultant report analyses market conditions, including interviews with a range 
of stakeholders with an interest in the development of commercial DTT in Ireland. In exploring 
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the prospects for commercial DTT, the review considered a number of possible business mod-
els, including a free service, a pay service and a service operated as part of a triple play bundle.

I am disappointed with the findings of the report in regard to the prospects for commercial 
DTT in Ireland but it is reflective of the persistent difficult economic circumstances facing the 
broadcasting sector and indicative of the range and availability of pay per view offerings. How-
ever, I recognise the on-going need to provide a varied and relevant range of free-to-air services 
for the Irish population and I and my Department will continue to work with the BAI and other 
stakeholders in this regard.

30/01/2014WRB00550Offshore Renewable Energy Development Plan Publication

30/01/2014WRB0060023. Deputy David Stanton asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural 
Resources when he expects to publish the offshore renewable energy development plan; his 
plans to develop offshore renewable energy potential, in particular ocean energy; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [4306/14]

30/01/2014WRB00700Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
I will shortly be publishing an Offshore Renewable Energy Development Plan (OREDP). In-
formed by the findings of a Strategic Environmental Assessment, the OREDP will identify how 
best to coordinate action across the environmental, energy and economic development policy 
areas in order to realise Ireland’s abundant offshore renewable energy potential, using both off-
shore wind, and emerging ocean, renewable energy technologies. 

It is clear from the work that my Department has been undertaking to develop the OREDP, 
that cross cutting action is required to maintain support for the ocean sector if it is to successful-
ly reach commerical viability. Full coordination across government departments and agencies 
on areas such as environmental monitoring, research and development, consenting procedures, 
infrastructure requirements and enterprise development, will all be critical to realising the po-
tential of this sector as a source of sustainable employment and economic growth, especially in 
those coastal communities where job creation is particularly challenging. 

While the OREDP will contain new measures, which I will announce shortly, it will also 
add real value by providing a structure through which existing measures can be fully coordi-
nated. My Department already supports ocean energy through the funding for the Ocean Energy 
Development Unit in the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI), which administers 
the Prototype Development Fund, designed to support the development and deployment of 
ocean energy devices. The SEAI has also been allocated €5 million for the development of the 
Atlantic Mayo Energy Test Site, which will be a site of international importance for open sea 
testing of ocean energy devices. In conjunction with the Department of Agriculture, Food and 
the Marine, my Department also provides funding for the Integrated Maritime Energy Research 
Centre (IMERC) in Cork. A partnership between UCC, Cork Institute of Technology and the 
Irish Naval Service, IMERC is developing an integrated maritime research and enterprise cen-
tre at its campus at Ringaskiddy in Cork, which includes internationally recognised expertise 
in ocean energy. In total, my Department has allocated a total of €26.3 million in funding for 
ocean energy for the period 2013 to 2016.   

30/01/2014WRB00750Broadband Service Speeds

30/01/2014WRB0080024. Deputy Michael Colreavy asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natu-
ral Resources the current average broadband upload and download speed for the State; if he will 
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provide the average upload and download speed by county; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [4293/14]

30/01/2014WRB00900Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
Regulation of the electronic communications market, including the gathering of market data and 
publication of national statistical reports, is the responsibility of the Commission for Commu-
nications Regulation (ComReg). ComReg, has established a call costs website www.callcosts.
ie which provides information to the public on the alternative broadband services marketed by 
competing service providers on a county by county basis. ComReg does not collect or publish 
data on the average broadband speeds provided nationally or within counties.

The ESRI published a working paper in May 2012, based on ComReg’s call costs data, 
which compared median broadband speeds marketed by county across Ireland. The report was 
published prior to the upgrade of high speed broadband services by UPC, the launch of eir-
com’s eFibre programme and the ComReg multiband spectrum auction aimed at facilitating 
the rollout of 4G mobile broadband services. It concluded however that that a clear pattern 
had emerged of widespread improvements in choice and quality for broadband consumers in 
Ireland. It further concluded that variations in access to higher broadband speeds is more likely 
to be a consequence of residing in an urban, suburban or rural area in any county rather than a 
variation in marketed speeds between counties. 

The Government’s National Broadband Plan, which I published in August 2012, aims to 
radically change the broadband landscape in Ireland by ensuring that high speed broadband is 
available to all citizens and businesses. This will be achieved by providing

- a policy and regulatory framework that assists in accelerating and incentivising commer-
cial investment, and 

- a State-led investment for areas where it is not commercial for the market to invest.

The Government’s National Broadband Plan, which I published in August 2012, aims to 
radically change this broadband landscape by ensuring that high speed broadband is avail-
able to all citizens and businesses. This will be achieved by providing a policy and regulatory 
framework that assists in accelerating and incentivising commercial investment, and a State-led 
investment for areas where it is not commercial for the market to invest.

Since the publication of ESRI’s working paper and the National Broadband Plan, invest-
ments by the commercial sector are underway and in some instances have been accelerated in 
both fixed line and wireless high speed broadband services. In the fixed line segment of the 
market, eircom has announced plans to pass 1.4m premises with its next generation broadband 
service, with speeds of up to 100Mbps, while UPC has increased its entry level and maximum 
speeds to 120Mbps and 200Mbps respectively. Mobile operators have also made announce-
ments regarding network upgrades and are rolling out enhanced product offerings following 
the conclusion of ComReg’s successful multiband spectrum auction. Last week, I introduced 
legislation in the Dáil, to allow the ESB to utilise its electricity network to install a new high 
speed broadband communications network. 

These developments have been facilitated through the implementation of measures in the 
National Broadband Plan, including the conclusion of ComReg’s multiband spectrum auction, 
and the new regulatory regime for fixed line Next Generation Access and service bundles. Both 
of these measures are designed to incentivise the rollout of services by operators. 

In tandem with these developments, intensive work is underway in my Department to prog-
ress a State-led investment to secure the countrywide introduction of next generation broadband 
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access. In order to progress the State-led investment for areas where it is not commercial for 
the market to invest, a full procurement process must be designed and EU State Aids approval 
must be obtained. My Department is engaged in a comprehensive mapping exercise of the cur-
rent and anticipated investment by the commercial sector over the coming years, the results of 
which will inform the areas that need to be targeted in the State-led investment as envisaged in 
the National Broadband Plan.

Intensive technical, financial and legal preparations, including stakeholder engagement, are 
ongoing. The procurement process for the approved intervention will be carried out in accor-
dance with EU and Irish procurement rules and it is expected that it will be launched in 2014.

Through the implementation of the National Broadband Plan, I am committed to ensuring 
that all parts of Ireland have access to high speed broadband, with a view to ensuring that all 
citizens and businesses can participate fully in, and maximise the benefits of, a digitally enabled 
economy and society. 

30/01/2014WRB00950Energy Regulation

30/01/2014WRB0100025. Deputy Michael Moynihan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natu-
ral Resources the progress he has made in developing a new fiscal and regulatory framework 
for oil and gas exploration industry here; the person he has consulted in developing this new 
framework; the costs of developing this framework; and if he will make a statement on the mat-
ter. [4249/14]

30/01/2014WRB01100Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
On 9 May 2012 the former Joint Oireachtas Committee on Communications, Natural Resources 
and Agriculture published its Report on Offshore Oil and Gas Exploration. The Report con-
tained a number of recommendations in respect of the fiscal and regulatory framework applying 
to oil and gas exploration in Ireland.

At my request the Report was debated in Seanad Éireann on 27 June 2012 and in Dáil Éire-
ann on 14 May 2013, with the debate concluding on 9 July 2013.

During the course of the Dáil debate I stated my intention to seek further independent ex-
pert advice on the “fitness-for-purpose” of Ireland’s fiscal terms, such expert advice to focus on 
what level of fiscal gain is achievable for the State and its citizens and, equally important, on 
the mechanisms best suited to produce such a gain.

On 24 September 2013 my Department issued a request for tenders under national procure-
ment rules on etenders.gov.ie for the provision of expert advice on Ireland’s oil and gas explora-
tion development and production fiscal terms.

On further consideration of the nature of the assignment required to be undertaken by a suc-
cessful tenderer, in particular the need for the successful tenderer to address the issues raised 
in the wider public debate on the fitness for purpose of the current fiscal terms, my Department 
on 23 December 2013 re-tendered the revised assignment in the Official Journal of the Euro-
pean Union and on etenders.gov.ie. The closing date for the receipt of responses to the revised 
request for tenders is 3 February 2014.

The revised terms of reference for the assignment are as follows:

Having regard to the fact that Ireland’s indigenous oil and gas resources belong to the people 
and to the policy goal of maximising the benefits to the State from exploration for and extrac-
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tion of those resources, the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources is 
seeking expert advice as to:

(i) The “fitness for purpose” of Ireland’s current fiscal regime for oil and gas exploration, 
development and production having regard to:

- The petroleum prospectivity of the Irish offshore; 

- Ireland’s relative attractiveness as a location for mobile international exploration invest-
ment;

- The findings of the May 2012 report of the former Joint Oireachtas Committee on Com-
munications, Natural Resources and Agriculture, together with the debate of that report by Dáil 
Éireann;

- Issues raised through the wider public debate on the fitness for purpose of Ireland’s fiscal 
regime;

- Comparative international experience; and

- Other relevant reports.

(ii) Supported by analysis, whether revisions should be made to the fiscal licensing regime, 
in particular having regard to:

- The level at which the terms are set;

- The nature of the instruments used; and

- The tax reliefs available, including both the nature and timing of tax reliefs.

-  It is intended to bring consideration of this matter to a conclusion in the coming months. 
This will ensure that the next licensing round can be launched against a backdrop of regulatory 
certainty and encourage new investment in exploration.

The Petroleum and Other Minerals Development Act 1960 provides the legislative under-
pinning to the regulatory framework applying to oil and gas exploration in Ireland. The Act is 
important in setting out the high-level exploration licensing regime and the rights conferred 
by the various authorisations. Since it was enacted, a broad body of legislation at national and 
European Union level that is directly relevant to petroleum exploration and production activi-
ties, including planning, safety and environmental legislation, has been passed. Against that 
background, my Department is currently engaged in a review of the 1960 Act.

  Question No. 26 answered with Question No. 12.

30/01/2014WRB01250National Digital Strategy Implementation

30/01/2014WRB0130027. Deputy Michael Moynihan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natu-
ral Resources the progress made by his Department in implementing the national digital strat-
egy; if he is satisfied with the progress made to date with national broadband scheme; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter.  [4252/14]

30/01/2014WRB01400Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
The Government’s National Digital Strategy was published in July 2013. Phase 1 of the Strat-
egy focuses on actions in 3 key areas – citizen engagement, small business, and digital in learn-
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ing and significant progress is being made in implementing actions in these areas:

- The Government provided funding of €5m this year for the implementation of an Online 
Trading Voucher Scheme for small businesses and this scheme is being piloted in the Dublin 
area at present involving 25 companies. A second Dublin based pilot, comprising a further 25 
companies, will start in February followed by a full national roll out of this scheme during 2014. 

- Digital training for citizens is ongoing. The individual grants available as part of the Ben-
efIT 4 scheme were announced in July last and training began in early Autumn. Training is 
currently available at over 570 locations nationwide and it is expected this will grow to about 
700 locations.

- My Department in conjunction with the Department of Education and Skills are in the 
process of rolling out high speed broadband to post-primary schools and have commenced the 
roll out of phase III of the 100Mbps schools project. This will cover 272 schools in 9 counties: 
Carlow, Cork, Kerry, Kilkenny, Limerick, Tipperary, Waterford, Wicklow and Wexford. This 
will complete the national rollout to some 516 post-primary schools. The final 272 schools will 
have a 100Mbps connection by the beginning of the new academic year in September 2014. 
In addition, my Department has commissioned the Economic and Social Research Institute to 
research the learning outcomes as a consequence of enhanced broadband connectivity.

- A suite of “Switch On” workshops will target schools to promote the use of digital and to 
assist them to overcome barriers to use of high-speed broadband. These workshops are under 
development and are targeted to be rolled out in March

- In December 2012, Lord David Puttnam was appointed as Ireland’s first Digital Cham-
pion. In addition to his engagements with the European Commission and other Digital Champi-
ons, he is undertaking a number of strategic engagements with key stakeholders on the National 
Digital Strategy throughout 2014. 

Macro-economic research on the value of digital to the economy of Ireland was published 
as part of the National Digital Strategy. It indicated that digital contributed 4.4% to Ireland’s 
GDP in 2012 and is supporting up to 95,000 jobs. The digital part of the economy in Ireland is 
growing at 16% per year.

In tandem with measures to stimulate uptake and use of technology in society, the Govern-
ment’s National Broadband Plan, which I published in August 2012, aims to radically change 
the broadband landscape in Ireland by ensuring that high speed broadband is available to all 
citizens and businesses. This will be achieved by providing:

- a policy and regulatory framework that assists in accelerating and incentivising commer-
cial investment, and 

- a State-led investment for areas where it is not commercial for the market to invest.

Since the publication of the Plan, investments by the commercial sector are underway and 
in some instances have been accelerated in both fixed line and wireless high speed broadband 
services. In the fixed line segment of the market, eircom has announced plans to pass 1.4m 
premises with its next generation broadband service, with speeds of up to 100Mbps, while UPC 
has increased its entry level and maximum speeds to 120Mbps and 200Mbps respectively. Mo-
bile operators have also made announcements regarding network upgrades and are rolling out 
enhanced product offerings. Last week, I introduced legislation in the Dáil, to allow the ESB to 
utilise its electricity network to install a new high speed broadband communications network. 

These developments have been facilitated through the implementation of measures in the 
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National Broadband Plan, including the conclusion of ComReg’s multiband spectrum auction, 
and the new regulatory regime for fixed line Next Generation Access and service bundles. Both 
of these measures are designed to incentivise the rollout of services by operators. 

In tandem with these developments, intensive work is underway in my Department to prog-
ress a State-led investment to secure the countrywide introduction of next generation broadband 
access. In order to progress the State-led investment for areas where it is not commercial for 
the market to invest, a full procurement process must be designed and EU State Aids approval 
must be obtained. My Department is engaged in a comprehensive mapping exercise of the cur-
rent and anticipated investment by the commercial sector over the coming years, the results of 
which will inform the areas that need to be targeted in the State-led investment as envisaged in 
the National Broadband Plan.

Intensive technical, financial and legal preparations, including stakeholder engagement, are 
ongoing. The procurement process for the approved intervention will be carried out in accor-
dance with EU and Irish procurement rules and it is expected that it will be launched in 2014.

Through the implementation of the National Broadband Plan, I am committed to ensuring 
that all parts of Ireland have access to high speed broadband, with a view to ensuring that all 
citizens and businesses can participate fully in, and maximise the benefits of, a digitally enabled 
economy and society.

30/01/2014WRB01450Hydraulic Fracturing Policy

30/01/2014WRB0150028. Deputy Michael Moynihan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natu-
ral Resources if his Department has made submissions to the European Commission regarding 
Europe-wide regulations relating to the practice of hydraulic fracturing; when guidelines will 
be issued here; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4251/14]

30/01/2014WRB01600Minister of State at the Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Re-
sources (Deputy Fergus O’Dowd):  At its own initiative the Europeam Commission has is-
sued a Recommendation providing minimum principles for the exploration and production of 
hydrocarbons (especially shale gas) by means of high volume hydraulic fracturing. This Rec-
ommendation was included as part of a set of proposals published by the Commission on 22 
January, 2014 and is available on the Commission’s website. 

The Recommendation contains eighteen provisions, including inter alia strategic planning 
and assessment of environmental impacts, baseline studies, operational requirements, use of 
chemicals, monitoring requirements, environmental liability and financial guarantees, sanctions 
and administrative capacity 

My priority for now is the research programme to be overseen by the EPA in Ireland. That 
research programme will consider all stages of unconventional gas exploration and extraction 
projects and operations, including construction, commissioning, operating, decommissioning 
and aftercare, as well as off-site and other developments.

Detailed information on the regulatory approaches of other countries that have experience 
with this activity will also be considered. The research programme is expected to consider a 
minimum of five countries including at least one country where a moratorium on unconven-
tional gas exploration has been introduced.The EPA research will consider the specific potential 
environmental impact of hydraulic fracturing in Ireland.

It is my view that guidance to ensure consistency of environmental assessment for develop-
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ments proposing the use of hydraulic fracking throughout Member States is to be welcomed. 
It is anticipated that such guidance will continue to develop in accordance with both scientific 
research and technological progress throughout Europe.  

30/01/2014WRB01650Post Office Network

30/01/2014WRB0170029. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural 
Resources the steps being taken to support the maintenance of the post office network; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [4119/14]

30/01/2014WRB01800Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
It is Government policy that An Post remains a strong and viable company, in a position to 
provide a high quality, nationwide postal service and maintain a nationwide customer focussed 
network of post offices in the community. 

Operational matters and the role of developing commercial strategies for the post office net-
work are, of course, a matter for the management and Board of An Post and one in which I have 
no statutory function. As shareholder, however, I have a strong concern in relation to the ongo-
ing commercial position of the Company and I regularly liaise with the Company in this regard. 

The Post Office Network has many strengths and has the largest retail presence in the coun-
try. I have been supportive of its attempts to diversify its income streams and to win a wider 
range of commercial contracts offering higher margins. 

I have welcomed the selection of An Post as the provider of over the counter cash services 
for social welfare customers. The social welfare contract is the largest contract held by the post 
office division of An Post. The Department of Social Protection intends to implement a strat-
egy whereby the bulk of social welfare payments will be made electronically and has recently 
published a Request For Information on ePayment Solutions for welfare clients and associated 
business processes. I understand that the post office network will pitch strongly for the social 
welfare e-payment business when it is put out to tender by the Department of Social Protection.

Having invested in the computerisation of all post offices, the post office network is well 
positioned to become the front office provider of choice for Government and financial services 
sector. Progress towards diversification within the financial services sector is already underway 
with the enhanced arrangement with AIB and the agreement with Aviva for the transfer of their 
branch offices personal insurance business to One Direct.

In the context of the public sector transformation agenda I will continue to engage with my 
colleague, the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform in relation to consideration, as ap-
propriate, of the post office network for transactional elements of the business of Government 
Departments and Agencies and have stressed to my Government colleagues that the network is 
ideally configured for over the counter transactions. Any such developments would, of course, 
need to be subject to public procurement requirements as appropriate.

Overall, I see a strong future for the network by using its existing strengths to remain a 
significant player as a front office for Government services. In this connection, The post office 
network has secured over the counter Local Property Tax payments. Garda fixed fines, TV li-
cences and passports can all be paid or purchased at the post office as well as dog licences and 
toll fees. I also see a strong role for the post office network in the next phase of the standard 
bank account project as the target segment for this project are already comfortable in using post 
offices for financial transactions.
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30/01/2014WRB01850Electricity Generation

30/01/2014WRB0190030. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natu-
ral Resources the extent to which he and his Department have studied the adequacy of the 
electricity generating capacity from non-fossil sources to meet this country’s requirements over 
the next ten to 12 years in the event of a 3.5% economic growth rate over the same period fa-
cilitating increased employment and investment; the extent to which it is expected to achieve 
self-sufficiency and reduce dependency on imports in this regard at the same time; if it is ex-
pected to retain sufficient surplus to requirements throughout the same period to protect against 
blackouts; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4231/14]

30/01/2014WRB02000Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
The overarching objective of the Government’s energy policy is to ensure secure and sustain-
able supplies of competitively priced energy to all consumers. Ireland is currently heavily re-
liant on imported fossil fuels to meet our energy needs. While it is acknowledged that fossil 
fuels will remain part of the energy mix for some time to come, progress is being made towards 
increasing the share of renewable energy in our generation porfolio. The 2009 EU Renewable 
Energy Directive set Ireland a legally binding target of meeting 16% of our energy requirements 
from renewable sources by 2020. In order to meet this target, Ireland is committed to meeting 
40% of electricity demand from renewable sources. Figures for 2012 show that 19.6% of elec-
tricity demand was met from renewables.

To date wind energy has been the largest driver of growth in renewable electricity, contrib-
uting most towards the achievement of the 2020 target. In 2012 15.3% of electricity demand 
was met by wind generation. At the end of 2013, the total amount of renewable generation con-
nected to the grid was 2,300 MW. It is estimated that a total of between 3,500 and 4,000 MW 
of onshore renewable generation capacity will be required to allow Ireland to meet its 40% 
renewable electricity target. Currently, around 3,000 MW of renewable generation has taken up 
connection offers under the Gate 3 grid connection programme. 

EirGrid’s most recent Generation Capacity Statement, covering the period 2013 - 2022, 
deals with both renewable and conventional sources. It shows a positive outlook for power 
generation adequacy over the next decade for Ireland. However, EirGrid has also stated the 
need for reinforcment and upgrading of the high voltage transmission grid to ensure that reli-
able electricity supplies can be maintained to all regions, and allow Ireland to attract and retain 
investment and create jobs. This work is being carried out by EirGrid through their Grid 25 
programme and is also essential if we are to leverage our abundant, indigenous, renewable 
energy resources and realise the potential they offer for reducing our dependence on imported 
fossil fuels. The renewable energy sector has also been identified by both the IDA and Enter-
prise Ireland as a key growth area in their clean technology strategies. Therefore, increasing the 
renewable element of our energy mix will contribute to improving our energy security and our 
economic development. 

As we look towards a new EU energy and climate change framework for 2030, the need to 
expand the renewable generation portfolio becomes apparent. This presents the opportunity to 
facilitate the development of additional technologies such as offshore renewable energy, which 
is the subject of an Offshore Renewable Energy Development Plan, which I will be publishing 
shortly.

30/01/2014WRB02050Hydraulic Fracturing Policy
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30/01/2014WRB0210031. Deputy Clare Daly asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Re-
sources if his Department will conduct any studies into the increased threat of environmental 
problems from fracking in areas that are prone to flooding in view of such experiences in parts 
of the United States. [4117/14]

30/01/2014WRB02200Minister of State at the Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resourc-
es (Deputy Fergus O’Dowd): I have stated on a number of occasions that I do not propose to 
consider applications for petroleum authorisations in respect of projects proposing the use of 
hydraulic fracturing until the EPA Research Programme has concluded and there has been time 
to consider its findings.

In November of last year the EPA launched a call for tenders, with the selection process to 
conclude by March this year, to appoint the relevant expertise to conduct detailed research into 
the potential impacts of hydraulic fracturing on the environment. The research will consider 
baseline characterisation with regard to water, seismic and air quality, potential impacts and 
mitigations and best practice regulatory framework. 

I have also made it clear that should the EPA research conclude that this technology can be 
used in a manner that protects the environment, that any application for an exploration licence 
that proposed the use of hydraulic fracturing as part of an unconventional gas exploration pro-
gramme would be subject to a full environmental impact assessment. An environmental impact 
assessment entails consideration of the potential impacts of a project on population, fauna, 
flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets, including the architectural and archaeo-
logical heritage, landscape and the inter-relationship between the above factors. Under the EIA 
Directive, it is not possible to permit a project unless it can be determined following assessment 
that it would not have an unacceptable environmental or social impact.  

30/01/2014WRB02250Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRB0230032. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade the 
way his departmental contracts for taxi companies for the purposes of taxis for the use of de-
partmental staff are decided and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies 
wishing to apply for these contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter.  [4645/14]

30/01/2014WRB02400Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Eamon Gilmore): It is 
my Department’s policy that taxis should only be used by staff where public transport is un-
available or not feasible for business reasons.   

My Department ran an open tender process for the provision of taxi services at its Dublin 
headquarters in January 2011, which was advertised via the Government’s e-procurement por-
tal www.etenders.gov.ie and in the Official Journal of the European Union. The contract was 
awarded on the basis of most economically advantageous tender having regard to the following 
criteria: 

- %
Quality of Service Proposal, which is comprised of: 60%
Capacity of the tenderer to deliver a quality service 
having regard to the Department’s requirements; 

40%

Complaints procedures and references 10%
Quality Assurance 5%
Environmental Policy 5%
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- %
Quality of Service Proposal, which is comprised of: 60%
Overall Cost 40%

The contract was awarded to National Radio Cabs in June 2011 with an initial term of one 
year, renewable annually to a maximum of four years, subject always to satisfactory perfor-
mance. It has been renewed twice (in 2012 and 2013) and there is one more option for renewal 
remaining for consideration in 2014.  

30/01/2014WRB02450Northern Ireland Issues

30/01/2014WRB0250033. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade 
his plans to have further discussions with the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland and mem-
bers of the Northern Ireland Executive on the urgent need to progress to a successful conclusion 
the proposals outlined by Ambassador Haass; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  
[4785/14]

30/01/2014WRB02600Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Eamon Gilmore): 
Throughout the period of the Talks, I spoke to and met with all of the Parties, with Drs. Haass 
and O’Sullivan and with the British Government on numerous occasions. 

I have made clear to all participants and stakeholders the Government’s view that there is 
now a unique opportunity to make further progress towards advancing reconciliation and the 
creation of a truly reconciled and prosperous society in Northern Ireland.  That remains the 
Government’s view and we will continue our engagement with the Northern Ireland Political 
Parties and the British Government to that end.  

I welcome that very significant progress was made within the talks process over a short pe-
riod on a number of the most difficult issues that face society in Northern Ireland.  The priority 
now should be to safeguard and give practical effect to what has been achieved.   

Since New Year, I have maintained contact with all of the Northern Ireland Executive party 
leaders and have made clear my intention of engaging closely with them as they seek to con-
clude their important work on what are some of the most divisive issues in Northern Ireland.

I welcome that the five parties in the NI Executive have been meeting regularly to discuss 
and agree the next steps.

The Government will play its role to the full in partnership with the NI Parties as they com-
plete their work on an agreement.

In regard to specific contacts, I am in contact with the Northern Ireland party leaders, includ-
ing the First Minister and deputy First Minister, and will meet with the First Minister today.  I 
will also today be speaking with Richard Haass who continues to be supportive of the ongoing 
process.  I remain in regular contact with the Secretary of State Theresa Villiers. I believe there 
is a shared sense of purpose on the part of both governments to see this process brought to an 
early conclusion.

30/01/2014WRB02650Job Initiatives

30/01/2014WRB0270034. Deputy John Lyons asked the Minister for Finance the position regarding the intro-
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duction of the start your own business scheme; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[4668/14]

30/01/2014WRB02800Minister for Finance (Deputy Michael Noonan): As the Deputy is aware, I announced the 
Start Your Own Business initiative, which provides an exemption from Income Tax for individ-
uals who have been unemployed for a period of 12 months and who start a new, un-incorporated 
business between 25 October 2013 and 31 December 2016.

An exemption from Income Tax will be provided on profits up to a maximum of €40,000 per 
annum for the first two years of trading. However, USC and PRSI will continue to be payable. 
If a loss is incurred then loss relief will be available in the normal manner.

The business must be un-incorporated i.e., it must not be registered as a company. In order 
to claim this relief, the individual must file a tax return notwithstanding that there may be no 
liability to tax.

This initiative is an employment activation measure that provides a much-needed incentive 
for people to start their own business and to reduce their dependence on welfare payments. Full 
details of the initiative can be found on the Revenue website at: http://www.revenue.ie/en/tax/
it/reliefs/own-business-scheme/index.html.

30/01/2014WRB02850Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRB0290035. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Finance the way his departmental contracts 
for taxi companies for the purposes of taxis for the use of departmental staff are decided and 
allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies wishing to apply for these con-
tracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  
[4644/14]

30/01/2014WRB03000Minister for Finance (Deputy Michael Noonan): In an effort to save costs, my Depart-
ment introduced, in 2009, a policy whereby Staff requiring to use taxis are required pay for the 
taxi themselves and recoup the costs from the Department following presentation and approval 
of the receipt for the official trip undertaken. In addition staff were also requested to use public 
forms of transport including the air coach service where this is practical. This policy in respect 
of taxi usage has also been adopted by the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform.

In addition my Department and the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform main-
tains a long standing account with National Radio Cabs to provide certain services such as 
delivery of parcels and urgent mail across the city and in the case of the Department of Public 
Expenditure and Reform, transportation of test material to and from the CMO’s Office. The 
Cost for this service in respect of both Departments in 2001 was €22k.

Should the Department seek to tender for Taxi Services in the future it will undertake the 
process in compliance with the procurement procedures.

30/01/2014WRB03050Mortgage Resolution Processes

30/01/2014WRB0310036. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance further to Parliamentary 
Question No. 196 of 21 January 2014, if sub-prime mortgages are subject to the mortgage ar-
rears resolution targets process which will require institutions to have made offers of sustain-
able solutions to 75% of distressed borrowers by June of this year and concluded solutions in 
the 35% of cases; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4675/14]
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30/01/2014WRB0320037. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance further to Parliamentary 
Question No. 196 of 21 January 2014, the number of sub-prime mortgages that have been re-
structured; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4676/14]

30/01/2014WRB0330045. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance further to Parliamentary 
Question No. 196 of 21 January 2014, the number of orders for repossession granted to sub-
prime lenders in 2012 and 2013; the proportion this represents of all repossessions; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter.  [4760/14]

30/01/2014WRB03400Minister for Finance (Deputy Michael Noonan): I propose to take Questions Nos. 36, 37 
and 45 together.

According to the Central Bank of Ireland, the Mortgage Arrears Resolution Targets (MART) 
were introduced, as a prudential policy measure, to set progressively more demanding quan-
titative targets for specified Credit Institutions to process mortgage arrears cases and achieve 
sustainable outcomes.

 The specified Credit Institutions to which the MART applies are:

- ACC;

- AIB;

- Bank of Ireland;

- KBC Bank Ireland;

- Permanent tsb;

- Ulster Bank. 

The targets are set in relation to both Principal Dwelling Homes (PDH) and Buy to Let 
(BTL) mortgages and the above named institutions cover the vast majority of the mortgage 
book in Ireland, accounting for nine out of ten mortgages.

Retail credit lenders, which are not licensed to accept deposits such as sub-prime mortgage 
providers are not subject to the prudential standards set out in the MART. However, the same 
consumer protection framework applies to retail credit lenders as to other regulated lenders in-
cluding the Consumer Protection Code and the Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears (CCMA) 
and the Central Bank engages with these firms in relation to their treatment of borrowers under 
the mortgage arrears resolution process. In particular, the CCMA sets out requirements for 
all mortgage lenders, including retail credit firms, dealing with borrowers in arrears or pre-
arrears on a mortgage secured on a primary home.  It provides a strong consumer protection 
framework to ensure that borrowers struggling to keep up mortgage repayments are treated in 
a fair and transparent manner by their lender and that long term resolution is sought by lenders 
with each of their co-operating borrowers.

The Central Bank has advised that for the sub-prime category of lender, there are 17,807 
PDH accounts of which 4,341 have been restructured.  In addition, out of the 659 BTL mort-
gage accounts, the Central Bank has advised that 68 have been restructured.

The Central Bank has informed me that the number of orders of repossession for this cat-
egory is not available at the moment but I will send this data to the Deputy as soon as it becomes 
available.
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30/01/2014WRB03450Mortgage Resolution Processes

30/01/2014WRB0350038. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance the number of Irish Bank 
Resolution Corporation residential and buy to let mortgages that have been restructured; the 
type of restructure by number; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4677/14]

30/01/2014WRB0360039. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance the reason the Irish Bank 
Resolution Corporation is not subject to the mortgage arrears resolution targets process; his 
plans to make them subject to MART; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4678/14]

30/01/2014WRB03700Minister for Finance (Deputy Michael Noonan): I propose to take Questions Nos. 38 and 
39 together.

I have been advised by the Special Liquidators that Irish Bank Resolution Corporation Lim-
ited (in Special Liquidation) was not one of the Specified Credit Institutions as set out in the  
Mortgage Arrears Resolution Targets (MART) published by the Central Bank of Ireland in 
March 2013.  At the time the MART were published in March 2013 Irish Bank Resolution Cor-
poration Limited was in Special Liquidation.

Irish Bank Resolution Corporation Limited (in Special Liquidation) has agreed specific 
targets with the CBI for Mortgage Arrears Resolutions.  However they do not have the same 
obligations as the Specified Credit Institutions to make public disclosure of their performance 
against the targets.  The Special Liquidators will therefore not be disclosing the requested in-
formation.

I have been informed by the Special Liquidators that the residential mortgage customers 
of Irish Bank Resolution Corporation Limited (in Special Liquidation) continue to enjoy the 
protection of the Central Bank Code of Conduct on mortgage arrears and other protections in 
Irish consumer law.

30/01/2014WRB03750Pensions Levy

30/01/2014WRB0380040. Deputy Olivia Mitchell asked the Minister for Finance if he will consider making those 
with a pension fund of less than €300,000 a year which would have an approximate payment of 
€12,000 a year, similar to the non-contributory pension rate, exempt from paying the pension 
levy; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4680/14]

30/01/2014WRB03900Minister for Finance (Deputy Michael Noonan): I announced in my Budget 2014 speech 
that the 0.6% Pension Fund Levy introduced to fund the Jobs Initiative in 2011 will be abolished 
from the 31st of December 2014. I have however, introduced an additional levy on pension 
funds at 0.15% to, among other things, continue to help fund the Jobs Initiative. The additional 
levy, within the existing legal framework, will apply to pension fund assets in 2014 and 2015. 

The chargeable persons for the pension fund levy are the trustees or other persons (includ-
ing insurance companies) with responsibility for the management of the assets of the pension 
schemes or plans. 

There are two exceptions to the requirement to pay the levy provided for in the governing 
legislation (section 125B of the Stamp Duties Consolidation Act 1999). 

The first exception provides that the levy will not apply to the assets of occupational pension 
schemes in respect of employees whose employment is, or was, wholly exercised outside the 
State. In other words, the levy does not apply to the extent that a pension scheme is intended to 
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provide retirement benefits to scheme members employed outside the State. 

The second exception provides that the levy will not apply where the trustees of a scheme 
have passed a resolution to wind-up the scheme and where the business in respect of which the 
scheme was established is insolvent in accordance with the Protection of Employees (Employ-
ers’ Insolvency) Act 1984.

The fact that there are very limited situations where the levy does not have to be paid ex-
plains, in part at least, why it was possible to introduce it at a relatively low rate of 0.6% in the 
first place and to have a rate of additional levy as low as 0.15% for the years 2014 and 2015. 
Making an exception for pension funds with a value of less than €300,000 will inevitably give 
rise to demands for exceptions to be granted in other situations that would be viewed by those 
seeking them as being equally deserving.  The inevitable result of this course of action would 
be a narrowing of the levy base which would result in a greater imposition on the non-exempt 
schemes and I am not prepared to go down that road.

30/01/2014WRC00150Tax Exemptions

30/01/2014WRC0020041. Deputy Jim Daly asked the Minister for Finance the number of organisations currently 
availing of charitable status; if he is satisfied with the present system in place as operated by 
the Revenue Commissioners; his plans to review same; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [4709/14]

30/01/2014WRC0030042. Deputy Jim Daly asked the Minister for Finance if he is in a position to confirm the 
amount of revenue foregone to the Exchequer under exemptions granted to organisations that 
have been granted charitable status for each of the past five years; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter.  [4710/14]

30/01/2014WRC0040043. Deputy Jim Daly asked the Minister for Finance the avenues available to query the 
Revenue Commissioners regarding their allocation of charitable exemption to individual or-
ganisations; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4711/14]

30/01/2014WRC00500Minister for Finance (Deputy Michael Noonan): I propose to take Questions Nos. 41, 42 
and 43 together.

The administration of the Charitable Tax Exemption is a matter for the Revenue Commis-
sioners. I am informed by Revenue that 8,421 bodies currently hold charitable tax exemptions 
and that a full list of such bodies is available on the Revenue website at www.revenue.ie.

I am also informed that the relevant information available as to Exchequer cost is in respect 
of the exemption from Income Tax of charities, colleges, hospitals, schools, friendly societies, 
etc in the years 2007 to 2011 inclusive, the latest year for which the necessary information is 
available. The relevant information is as follows:

Tax Year Cost  €m  
2007 30.7 
2008 35.8 
2009 40.7 
2010 35.5 
2011 31.1 
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The income on which these costs are based includes dividend income on which Income 
Tax deducted at source has been repaid, other investment income, payments received under 
covenant, donations by the PAYE sector to approved bodies, together with the associated tax 
relief and donations by the self-employed and corporate sectors to approved bodies and ap-
proved sports bodies.  Information is not available about other income received gross of tax. In 
the absence of other information, tax has been assumed at the standard rate of income tax even 
though a different rate might be more appropriate.

Revenue has no regulatory role in relation to charities and its function is rightly confined to 
responding to applications from bodies claiming exemption from tax on the basis that they are 
charities and ensuring that once they have been granted an exemption they continue to comply 
with the terms of that exemption. With regard to the allocation of charitable tax exemptions to 
individual organisations, Revenue is independent in the performance of its day-to-day functions 
and is also obliged to maintain confidentiality in respect of taxpayer affairs. Therefore it is not 
in a position to provide information to any third party regarding the granting of charitable tax 
exemptions to individual organisations.

Revenue has pointed out, however, that the procedures in relation to the granting of chari-
table tax exemptions are set out in detail on the Revenue Website and implementation of these 
procedures is subject to controls including oversight by officers at various levels within Rev-
enue to ensure that conditions are adhered to.

Before making a decision to refuse a charitable tax exemption or to withdraw an existing 
exemption, Revenue is obliged to apply fair procedures and to afford the parties concerned an 
opportunity to state their arguments fully. Once a decision is made it can be appealed to the 
independent Appeal Commissioners. I have been assured by Revenue that the procedures cur-
rently in place for granting Charitable Tax exemptions and reviewing the continued entitlement 
of bodies to those exemptions are appropriate.

I am satisfied with these assurances and with the arrangements that are in place for Revenue 
to fulfil its role in relation to the tax exemption. I am strongly of the view that Revenue’s role is 
in ensuring the proper operation of the tax system and in the context of charities this means the 
proper operation of the exemption. Revenue is not and, in my opinion should not be seen as, the 
quasi-regulator of the charity sector. The Deputy is no doubt aware that the charitable sector is 
subject to a separate regulatory framework. 

30/01/2014WRC00550Property Taxation Administration

30/01/2014WRC0060044. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance if the Revenue Commission-
ers have a system in place for paying a refund of the local property tax in cases where it has 
been charged in error; the expected time for processing a refund; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter.  [4759/14]

30/01/2014WRC00700Minister for Finance (Deputy Michael Noonan): I assume the Deputy is referring to the 
exemption in section 8 of the Finance (Local Property Tax) Act 2012 (as amended). It was origi-
nally intended that this exemption would only apply to first-time buyers, which is clear from the 
heading to the section: “Exemption for first-time buyers”. The Explanatory Memorandum to the 
Bill (prior to enactment) also states that the exemption applies to first-time buyers. The Deputy 
may recall that mortgage interest relief was phased out on mortgages taken out after 31 Decem-
ber 2012 and this measure was a transitional provision to help first-time buyers in the first year 
after the abolition of mortgage interest relief. However, as written, the exemption benefits any 
buyer, not just a first-time buyer. The result is that a person who purchased a second hand house 
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in 2013 and occupies it as a sole or main residence is entitled to the exemption regardless of 
whether s/he is a first-time buyer.

The Revenue Commissioners have advised me that this exemption applies to a clearly de-
fined group of property owners, who are being identified using Stamp Duty records. These fall 
into three broad groups:

- those who purchased a residential property between 1 January 2013 and 1 May 2013 and 
paid the LPT for 2013 -  they may be entitled to a refund of the 2013 payment and subject to 
certain conditions may be exempt for 2014 to 2016 LPT,

- those who purchased a property between 1 May 2013 and 1 November - the vendor was li-
able to the 2013 liability, if the purchaser paid the 2014 liability they may be entitled to a refund 
and may be entitled to an exemption for 2015 and 2016 LPT, and

- those who bought between 2 November and 31 December 2013 - the vendor once he or she 
owned the property on 1 May and 1 November is liable for the 2013 and 2014 liability and the 
purchaser may be entitled to an exemption for 2015 and 2016 LPT.

- There is a significant amount of work involved in identifying individuals who bought in 
2013 and who are entitled to the exemption. When this work is completed Revenue will write to 
these individuals and will provide advice on what action should be taken where the individual 
confirms that s/he qualifies for the exemption and wishes to claim it, so that s/he may receive a 
refund of any LPT already paid for 2013 or 2014. Good progress is being made on identifying 
those that may be eligible and the letter from Revenue will clearly indicate what they need to 
do to claim the exemption. Once the exemption is properly claimed refunds will issue promptly 
to the claimants, subject to their tax affairs being up to date. 

There are other circumstances in which a refund of LPT may be considered. If the Deputy 
has a particular case or set of circumstances in mind, he may wish to contact the Revenue Com-
missioners with the details and they will advise him of the procedures to be followed.

  Question No. 45 answered with Question No. 36.

30/01/2014WRC00850IBRC Loans

30/01/2014WRC0090046. Deputy Lucinda Creighton asked the Minister for Finance further to Parliamentary 
Question No. 65 on 23 of January 2014, the reason that simple details on the number of bidders 
for the IBRC loans secured against an hotel (details supplied) prejudices the ability of the spe-
cial liquidators to obtain best value for the loan assets when similar loan sale disposals by the 
National Asset Management Agency provide that type of information; if an independent broker 
was appointed by the special liquidator to sell these loans; if other parties were allowed to bid 
for the other tranches of the loans that were held by the Bank of Ireland, other than Kennedy 
Wilson; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4786/14]

30/01/2014WRC01000Minister for Finance (Deputy Michael Noonan): I have been advised by the Special 
Liquidators that the information requested regarding the sale of the loan from IBRC (In Spe-
cial Liquidation) will not be published as it is commercially sensitive information.  The Spe-
cial Liquidators believe that releasing this information may prejudice the ability of the Special 
Liquidators to obtain best value for the loan assets in the ongoing IBRC asset sale process as 
it would provide an indication to bidders/ interested parties of the level of interest in the loan 
sales process.
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In addition to this, the Special Liquidators have informed me that they will not be comment-
ing on individual customer-related transactions.  Independent third parties were engaged to 
value the loan assets and the Special Liquidators managed the sales process.  A loan asset that is 
made available for sale would not be sold to a third party unless the bid received from the third 
party in question was greater than the independent valuation obtained for that asset.

Separately, reflecting both commercial considerations and customer confidentiality, Bank of 
Ireland has reconfirmed that it does not comment on individual customer-related transactions.

30/01/2014WRC01050Special Educational Needs Data

30/01/2014WRC0110047. Deputy Clare Daly asked the Minister for Education and Skills the way the National 
Council for Special Education and his Department arrived at the number of 32 hours as the 
benchmark for a full-time post for a special needs assistant.  [4580/14]

30/01/2014WRC0120048. Deputy Clare Daly asked the Minister for Education and Skills if he will provide a list 
of the number of schools where special needs assistants’ hours equate to the full 32 hours that 
were stated in the report or recommendation.  [4581/14]

30/01/2014WRC0130056. Deputy Clare Daly asked the Minister for Education and Skills which report or recom-
mendation the National Council for Special Education used as the guideline for implementing 
the 32-hour system as a basis for calculating an hourly rate.  [4717/14]

30/01/2014WRC01400Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): I propose to take Questions 
Nos. 47, 48 and 56 together.

The allocation of SNA resources is not a matter for this Department but is instead an inde-
pendent function carried out by the National Council for Special Education (NCSE), through 
its network of local Special Educational Needs Organisers (SENOs), who are responsible for 
processing applications from primary and post primary schools for special educational needs 
supports including resource teaching and SNA support as well as the establishment of special 
classes in various geographical areas as required.  The number of SNAs employed in a school 
depends on the allocation given to the school by the NCSE, based on its assessment of the 
special educational needs of pupils in the school.  If the Deputy requires further information 
regarding the methodology around the allocation of SNA resources to schools then her query 
should more appropriately be directed to the NCSE.

The National Council for Special Education (NCSE) does not have a role in setting the con-
tractual hours of work of SNAs. The contractual position in respect of SNAs is outlined in their 
contract of employment. Links to the SNA Contracts of Employment are as follows:

Department of Education and Skills Circular SNA 12/05 (Post-Primary) http://www.educa-
tion.ie/en/Circulars-and-Forms/Active-Circulars/sna12_05.pdf

Department of Education and Skills Circular SNA 15/05 (Primary) http://www.education.
ie/en/Circulars-and-Forms/Popular-forms/SNA-15-05-Contract-Form.pdf

  This contract of employment is augmented by all of the relevant Departmental Circulars 
governing Special Needs Assistants which detail the standardised terms and conditions of em-
ployment for SNAs. These Circulars are amended and new Circulars are issued by the Minister 
for Education and Skills from time to time. The position regarding the working hours of full-
time SNAs is as outlined in the standard SNA contract of employment, which was agreed by 
this Department, the Trade Unions (IMPACT and SIPTU) representing SNAs and the Manage-
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ment Bodies in 2005. In that context, the standard SNA contract has been designed to be flex-
ible to cater for the different spectrum of working hours across all the various schools including 
primary, post-primary and special schools. No set hours were agreed but instead full-time SNAs 
are expected to work for the normal school hours in the school that they are working in, and in 
addition to be available for a period of time before and after school in order to help with recep-
tion and dispersal of children and preparation and tidying up of classrooms etc. These times 
are set locally by the school management and will vary from school to school depending on the 
requirements of the school. 

In addition, all SNAs were required to be available for a number of days at the start and 
finish of each school term not exceeding 12 in total. Under the Croke Park Agreement it was 
agreed to introduce greater flexibility to the use of these 12 days. These 12 days now equate to 
72 hours (pro-rata for part-time SNAs) to be used by schools as an additional bank of hours to 
be utilised and delivered outside of normal school opening hours and/or the normal school year. 
SNAs who are employed in a part-time capacity are paid a pro-rata amount dependent upon 
their level of hours of employment. Part-time SNAs are paid on the agreed divisor rate for pay 
purposes for part-time SNAs which is 32 hours.  I should point out that this divisor was agreed 
with both of the Trade Unions (IMPACT and SIPTU) that represent SNAs. Furthermore, the 
issue of appropriate working hours for all public servants was one of the key aspects of the set 
of proposals for a public service agreement which were put forward by the Labour Relations 
Commission and which now form the Public Service Stability Agreement 2013-2016 (the Had-
dington Road Agreement). The specific text of the Haddington Road Agreement relating to 
working hours for SNAs is as follows:

“SPECIAL NEEDS ASSISTANTS

Hours

Under the terms of the Public Service Agreement 2010-2014, discussions took place that 
led to agreement on changed attendance arrangements for Special Needs Assistants (SNAs) that 
give schools the option of an additional two hours working time per week from each Special 
Needs Assistant. Under the terms of this Agreement on increased working hours in the Public 
Service, the available requirements in schools for additional hours for SNAs is quite limited. 
Given issues such as the duration of the school day and operation hours, and the specific avail-
ability of individual SNAs the details of the utilisation of any additional requirements should be 
the subject of further discussions.

These new attendance arrangements, allied to the provisions outlined in the above para-
graph should be the subject of a review by the LRC in advance of the 2013/2014 school year, 
involving the Department of Education and Skills and IMPACT/SIPTU, in order to assess if the 
additional hours are being utilised in the most effective and appropriate manner and in order to 
achieve agreement on any changes deemed necessary in terms of the arrangement agreed for 
teachers. This will constitute the liability on Special Needs Assistants in respect of working 
hours for the purposes of this extension to the Public Service Agreement.”

Finally, I note that you have requested a detailed breakdown of the working hours’ patterns 
for all full-time SNAs in the country. This information is not available in the Department and 
it would be wholly impractical, and a waste of administrative time and resources, to seek such 
information given that there are over 4,000 schools in the country.

30/01/2014WRC01450School Patronage
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30/01/2014WRC0150049. Deputy Simon Harris asked the Minister for Education and Skills if he will open a new 
Steiner Waldorf national school in Galway; if he will fully recognise the Raheen Wood and Mol 
an Óige national schools; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4633/14]

30/01/2014WRC01600Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): On 22 April 2013 my Depart-
ment invited applications for patronage of new primary schools to open in 2014, one of which 
is intended for the Galway City West (Knocknacarra) area. Applications for patronage of the 
proposed school in the Galway area were received from 3 patron bodies, Educate Together, 
Lifeways Ireland Limited and the Galway and Roscommon Education and Training Board (for-
merly the VEC).  On 26 September 2013, Educate Together were announced by my Department 
as the patron of an 8-classroom school for the Knocknacarra area in Galway.  My Department 
also announced that consideration is to be given to the establishment of a further 8-classroom 
school for the Knocknacarra area in 2015 under the patronage of Lifeways Ireland Limited.  
This will be subject to further prior confirmation that parental demand will support this model 
and size of school adequately at that time.  All of the relevant information, including the full 
assessment report is available on my Department’s website.

In relation to the recognition of the other schools referred to by the Deputy, the Deputy 
may be aware that a process is in place under which the issue of permanent recognition, for the 
schools in question, is being assessed. This process is based on the school’s progress in fulfill-
ing the undertakings supplied by the school’s patron to meet permanent recognition criteria 
in accordance with the requirements of the Education Act 1998 and the Rules for National 
Schools. All recognised schools, regardless of their philosophy or ethos, are required to comply 
with the Education Act 1998 and the Rules for National Schools. My Department met with the 
schools concerned in September/October 2012 at which it was agreed that a number of issues 
had to be addressed by the schools so as to satisfy the requirements for permanent recognition. 
Both the Department and schools concerned have committed to ongoing engagement, and the 
Department’s inspectorate agreed to provide a number of advisory/support visits to the schools 
to assist them in making progress to fulfil the requirements. The first set of the advisory visits 
occurred in the last academic year and further visits are scheduled. 

It was also agreed that the schools would have their period of provisional recognition ex-
tended by three years to allow them adequate time to reach the requirements. This extension 
will not impede the schools receiving permanent recognition in the interim if the criteria for rec-
ognition are satisfactorily met. The extension of provisional recognition recognises the shared 
commitment between the school community and the Department to further ongoing engage-
ment with the objective of enabling the schools concerned to meet the permanent recognition 
criteria as soon as possible.

30/01/2014WRC01650Third Level Fees

30/01/2014WRC0170050. Deputy Dara Murphy asked the Minister for Education and Skills his policy with re-
gard to the refunding of the student contribution charge after a student has withdrawn from a 
third level institution; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4634/14]

30/01/2014WRC01800Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): The position is that the higher 
education institutions are autonomous bodies and the day to day operations, including the col-
lection and administration of the Student Contribution, are matters for the Governing Authority 
of each institution.  Therefore where a student withdraws from a course of study the issue of a 
possible reimbursement of the student contribution should be raised with the individual institu-
tion concerned.  The Student Contribution is paid by the Exchequer in respect of students who 
qualify under my Department’s Student Grant Scheme.
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30/01/2014WRC01850Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRC0190051. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Education and Skills the way his departmen-
tal contracts for taxi companies for the purposes of taxis for the use of departmental staff are 
decided and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies wishing to apply 
for these contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter.  [4642/14]

30/01/2014WRC02000Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): My Department currently has 
arrangements with two taxi firms for the provision of taxi services within the Dublin city area 
for Departmental officials required to attend meetings outside of its Marlborough Street campus 
on official business. My Department’s policy for official taxi usage is to ensure the efficient and 
effective use of this resource and to ensure costs are kept to a minimum.  In line with the Public 
Service Circular 11/1982: Travelling and Subsistence Regulations, all official travel must be by 
the shortest practicable routes and by the cheapest practicable mode of conveyance.

Taxi usage by  Department officials is acceptable only when there is an unavoidable busi-
ness need and are used in circumstances where public transport is not available or feasible.A 
number of conditions of use apply in respect of the Department’s taxi policy, including:

- The Departmental taxi account is used for short trips within Dublin, where essential and 
where public transport or other cheaper alternatives are either not available or are not viable.

- The Departmental taxi account is not used in respect of taxi usage related to foreign travel 
on official business. such costs are included in official travel refund claims in accordance with 
T&S guidelines.

The Corporate Services Division of my Department is responsible for the implementation 
of this policy and regularly monitors usage by my Department’s officials to ensure compli-
ance with the conditions of usage as well as seeking value for money/discounts in respect of 
all official taxi usage. In addition, my Department provides LEAP cards for staff required to 
conduct daily travel to other Government Departments/Offices/Dáil Eireann. My Department 
is currently engaged in preparing a new tendering exercise (including the basis for the award of 
contract), to renew its current arrangements for taxi services within the Dublin area.

30/01/2014WRC02050Student Grant Scheme Eligibility

30/01/2014WRC0210052. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Education and Skills the position regard-
ing the mature student grant assistance in respect of a third level student (details supplied) in 
County Longford; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4654/14]

30/01/2014WRC02200Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): Under the terms of the Stu-
dent Grant Scheme, grant assistance is awarded to students who meet the prescribed conditions 
of funding including those relating to nationality, residency, previous academic attainment and 
means. The Deputy will appreciate that in the absence of all of the relevant details that would be 
contained in an individual’s application, it would not be possible to say if the student referred to 
by the Deputy would qualify for a student grant.  To determine eligibility for the 2014/15 aca-
demic year the student should submit an online grant application to Student Universal Support 
Ireland via www.susi.ie. when the on line application system opens.

30/01/2014WRC02250Student Grant Scheme Applications
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30/01/2014WRC0230053. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Education and Skills the position regarding 
a Student Universal Support Ireland grant in respect of a person (details supplied) in County 
Kildare; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4659/14]

30/01/2014WRC02400Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): To satisfy the terms and con-
ditions of the student grant scheme in relation to progression, a student must be moving from 
year to year within a course having successfully completed the previous year or be transferring 
from one course to another where the award for the subsequent course is of a higher level than 
the previous course. Under the scheme, students who have previously attended, but not com-
pleted a course of study are required to complete an equivalent period of study on an approved 
course before being eligible to be considered for a grant. Eligibility for the Back to Education 
Allowance (BTEA) and associated payments is determined and administered by the Depart-
ment of Social Protection.

Pátrúnacht Scoileanna

30/01/2014WRC0250054. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh den Aire Oideachais agus Scileanna  an 
gcuirfidh sé in iúl cén uair a bhí teagmháil i scríbhinn idir oifigigh a Roinne agus an bord 
bainistíochta, an Foras Pátrúnachta nó eile maidir le suíomh do Ghaelcholáiste an Phiarsaigh a 
bhfuiltear fós ag fanacht ar dheimhniú go mbeidh suíomh sealadach ann dó chun go bhféadfar 
na doirse a oscailt i mí Mheán Fómhair na bliana seo. [4672/14]

30/01/2014WRC02600Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): Tá mo Roinnse i gcomhairle 
leanúnach le Pátrún na scoile i gceist maidir le cóiríocht thosaigh di do mhí Mheán Fómhair 
2014.  Tionóladh an cruinniú is deireanaí aici leis an bPátrún ina leith seo ar 22 Eanáir i mbliana. 
Is é seo an bealach cuí cumarsáide.  Is gnó don Phátrún é an Bord Bainistíochta a choinneáil ar 
an eolas. Maidir le suíomh buan an Ghaelcholáiste, táthar tar éis roinnt roghanna a shainaithint 
agus tá siad seo á gcur chun cinn.  Tá caibidlíocht ar siúl i gcónaí agus dá bhrí sin, i bhfianaise 
na n-íogaireachtaí a bhaineann le héadáil talún, nílim in ann aon ráiteas eile a thabhairt ag an 
dtráth seo.

30/01/2014WRC02650Student Grant Scheme Eligibility

30/01/2014WRC0270055. Deputy Arthur Spring asked the Minister for Education and Skills his views on wheth-
er a person (details supplied) should be allowed to submit his or her passport records to Student 
Universal Support Ireland as proof of independent living from his or her parents.  [4690/14]

30/01/2014WRC02800Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): The decision on eligibility for 
a student grant is a matter in the first instance for the awarding authority. Officials in my De-
partment have confirmed with Student Universal Support Ireland (SUSI) that the application of 
the student referred to by the Deputy has been reviewed and they confirmed that the documents 
provided were not sufficient to prove independent residency.  Passport details on their own are 
not sufficient proof of residency. The Deputy will appreciate that in the absence of all of the 
relevant details that would be contained in an individual’s application in relation to national-
ity, residency, previous academic attainment and means, it would not be possible for me to say 
whether or not a student would qualify for a grant.

If an individual applicant considers that she/he has been unjustly refused a student grant, 
she/he may appeal, in the first instance, to the appeals officer in SUSI. Where an individual 
applicant has had an appeal turned down in writing by SUSI and remains of the view that the 
scheme has not been interpreted correctly in his/her case, an appeal form outlining the po-
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sition may be submitted by the applicant to the independent Student Grants Appeals Board. 
The relevant appeal form is available to download from http://www.studentfinance.ie/down-
loads/1375344221/2013_SGAB_appeal_form.pdf.” 

  Question No. 56 answered with Question No. 47.

30/01/2014WRC02950Autism Support Services

30/01/2014WRC0300057. Deputy Clare Daly asked the Minister for Education and Skills when his officials will 
be in a position to discuss the concerns and questions of organisations involved with preschool 
ASD classes to the recent changes to the home tuition grant and policy pertaining to the opening 
of preschool ASD classes and provision of early intervention.  [4718/14]

30/01/2014WRC03100Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): I wish to advise the Deputy in 
the first instance that there has been no change to my Department’s policy on the home tuition 
grant and policy pertaining to the opening of early intervention classes for children with autism. 
My Department’s policy facilitates the enrolment of pupils with autism in early intervention 
classes in primary schools from the age of three years. Home Tuition can be provided for eli-
gible children as an interim measure where a placement is not available.

The Deputy will be aware that the National Council for Special Education (NCSE), through 
its network of local special educational needs organisers (SENOs), is responsible for process-
ing applications from primary and post primary schools for special educational needs supports 
and establishing special classes, including early intervention classes for children with autism, 
as required.  The NCSE operates within my Department’s criteria in allocating such support.  I 
advised the Deputy previously that officials in the Special Education Section of my Department 
met with the Directors of a pre-school facility to discuss issues they had raised in correspon-
dence and they are welcome to revert should they have further queries relating to the scheme. 

As the Deputy is aware I requested the NCSE to prepare evidence based policy advice on 
the education of children with autism which would be informed by research and consultation. 
I specifically asked the NCSE to consult widely with parents, professionals, other stakeholders 
and interested parties in the preparation of this policy advice.  This will provide an opportunity 
for the organisations to which the Deputy refers to contribute to the development of policy in 
this area.

30/01/2014WRC03150National Council for Special Education

30/01/2014WRC0320058. Deputy Clare Daly asked the Minister for Education and Skills the criteria upon which 
the National Council for Special Education determine who is a stakeholder in determining 
with whom they will consult in terms of the policy advice due out in 2015 on the education of 
persons with ASD; the criteria to be included on the list of stakeholders; and the way a person 
or organisation may submit their recommendations and research for consideration.  [4719/14]

30/01/2014WRC03300Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): I have arranged for the detail 
requested by the Deputy to be referred to the National Council for Special Education (NCSE) 
for their attention and direct reply. As the Deputy is aware I requested the NCSE to prepare evi-
dence based policy advice on the education of children with autism which would be informed 
by research and consultation. I specifically asked the NCSE to consult widely with parents, 
professionals, other stakeholders and interested parties in the preparation of this policy advice. 
I understand that the work has already commenced, the research process is underway and the 
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Council has heard presentations from a range of interested parties.

Suíomhanna Scoile

30/01/2014WRC0340059. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív den Aire Oideachais agus Scileanna an bhfuil sé i 
gceist aige cruinniú a eagrú le lucht Ghaelscoil Mhic Dara sula mbronnfar an conradh chun an 
claí teorann a athrú; céard iad na comhráite a bhí ag an Roinn le lucht Ghaelscoil Mhic Dara go 
dtí seo maidir leis an gceist seo, ag cur sabháilteacht na ngasúr i gcuntas; agus an ndéanfaidh 
sé ráiteas ina thaobh. [4720/14]

30/01/2014WRC03500Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): Táthar tar éis a chur in iúl 
d’údaráis na scoile go mbeidh mo Roinnse i dteagmháil leo go gairid chun cruinniú ar an 
suíomh a shocrú leo chun na hathruithe ar an dteorainn a phlé.

30/01/2014WRC03550EU Regulations

30/01/2014WRC0360060. Deputy John O’Mahony asked the Minister for Education and Skills further to Parlia-
mentary Question No. 63 of 6 November 2013, the date on which his Department put controls 
in place to ensure that Bus Éireann complied with the European Communities (Financial Trans-
parency) Regulations 2004 (S.I. No. 693 of 2004), as amended, in 2006; what these controls 
are; the reason they are in place within his Department; if he will provide a material statement 
on the matter as if making a written statement under section 18 of the Freedom of Information 
Act; if he has no such controls, if he will give the reasons in similar manner; his plans in respect 
of same; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4727/14]

30/01/2014WRC03700Minister of State at the Department of Education and Skills (Deputy Ciarán Cannon):  
I will arrange for a direct reply to the Deputy when the issues raised have been considered by 
my Department.

     Question No. 61 withdrawn.

Departmental Reports

30/01/2014WRD0020062. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Education and Skills the date on which 
he received the value for money report on small schools; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [4737/14]

30/01/2014WRD00300Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): I received the final report of 
the value for money review of small primary schools on 25 April 2013.  The report  contains 
much detailed and technical data.  I have been consulting with Government colleagues on the is-
sues raised in the report and the recommendations.  These consultations are now well advanced. 

School Enrolments

30/01/2014WRD0040063. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Education and Skills his plans with 
regard to allowing extra staff for schools with large infant intakes; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [4744/14]

30/01/2014WRD00500Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn):  I am conscious that there are 
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some schools that have a significant increase in their junior infant enrolments but are not grow-
ing rapidly enough to benefit from posts under the developing schools criteria. I want to allevi-
ate some of the pressure on these schools by adding a bit of flexibility to the developing schools 
criteria.  In this regard the staffing appeals process has been extended to include a new appeals 
criterion for those schools that make a significant contribution to the provision of school places 
which assists the response to demographic growth within their area and as a result are under sig-
nificant pressure on their class sizes at infants level. Each application to the Appeals Board will 
be considered on its merits.  The Appeals Board will assess whether, in its opinion, the school is 
deploying all its mainstream classroom teachers in an appropriate manner. The Appeals Board 
will prioritise those schools that, in its opinion, are under greatest pressure on their class sizes 
at infants level as a result of their increasing enrolments of junior infants.  Any posts granted 
by the Appeals Board will be allocated on a provisional basis pending confirmation of actual 
enrolments on 30 September 2014. The operation of this new appeals criteria will be reviewed 
in Autumn 2014 as part of the Department’s regular consultations with the relevant education 
partners.The staffing arrangements for primary schools for the 2014/15 school year, including 
the details on the aforementioned new appeals criterion, are set out in Department Circular 
0007/2014 that was published on Friday 24 January. 

Childcare Education and Training Scheme Places

30/01/2014WRD0060064. Deputy Heather Humphreys asked the Minister for Education and Skills if he will 
examine the case of a person (details supplied) in County Monaghan who is unable to avail of 
the CETS scheme; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4757/14]

30/01/2014WRD00700Minister of State at the Department of Education and Skills (Deputy Ciarán Can-
non): Childcare assistance was introduced in the late 1990s as a way of providing assistance 
to people participating on specific Further Education programmes who faced barriers return-
ing to education.  In 2010, this programme was restructured into the Childcare Education and 
Training Scheme (CETS) administered by the Department of Children and Youth Affairs. The 
programmes targeted by the original programme were Youthreach, the Vocational Training Op-
portunities Scheme (VTOS), Senior Traveller Training Centres (STTCs) and later, the Back To 
Education Initiative. These programmes, with the exception of STTCs which have now closed, 
remain the focus of the CETS programme. It is not intended to extend the scheme further at this 
point.

Schools Building Projects Status

30/01/2014WRD0080065. Deputy David Stanton asked the Minister for Education and Skills the progress that 
has been made in acquiring a site for a new school (details supplied) in Midleton, County Cork 
which is due to go to construction in 2014-15; when he expects the sale to be finalised and con-
struction to commence; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4762/14]

30/01/2014WRD00900Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): The acquisition of a site for 
permanent accommodation for the school referred to by the Deputy is being progressed by my 
Department. However, due to the commercially sensitive nature of site acquisitions, I am not in 
a position to give further details at this time. However, once the acquisition of a site is finalised, 
a design team for the project will be appointed with a view to its progression to tender and 
construction.  
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School Enrolments

30/01/2014WRD0100066. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Education and Skills his plans to 
address the shortage of school places in Haddington Road, Dublin 4 and surrounding schools. 
[4775/14]

30/01/2014WRD01100Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Ruairí Quinn): As the Deputy will be aware, 
in June 2011, I announced the need for the establishment of 20 new primary schools to cater for 
increased demographics across a number of locations up to 2017, including the Sandymount/ 
Ringsend area in Dublin 2/4. In this regard, a new primary school will open in the area in 
September 2014.   In addition, a building project to facilitate the amalgamation and expansion 
of two existing primary schools in the area is included in the 5 Year Construction Programme 
that I announced in March 2012.  The project is currently at an advanced stage of architectural 
planning, stage 2(b), which includes securing all of the required statutory approvals (planning 
permission, fire certificate, DAC) and the preparation of tender documents. The design team 
will then complete its stage 2(b) report which will be submitted to the Department for review. 
Assuming no issues arise, the project will then be authorised to proceed to tender and construc-
tion. My Department is currently liaising with schools in the area in the context of addressing 
any short term accommodation needs.

Public Sector Staff Sick Leave

30/01/2014WRD0120067. Deputy Heather Humphreys asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform 
when he expects the changes to sick pay arrangements for the public service to take effect; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [4682/14]

30/01/2014WRD01300Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Brendan Howlin): The new sick 
leave scheme for the public service is being introduced by Regulations made under the recently 
enacted Public Service Management (Recruitment and Appointments) (Amendment) Act 2013. 
This legislation provides me, as Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, with the basis 
to regulate for sick leave across the public service. 

During the passage of the Bill through the Houses of the Oireachtas in December 2013 
I tabled an amendment to the legislation that requires the Ministerial Regulations to be laid 
before each House of the Oireachtas with the scope for either House to annul the Regulations 
within 21 sitting days.

The Regulations are currently at an advanced stage of drafting. The new sick leave scheme 
for the public service will be introduced once the Regulations are made and legally come into 
force.  

The development of the Regulations is a matter of priority for my Department and matters 
are being progressed in order to ensure that the sick leave scheme can be introduced as quickly 
as possible.

30/01/2014WRE00150Flood Prevention Measures

30/01/2014WRE0020068. Deputy Tom Fleming asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if he will 
request the Office of Public Works to carry out emergency flood prevention works to the bank 
of the Laune River, Lower Bridge Street, Killorglin, County Kerry, as a matter of priority, as 
homes, businesses and properties in this area were flooded/damaged during the recent storm, 
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high tides; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4707/14]

30/01/2014WRE00300Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Brian 
Hayes): The River Laune is not a designated channel under an OPW arterial drainage scheme 
and therefore the OPW is not responsible for its maintenance. The channel is in a Drainage 
District and its maintenance is a matter for Kerry County Council. It is open to the Council to 
apply for funding to undertake any necessary works on the river under the OPW Minor Flood 
Mitigation Works & Coastal Protection Scheme, where they have been damaged in the recent 
storm.  Any application received will be assessed under the eligibility criteria, which include a 
requirement that any measures are cost beneficial, and having regard to the overall availability 
of funding.    Any work for which funding is sought will be carried out by the Local Author-
ity. It is also open to Kerry County Council to carry out flood mitigation works using its own 
resources.

30/01/2014WRE00400Peace and Reconciliation Programme

30/01/2014WRE0050069. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the total 
funding that will be provided by the European Union and by the British and Irish Governments 
for the Peace IV programme; when this programme is likely to be operational; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter.  [4756/14]

30/01/2014WRE00600Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Brendan Howlin): As a result of 
the efforts of the Irish Government, a special allocation of €150 million (2011 prices) for a new 
cross-border PEACE programme  was included in the 2014-2020 round of Structural Fund.  
The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland has indicated that an additional €50m for PEACE 
IV will be provided from within the UK’s overall ERDF allocation.  Member States will then 
contribute match funding at the rate of 15%.

The Programme is currently being developed by the Special EU Programmes Body, in close 
consultation with Irish and Northern Ireland Government Departments, and is expected to be 
approved by the EU Commission by the end of 2014.

30/01/2014WRE00650Departmental Legal Costs

30/01/2014WRE0070070. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
amount spent by the Office of Public Works on legal services in each of the past three years; the 
procurement process followed by the OPW for legal services; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [4758/14]

30/01/2014WRE00800Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Brian 
Hayes): The following amount was spent by the Office of Public Works on Legal Services in 
2011, 2012 and 2013:

Expenditure on Legal Services

 - 2011 2012 2013
Legal Services €342,033.24 €1,013,987.18 €178,814.08

The Office of Public Works uses the services of the Office of the Attorney General and the 
Office of the Chief State Solicitor (CSSO) for legal advice.  All procurement of external coun-
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sel by the CSSO, on behalf of the OPW, is handled by that Office, upon the nomination of the 
Attorney General.

The costs associated with the provision of advice to the OPW by the Office of the Attorney 
General and the office of the Chief State Solicitor are borne by their respective Votes.

For areas which the CSSO does not have the necessary expertise, OPW entered into a ser-
vice level agreement with the CSSO in 2005, which negotiates rates with a number of legal 
firms for the provision of legal advice.

30/01/2014WRE00850Public Sector Staff Data

30/01/2014WRE0090071. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the con-
sideration that has been given to allowing workers in the public sector who wish to remain in 
employment until 66 years of age to do so, in view of the fact that the State pension transition 
has been abolished for new applicants; if any exemptions have so far been granted; the public 
bodies involved; the number of personnel involved; and the basis on which the exemptions 
were granted. [4761/14]

30/01/2014WRE01000Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Brendan Howlin): Public sector 
workers who are obliged to retire at age 65 will continue be able to draw their occupational 
public sector pension at age 65. The changes regarding State Pension (transition) will have no 
impact on such public sector workers who are on modified PRSI. However, for those public 
sector workers who are fully insured and in defined benefit pension schemes, their occupational 
public sector pensions (and contributions) are, like many occupational pension schemes, inte-
grated (or co-ordinated) with social welfare benefits. This means the occupational pension paid 
is based on the assumption that the pensioner also receives the State Pension.

Where the State Pension is not payable, a discretionary supplementary pension may be 
payable under the relevant public sector pension scheme to bring the pension up to the same 
amount as would be paid to an equivalent public servant on modified PRSI.  In such cases, a 
supplementary pension is only payable where the individual, through no fault of their own, 
does not qualify for social welfare benefit or qualifies at less than the maximum personal rate. 
It is therefore necessary to claim any available social welfare benefits in order to receive a 
supplementary pension. This situation is not new and already applies to public sector workers 
who have a retirement age below 65. Accordingly, there are no plans to introduce additional ar-
rangements for public sector workers arising from the changes to the State Pension (transition).

30/01/2014WRE01050Flood Prevention Measures

30/01/2014WRE0110072. Deputy Tom Fleming asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if the 
Office of Public Works has responsibility for the maintenance of embankments and sluices on 
old Land Commission schemes; if the OPW, will now deal with their responsibilities at Bal-
lymacprior, Killorglin, County Kerry, as a matter of priority, as properties in these areas were 
flood-damaged during the recent storm and high tides.  [4770/14]

30/01/2014WRE01200Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Brian 
Hayes): The Office of Public Works (OPW) has no statutory responsibility for maintenance of 
former Land Commission embankments and sluices and it is not the intention that it would take 
responsibility for them. The OPW has no responsibility for any embankments at Ballymacprior, 
Killorglin, County Kerry. Following the abolition of the Land Commission, a Public Trustee 
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administers a fund that was intended to provide for maintenance of the former Land Commis-
sion embankments. In practice, however, there is little, if any, funds remaining for maintenance 
of any of these structures. Maintenance works have been carried out in some places on these 
embankments by the relevant landowners. The investigation and addressing of coastal protec-
tion problems at these locations are matters for Kerry County Council in the first instance. It 
is open to the Council to apply for funding to deal with coastal protection under the Office of 
Public Works (OPW) Minor Flood Mitigation Works & Coastal Protection Scheme. Any ap-
plication received will be assessed under the eligibility criteria, which include a requirement 
that any measures are cost beneficial, and having regard to the overall availability of funding. 

The Office of Public Works wrote on 10th January, 2014 to City and County Managers in 
coastal areas indicating that it will accept applications under its Minor Flood Mitigation Works 
& Coastal Protection Scheme for funding to assist with repairs to built flood defences and 
coastal protection structures which have been damaged by the recent storms. This is a once-off 
measure to reinstate built coastal defences to their pre storm condition. The specific applica-
tion form for this entitled Coastal Storm Damage Flooding Questionnaire 2014 is available on 
OPW’s website www.opw.ie under Flood Risk Management. Any work for which funding is 
sought will be carried out by the Local Authorities. It is also open to Local Authorities to carry 
out flood mitigation and coastal protection works using their own resources.

30/01/2014WRE01250Jobs Protection

30/01/2014WRE0130073. Deputy Billy Timmins asked the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation if he will 
assist in ensuring the security of jobs at a company (details supplied) in County Carlow; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [4708/14]

30/01/2014WRE01400Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Richard Bruton): I have been 
informed by Enterprise Ireland that the company concerned is carrying out a review of its pro-
cessing operation at the plant concerned and that the company has entered into a consultation 
period with its employees.  The company has been experiencing ongoing competitive pressure 
in some of its key markets and is seeking to explore a number of viable alternatives to address 
the difficulties currently being experienced.  The review at the facility concerned will be con-
ducted within a matter of weeks, and it would be inappropriate for me to comment further while 
the review is underway.

I understand from Enterprise Ireland that they are in ongoing contact with the company 
concerned with a view to assisting where possible within the agency’s remit.  However, given 
the sensitive nature of situations such as this, such discussions are conducted on a confidential 
basis.  

30/01/2014WRE01500Credit Availability

30/01/2014WRE0160074. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation the 
credit options or State support that a farmer who wishes to invest but is unable to access funding 
through the banks might avail of.  [4630/14]

30/01/2014WRE01700Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Richard Bruton): Without hav-
ing the specific detail of the particular type of farming investment that the Deputy is referring 
to, it is difficult to prescribe appropriate options available for the enterprise in question.  In 
relation to being unable to access bank funding, the enterprise can seek support from the Credit 
Review Office who accept applications from SMEs, sole traders and small and medium-sized 
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farm enterprises that have had their application for credit refused or reduced or have had credit 
facilities withdrawn, and who feel that they have a viable business proposition and feel that the 
bank’s decision is unjustified.

Depending on the type of activity proposed, the enterprise may be eligible to access credit 
through either Microfinance Ireland or the SME Credit Guarantee Scheme, two schemes in-
troduced by my Department. Microfinance Ireland provide loans for up to €25,000, available 
to start-up, newly established, or growing microenterprises, with viable business propositions, 
that do not meet the conventional risk criteria applied by banks. The SME Credit Guarantee 
Scheme (CGS) supports SMEs who, because of lack of collateral or because of the sector 
they operate in, face difficulties in accessing traditional bank credit. The assistance provided 
through both of these initiatives, like many Government-backed business support activities, are 
regarded as State Aid and are governed according to the European Commission’s De Minimis 
State Aid rules. Therefore primary agricultural production (i.e. farming) is excluded from both 
Schemes. However, investment for the purpose of value-adding downstream processing and 
marketing activities are regarded as being “industrial” and so are eligible for the Microfinance 
and SME Credit Guarantee Schemes. 

We continue to have a very strong focus on delivering new and innovative ways to tackle 
access to finance issues, in recognition of the huge importance that it plays for enterprise growth 
and overall economic recovery.   The Action Plan for Jobs 2014 will continue the work un-
dertaken by the Government since taking office to support and improve access to finance for 
SMEs.  I will soon be launching the Action Plan for Jobs 2014 which will set out in detail the 
actions we will be taking this year to address challenges in this arena.  

30/01/2014WRF00150Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRF0020075. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation the way 
his departmental taxi contracts, for the purposes of taxis for the use of departmental staff, are 
decided and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies wishing to apply 
for these contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter.  [4647/14]

30/01/2014WRF00300Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Richard Bruton): When my De-
partment last ran a public procurement competition for the provision of taxi services it invited 
5 Taxi companies to quote for the provision of a Taxi/Hackney Service to the Department. 
National Radio Cabs (NRC) was the only company that responded to the Invitation to Tender - 
(ITT) at that time and subsequently a 2½ year contract was put in place with NRC. The contract 
encompassed the 3 Dublin based Department buildings and the Dublin based Offices of my 
Department (e.g. the Companies Registration Office). That contract expired in September 2011. 
In the context of the development of a National Procurement Service, my Department did not 
issue a further tender for taxi services since late 2011 as we propose accessing the centrally pro-
cured taxi service in due course. In the interim the existing contract has continued in operation.

As I have alluded to, my Department is aware that the newly established Office of Govern-
ment Procurement (OGP) has begun work to develop a Taxi Services procurement strategy for 
use across the public service and my Department and its Offices intend to avail ourselves of this 
contract. While we await the results of the OGP public procurement process it is the intention 
of my Department to put a short-term contract in place. In this regard, the public procurement 
competition for Taxi Services for my Department and its Offices will be advertised on the 
eTenders portal to ensure maximum coverage to interested suppliers.
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I should also inform the Deputy that in line with Department of Finance Circular 11/82 
and my Department’s in-house Travel & Subsistence Policy, my Department has significantly 
reduced the expenditure incurred on taxi hire from some €46,000 in 2008 to less than €15,500 
in 2013.

Job Creation Data

30/01/2014WRF0040076. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation if he 
will provide, in tabular form, the number of jobs lost, jobs created and net jobs gained by the 
Industrial Development Agency, Enterprise Ireland and county enterprise boards, on a county 
basis, for each of the past three years.  [4730/14]

30/01/2014WRF00500Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Richard Bruton): The Forfás 
Annual Employment Survey is the active time series and is the source for the attached data. The 
sample of companies changes year on year. As companies enter the population or have trans-
ferred agency, companies have the opportunity to revisit numbers for the previous year when 
they are filling out the Survey. 

Data is currently being compiled in respect of 2013 and will not be available until the later 
in the year. 

Appendix 1 and 2 below outlines jobs created, jobs lost and the net change in IDA Ireland 
and Enterprise Ireland client companies in each of the 26 counties in 2011 and 2012 respec-
tively. 

Appendix 3 sets out the jobs created, jobs lost and the net change in the County Enterprise 
Boards in each of the 26 counties in 2012.

Appendix 1 – IDA Ireland 

County Employment Data 2011 2012
Carlow Jobs Created 75 116
Carlow Job Losses 0 -1

Net Change 75 115
Cavan Jobs Created 3 43
Cavan Job Losses -22 -39

Net Change -19 4
Clare Jobs Created 27 37
Clare Job Losses -33 -28

Net Change -6 9
Cork Jobs Created 1,990 1,979
Cork Job Losses 900 -991

Net Change 1,090 988
Donegal Jobs Created 271 186
Donegal Job Losses -22 -18

Net Change 249 168
Dublin Jobs Created 6,864 6,389
Dublin Job Losses -3,395 -3,059

Net Change 3,469 3,330
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County Employment Data 2011 2012
Galway Jobs Created 1,047 859
Galway Job Losses -169 -297

Net Change 878 562
Kerry Jobs Created 163 74
Kerry Job Losses -182 -8

Net Change -19 66
Kildare Jobs Created 398 176
Kildare Job Losses -507 -489

Net Change -109 -313
Kilkenny Jobs Created 33 180
Kilkenny Job Losses -5 0

Net Change 28 180
Laois Jobs Created 3 2
Laois Job Losses -27 -23

Net Change -24 -21
Leitrim Jobs Created 7 1
Leitrim Job Losses -199 -152

Net Change -192 -151
Limerick Jobs Created 233 400
Limerick Job Losses -132 -99

Net Change 101 301
Longford Jobs Created 0 24
Longford Job Losses -50 0

Net Change -50 24
Louth Jobs Created 109 386
Louth Job Losses -58 -45

Net Change 51 341
Mayo Jobs Created 69 126
Mayo Job Losses -87 -58

Net Change -18 68
Meath Jobs Created 53 68
Meath Job Losses -28 -103

Net Change 25 -35
Monaghan Jobs Created 0 3
Monaghan Job Losses -85 -10

Net Change -85 -7
Offaly Jobs Created 31 31
Offaly Job Losses -87 -1

Net Change -56 -30
Roscommon Jobs Created 51 53
Roscommon Job Losses -12 0

Net Change 39 53
Sligo Jobs Created 93 149
Sligo Job Losses -51 -138
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County Employment Data 2011 2012
Net Change 42 11

Tipp North Jobs Created 22 0
Tipp North Job Losses -3 -6

Net Change 19 -6
Tipp South Jobs Created 84 10
Tipp South Job Losses -279 -155

Net Change -195 -145
Waterford Jobs Created 72 75
Waterford Job Losses -764 -186

Net Change -692 -111
Westmeath Jobs Created 194 252
Westmeath Job Losses -56 -30

Net Change 138 222
Wexford Jobs Created 51 111
Wexford Job Losses -47 -106

Net Change 4 5
Wicklow Jobs Created 66 60
Wicklow Job Losses -247 -110

Net Change -181 -50

Appendix 2 – Enterprise Ireland Jobs Created, Jobs Lost and Net Change

County Job Data 2011 2012
Carlow Jobs Created 253 152
Carlow Job Losses 99 121

Net Change 154 31
Cavan Jobs Created 369 374
Cavan Job Losses 273 244

Net Change 96 130
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County Job Data 2011 2012
Clare Jobs Created 94 133
Clare Job Losses 160 105

Net Change -66 28
Cork Jobs Created 1,997 1,663
Cork Job Losses 624 818

Net Change 1,373 845
Donegal Jobs Created 301 180
Donegal Job Losses 179 309

Net Change 122 -129
Dublin Jobs Created 3,938 4,097
Dublin Job Losses 3,320 3,415

Net Change 618 682
Galway Jobs Created 855 572
Galway Job Losses 448 410

Net Change 407 162
Kerry Jobs Created 232 194
Kerry Job Losses 94 106

Net Change 138 88
Kildare Jobs Created 1,082 534
Kildare Job Losses 372 244

Net Change 710 290
Kilkenny Jobs Created 150 320
Kilkenny Job Losses 201 100

Net Change -51 220
Laois Jobs Created 158 76
Laois Job Losses 226 138

Net Change -68 -62

Leitrim Jobs Created 46 54
Leitrim Job Losses 47 16

Net Change -1 38
Limerick Jobs Created 289 684
Limerick Job Losses 354 453

Net Change -65 231
Longford Jobs Created 86 116
Longford Job Losses 132 88

Net Change -46 28
Louth Jobs Created 389 299
Louth Job Losses 411 196

Net Change -22 103
Mayo Jobs Created 716 197
Mayo Job Losses 531 270

Net Change 185 -73
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County Job Data 2011 2012
Meath Jobs Created 362 615
Meath Job Losses 200 294

Net Change 162 321
Monaghan Jobs Created 391 294
Monaghan Job Losses 275 142

Net Change 116 152
Offaly Jobs Created 173 139
Offaly Job Losses 172 171

Net Change 1 -32
Roscommon Jobs Created 108 29
Roscommon Job Losses 134 75

Net Change -26 -46
Sligo Jobs Created 140 247
Sligo Job Losses 89 -71

Net Change 51 176
Tipperary North Rid-
ing

Jobs Created 127 49

Tipperary North Rid-
ing

Job Losses 55 180

Net Change 72 -131
Tipperary South Rid-
ing

Jobs Created 123 81

Tipperary South Rid-
ing

Job Losses 577 117

Net Change -454 -36
Waterford Jobs Created 909 692
Waterford Job Losses 611 846

Net Change 298 -154
Westmeath Jobs Created 340 275
Westmeath Job Losses 310 104

Net Change 30 171
Wexford Jobs Created 191 385
Wexford Job Losses 340 297

Net Change -149 88
Wicklow Jobs Created 204 410
Wicklow Job Losses 219 193

Net Change -15 217

Appendix 3: CEB Employment Statistics 2012 

CEB Full 
Time 
Gains

Full Time 
Losses

Other 
Time 
Gains

Other 
Time 
Losses

Net Full 
Time

Net 
Other 
Time

Net  (Full 
Time +(Other 
Time/2))

Carlow 254 -94 165 -74 160 91 205.5
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CEB Full 
Time 
Gains

Full Time 
Losses

Other 
Time 
Gains

Other 
Time 
Losses

Net Full 
Time

Net 
Other 
Time

Net  (Full 
Time +(Other 
Time/2))

Cavan 138 -131 150 -106 7 44 29
Clare 200 -120 105 -174 80 -69 45.5
Cork City 52 -52 19 -14 0 5 2.5
Cork North 59 -30 12 -12 29 0 29
Cork South 179 -108 97 -55 71 42 92
Cork West 83 -77 58 -72 6 -14 -1
Donegal 131 -311 255 -99 -180 156 -102
Dublin City 382 -364 183 -101 18 82 59
Dublin Dun 
Laoghaire/Rath-
down

337 -64 511 -76 273 435 490.5

Dublin Fingal 240 -205 135 -156 35 -21 24.5
Dublin South 168 -113 135 -88 55 47 78.5
Galway County/
City

124 -165 78 -45 -41 33 -24.5

Kerry 316 -369 199 -368 -53 -169 -137.5
Kildare 133 -160 77 -108 -27 -31 -42.5
Kilkenny 84 -155 30 -81 -71 -51 -96.5
Laois 69 -99 98 -73 -30 25 -17.5
Leitrim 35 -45 32 -33 -10 -1 -10.5
Limerick City 100 -151 96 -74 -51 22 -40
Limerick Coun-
ty

73 -81 2 -20 -8 -18 -17

Longford 79 -100 55 -38 -21 17 -12.5
Louth 148 -177 84 -90 -29 -6 -32
Mayo 43 -50 35 -34 -7 1 -6.5
Meath 175 -94 145 -58 81 87 124.5
Monaghan 120 -155 83 -60 -35 23 -23.5
Offaly 75 -90 41 -72 -15 -31 -30.5
Roscommon 81 -106 53 -73 -25 -20 -35
Sligo 117 -87 144 -113 30 31 45.5
Tipperary(NR) 41 -125 53 -40 -84 13 -77.5
Tipperary(SR) 53 -17 10 -6 36 4 38
Waterford City 76 -106 64 -38 -30 26 -17
Waterford 
County

110 -105 97 -67 5 30 20

WestMeath 130 -218 97 -136 -88 -39 -107.5
Wexford 269 -163 140 -173 106 -33 89.5
Wicklow 184 -115 234 -176 69 58 98

30/01/2014WRF00550IDA Site Visits

30/01/2014WRF0060077. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation the 
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number of site visits by potential investors arranged by the Industrial Development Agency on 
a county basis over the past three years.  [4731/14]

30/01/2014WRF00700Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Richard Bruton): Details of the 
number of IDA sponsored site visits by potential investors on a county basis from 2011 to 2013 
are set out in the attached tabular statement.

There are many complex factors influencing investor location decision-making such as the 
increasing preference of investors globally for cities of scale with 1 million plus population, 
significant challenges from lower cost locations in the UK and Eastern Europe and attractive 
regional aid.

It must be acknowledged that some regional locations outside of Dublin and the main urban 
centres already facilitate the presence of a large number of multinational companies who have 
invested over the years, span multiple sectors and employ significant amounts of people.  The 
primary opportunity for regional locations is in respect of the existing client base and potential 
further investment opportunities from same.  Approximately 70% of all FDI investments won 
by IDA Ireland is from the existing client base.  I should also point out that 72,500 people, 
roughly 44% of the total employment in IDA Ireland’s base of companies including those that 
were former clients of Shannon Development, are located outside of Dublin and Cork.

As I have said in this House on more than one occasion, I am, of course, concerned at the 
lack of investment in certain regional locations and I have, accordingly, requested IDA Ireland 
and Enterprise Ireland to work with my Department so that we can explore what further initia-
tives we can take to ensure we have a better approach to enterprise development in regional 
locations.  This exercise will complement the in-depth analysis of our FDI strategy which is 
currently being undertaken by Forfás and which will take account of factors such as key trends 
emerging in FDI best practice internationally, Ireland’s strengths in attracting FDI and any 
changes to the EU’s State Aid Rules, which will come into effect on 1 July 2014. The results of 
these two exercises will form the basis of IDA Ireland’s strategy from 2015 onwards.

Table showing the number of IDA sponsored site visits on a county by county basis in 
each of the years 2011 to 2013 inclusive

County 2011 2012 2013
Carlow 2 4 1
Cavan 0 3 2
Clare 15 14 5
Cork 27 38 31
Donegal 2 1 7
Dublin 150 196 180
Galway 35 18 15
Kerry 2 1 1
Kildare 3 1 1
Kilkenny 0 3 3
Laois 2 0 2
Leitrim 0 0 1
Limerick 40 30 23
Longford 0 0 0
Louth 26 12 4
Mayo 0 1 3
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County 2011 2012 2013
Meath 2 0 1
Monaghan 1 0 1
Offaly 1 3 1
Roscommon 0 0 4
Sligo 3 6 10
Tipperary 1 5 4
Waterford 11 26 14
Westmeath 15 7 9
Wexford 0 3 2
Wicklow 3 6 1

30/01/2014WRF00750Departmental Agencies Expenditure

30/01/2014WRF0080078. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation if he 
will provide, in tabular form, the spend by the Industrial Development Agency, Enterprise Ire-
land and county enterprise boards on a county basis for each of the past three years.  [4732/14]

30/01/2014WRF00900Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Richard Bruton): Tables 1, 2, 
and 3 below sets out the payments made by IDA Ireland and Enterprise Ireland and the City 
and County Enterprise Boards to companies in each county for the years 2011 and 2012 respec-
tively.  

Detailed data in relation to 2013 is currently being compiled.  It is expected that the infor-
mation will be available later this year. 

Table 1 – IDA Ireland (€)

County 2011 2012
Carlow 0 9,503,141
Cavan 129,778 0
Clare 844,145 0
Cork 15,092,610 14,308,619
Donegal 354,746 6,221,146
Dublin 43,043,936 22,156,125
Galway 14,107,397 12,252,609
Kerry 152,671 2,145,004
Kildare 4,281,933 1,767,566
Kilkenny 0 0
Laois 21,182 0
Leitrim 297,622 347,378
Limerick 7,801,591 11,209,462
Longford 124,852 0
Louth 489,051 2,809,400
Mayo 1,198,963 1,254,475
Meath 386,670 152,240
Monaghan 70,335 0
Offaly 338,200 8,000
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County 2011 2012
Roscommon 361,000 13,098
Sligo 852,618 0
Tipperary 1,875,356 0
Waterford 115,819 1,722,808
Westmeath 1,443,232 1,552,832
Wexford 3,373,513 1,853,970
Wicklow 0 48,328

Table 2 - Enterprise Ireland 

(Payments made under the Employment Subsidy Scheme which Enterprise Ireland admin-
istered on behalf of DJEI are not included here)

County 2011 2012
Carlow €1,772,399 €1,575,046
Cavan €3,297,902 €1,711,863
Clare €1,069,787 €756,937
Cork €12,115,641 €18,756,360
Donegal €2,308,832 €1,580,614
Dublin €39,983,427 €32,946,358
Galway €4,798,425 €5,193,252
Kerry €2,519,140 €701,132
Kildare  €2,105,622 €1,423,661
Kilkenny  €2,246,310 €2,730,305
Laois  €790,168 €333,399
Leitrim  €53,869 €314,386
Limerick  €3,751,621 €4,040,403
Longford  €2,774,239 €1,336,632
Louth  €2,330,563 €2,586,909
Mayo  €1,710,009 €1,436,413
Meath  €1,664,833 €1,079,888
Monaghan  €2,499,302 €4,062,338
Offaly  €1,375,569 €1,067,722
Roscommon  €1,182,743 €451,456
Sligo  €1,248,628 €1,189,396
Tipperary €4,703,498 €5,342,247
Waterford  €2,798,822 €5,608,658
Westmeath €1,339,165 €1,035,028
Wexford  €3,816,160 €3,844,257
Wicklow €1,610,077 €1,825,807
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Table 3 – County Enterprise Boards (€)

CEB 2011 2012
Carlow 282,337 270,441 
Cavan 192,846 234,185 
Clare 475,522 616,752 
Cork City 216,024 218,633 
Cork North 155,389 88,122 
Cork South 223,622 882,019 
Cork West 181,234 288,145 
Donegal 400,588 394,318 
Dublin City 848,351 720,913 
Dún Laoghaire/Rathdown 627,790 632,964 
Fingal 508,115 459,416 
Galway County & City 622,707 431,789 
Kerry 340,171 253,502 
Kildare 406,750 285,256 
Kilkenny 256,472 356,258 
Laois 276,144 182,307 
Leitrim 265,308 186,389 
Limerick City 254,147 298,023 
Limerick Co. 446,353 347,317 
Longford 191,514 250,529 
Louth 370,827 255,210 
Mayo 280,710 208,472 
Meath 459,658 228,527 
Monaghan 203,302 258,523 
Offaly 287,561 337,686 
Roscommon 302,224 253,329 
Sligo 269,145 168,138 
South Dublin 357,683 604,482 
Tipperary NR 521,962 361,664 
Tipperary SR 167,114 238,111 
Waterford City 283,261 316,508 
Waterford Co 352,268 267,244 
Westmeath 410,646 468,532 
Wexford 420,657 457,434 
Wicklow 380,507 348,492 

30/01/2014WRF00950Employment Rights

30/01/2014WRF0100079. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation the 
action he will take to deal with the anomalous position of workers whose contract of employ-
ment expires on their 65th birthday, a year before the official State pension age; his legislative 
proposals to allow for contracts to be extended at the request of workers in these circumstances 
or to ban the making of long-term employment contracts that are not aligned with the State pen-
sion age; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4764/14]
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30/01/2014WRF01100Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Richard Bruton): An interde-
partmental Group, chaired by the Department of Social Protection which has responsibility for 
the State pension and pension age policy, was established in August 2012 to consider cross de-
partmental policy issues that may support longer working and thereby improve the sustainabil-
ity and adequacy of pensions systems.  This Group included representatives from the Depart-
ment of Social Protection, the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, the Department 
of Justice and Equality, the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform and the Pensions 
Board.  A Working and Retirement Forum was held in Croke Park in December 2012, at which 
a range of stakeholder groups, including employer and employee representative organisations, 
discussed a wide range of issues linked to working and retirement including the ending of the 
State Pension (Transition) from January 2014. The Group has prepared a number of proposals 
detailing measures which may encourage participation and retention in the labour market of 
older workers and these are currently being considered.

Statutory law permits private sector workers to work past the age of 65, as there is no statu-
tory retirement age for such employees in Ireland.  However, a contract of employment may 
contain a retirement age.  The existence of a clause in the employment contract setting out a 
maximum retirement age is a matter of contract between the employer and employee.  

As matters currently stand for those employees who are obliged by their contract of employ-
ment to retire at 65 years but will not receive the State pension until 66 years, the Department 
of Social Protection has indicated that, in terms of financial supports, social welfare benefits 
will continue to be available to the age of 66 for those who are contractually obliged to leave 
employment.  Also, existing legislation provides that jobseekers whose benefit expires in their 
65th year will continue to be paid benefit up until the age of 66, subject to the person having 
paid 156 or more qualifying contributions and satisfying the general scheme conditions.  

The Employment Equality Acts 1998 to 2011, which aim to protect against discrimination 
in relation to access to employment on a number of grounds including age and give effect in na-
tional law to the EU Directive 2000/78/EC, come within the remit of my colleague the Minister 
for Justice, Mr. Alan Shatter T.D.  The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has made 
rulings in a series of age-discrimination cases concerning Directive 2000/78/EC which prohibit 
discrimination in employment and occupation on various grounds, including age.  The CJEU 
has clarified that, under Directive 2000/78/EC, mandatory retirement ages may be set down if, 
within the context of national law, they are objectively and reasonably justified by a legitimate 
social policy aim.  

30/01/2014WRF01150Invalidity Pension Applications

30/01/2014WRF0120080. Deputy Sean Fleming asked the Minister for Social Protection if an application for in-
validity pension in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Laois has been granted; and 
if she will make a statement on the matter. [4557/14]

30/01/2014WRF01300Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): The Social Welfare Appeals Office 
has advised me that an appeal by the person concerned was referred to an Appeals Officer on 
8th January 2014, who will make a summary decision on the appeal based on the documentary 
evidence presented or, if required, hold an oral hearing.  The Social Welfare Appeals Office 
functions independently of the Minister for Social Protection and of the Department and is re-
sponsible for determining appeals against decisions on social welfare entitlements.

30/01/2014WRF01350Social Welfare Appeals Data
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30/01/2014WRF0140081. Deputy Ciarán Lynch asked the Minister for Social Protection the number of appeals 
currently lodged with the scope section; the average time taken to decide an appeal; and if she 
will make a statement on the matter.  [4559/14]

30/01/2014WRF01500Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): I am advised by the Social Wel-
fare Appeals Office that 129 appeals relating to Scope Section decisions on the insurability of 
employment are currently registered with that office.  The average time taken to process Scope/ 
insurability of employment appeals in 2013 was 78.4 weeks for those requiring an oral hearing 
and 35.8 weeks for a summary decision. This compares to 83.3 weeks and 45.6 weeks respec-
tively in 2012.  

The average processing time for all appeals peaked in 2011 at 52.5 weeks for an oral hearing 
and 25.1 weeks for a summary decision.  In 2012, processing times improved by 10.3 weeks 
when the average time for an oral hearing was 39.5 weeks while there was a slight increase to 
27.8 weeks for a summary decision.  This improvement continued in 2013 to 33.9 weeks for an 
oral hearing and 25.8 weeks for a summary decision.   

Insurability of employment appeals are particularly protracted, because of the complex na-
ture of insurability questions, the number of parties that might be involved in a case, and, where 
an oral hearing is required, the logistics required in the process.  

Appeal processing times are calculated from the registration date of the appeal to the date 
of its finalisation.  They include all activities during this period including time spent awaiting 
any clarification from the appellant, time in the Department for comments by the Deciding Of-
ficer on the grounds of appeal put forward by the appellant, and any further investigation, ex-
amination or assessment by the Department’s Inspectors and Medical Assessors that is deemed 
necessary.  While this process carries an inherent delay in terms of finalising an appeal, it also 
crystalises the flexibility and accessibility of the appeals system. By its nature and because it 
is a quasi-judicial function, the processing of appeals takes time and reflects the fact that, by 
definition, the appeal process cannot be a quick one.

There has been a rapid and sustained increase in the number of appeals received in the 
Social Welfare Appeals Office since 2009 which has placed extraordinary pressure on the of-
fice.  Up to 2009, the average number of appeals received was 15,000 per annum whereas in 
2012, the number of appeals received peaked at 35,484, reducing to 32,777 appeals in 2013. In 
order to manage this increasing workload, significant resources and efforts have been put into 
reducing backlogs and improving appeals processing times for appellants, including the assign-
ment of 15 additional Appeals Officers, in addition to 10 former Community Welfare Service 
Appeals Officers who joined the appeals office in 2011, bringing the total number of serving 
Appeals Officers to 41; reviewing and improving business processes; and implementing a new 
operating model within the appeals office.  A major programme of process redesign and mod-
ernisation is also underway in the Department in relation to many of its scheme areas, aimed at 
reducing backlogs and reducing the time taken by the Department to respond to requests from 
the appeals office for submissions in relation to appeals.

In addition to the improvements in processing times mentioned above, these measures have 
also led to a significant increase in the number of appeals finalised in the appeals office from 
17,787 in 2009 to 38,421 in 2013.  An additional 5,863 appeals were finalised in 2013 compared 
to 2012.  Good progress has also been made in reducing the number of appeals on hand from 
20,414 at 1 January 2013 to 14,884 at 27 January 2014.

The Social Welfare Appeals Office functions independently of the Minister for Social Pro-
tection and of the Department and is responsible for determining appeals against decisions in 
relation to social welfare entitlements.
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Social Welfare Appeals Status

30/01/2014WRG0020082. Deputy Ciarán Lynch asked the Minister for Social Protection when a determination 
will be made on an appeal in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Cork to her De-
partment’s scope section; and if she will make a statement on the matter.  [4563/14]

30/01/2014WRG00300Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): The Social Welfare Appeals Office 
has advised me that an appeal by the person concerned was referred to an Appeals Officer on 
27th January 2014, who will make a summary decision on the appeal based on the documentary 
evidence presented or, if required, hold an oral hearing.  

The Social Welfare Appeals Office functions independently of the Minister for Social Pro-
tection and of the Department and is responsible for determining appeals against decisions on 
social welfare entitlements.

  Question No. 83 withdrawn.  

Back to Education Allowance Eligibility

30/01/2014WRG0050084. Deputy Kevin Humphreys asked the Minister for Social Protection the reason a person 
(details supplied) in Dublin 4 was refused a back to education allowance when previously in-
formed by a social welfare office that he or she would qualify; where in the primary legislation 
does it state that a person cannot get BTEA for a semester; and if she will make a statement on 
the matter.  [4571/14]

30/01/2014WRG00600Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): The back to education allowance 
(BTEA) is a second chance education opportunities scheme that enables those in receipt of cer-
tain social welfare payments to continue to receive a payment while pursuing an approved full-
time education course that leads to a higher qualification than that already held.  The scheme 
operates on the basis of non-statutory rules and guidance.  A person wishing to pursue BTEA 
will have to satisfy a number of conditions such as being a certain age, in receipt of a prescribed 
social welfare payment for a specified time period, pursuing a full time course of study leading 
to a recognised qualification in a recognised college and progressing in the level of education 
held by the client with reference to the national framework of qualifications among others.  The 
BTEA is designed to support the person for study for the full academic year rather than on a 
modular or semester basis.  Given the nature of BTEA, no provision is made to allow a person 
to complete an individual semester of a full-time course.  

The person in question was approved for the BTEA for the academic years 2010/11, 2011/12 
and 2012/13.  My understanding is that the person did not complete the academic year 2012/13 
and BTEA was discontinued.    

Employment Rights

30/01/2014WRG0070085. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Social Protection the position regard-
ing employment rights in respect of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 5; and if she will make 
a statement on the matter.  [4578/14]

30/01/2014WRG00800Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): Employment rights are a matter 
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for the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation.  Further information regarding individ-
ual terms and conditions of employment and advice is available from the National Employment 
Rights Authority (NERA). http://www.employmentrights.ie/en/Contact_Us/Contact_Details/.  

  Question No. 86 withdrawn.  

30/01/2014WRG00950Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRG0100087. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Social Protection the way her departmental 
contracts for taxi companies, for the purpose of providing taxis for the use of departmental staff, 
are decided and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies wishing to apply 
for these contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if she will make a statement on 
the matter.  [4650/14]

30/01/2014WRG01100Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): The Department of Social Protec-
tion does not have a contract with any taxi company nor does it engage in a public tender pro-
cess for taxi services.  Staff requiring taxi services can engage with a company of their choice 
and can subsequently claim from their travel and subsistence cost centre using vouched receipts 
where a taxi is used for work purposes.

The Department of Social Protection does hold an account with Dublin Radio Cabs plc. for 
taxi services in the Dublin area.  Staff availing of such taxis services can do so where the taxi 
service is required for work purposes.  Fares for taxi services are regulated and in line with the 
National Maximum Taxi Fare.  

Carer’s Allowance Applications

30/01/2014WRG0120088. Deputy Michael McCarthy asked the Minister for Social Protection if she will provide 
an update on an application for carer’s allowance in respect of a person (details supplied); and 
if she will expedite same.  [4661/14]

30/01/2014WRG01300Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): I confirm that the Department 
received an application for carer’s allowance from the person in question on the 21st January 
2014.  Once processed, the person concerned will be notified directly of the outcome.

     Questions Nos. 89 and 90 withdrawn.

30/01/2014WRH00175Carer’s Allowance Appeals

30/01/2014WRH0020091. Deputy Noel Coonan asked the Minister for Social Protection when a carer’s allowance 
appeal will issue in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Tipperary; and if she will 
make a statement on the matter.  [4692/14]

30/01/2014WRH00300Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): I am advised by the Social Welfare 
Appeals Office that an Appeals Officer, having fully considered all the evidence has disallowed 
the appeal of the person concerned.  The person concerned has been notified of the decision. 

The Social Welfare Appeals Office functions independently of the Minister for Social Pro-
tection and of the Department and is responsible for determining appeals against decisions on 
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social welfare entitlements.

30/01/2014WRH00350Carer’s Allowance Payments

30/01/2014WRH0040092. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Social Protection the progress to 
date in respect of an application for carer’s allowance in the case of a person (details supplied) 
in County Kildare; and if she will make a statement on the matter.  [4694/14]

30/01/2014WRH00500Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): I confirm that the Department re-
ceived an application for carer’s allowance from the person in question on 19 September 2013. 
The application was awarded on 18 October 2013 and the first payment issued to the bank on 
7 November 2013.

30/01/2014WRH00550Departmental Staff Redeployment

30/01/2014WRH0060093. Deputy Arthur Spring asked the Minister for Social Protection if a person (details 
supplied) in County Kerry could be considered for redeployment outside of her Department to 
vacant positions in other Departments.  [4696/14]

30/01/2014WRH00700Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): All Departments are subject to an 
Employment Control Framework (ECF) as determined by the Department of Public Expendi-
ture and Reform.

The only staff from my Department who have been made available for redeployment are 
those who could not be facilitated, due to ECF constraints, with a return to work following the 
expiry of their career breaks. 

I understand that the person in question recently applied to be considered for a transfer to 
the Department’s office in Limerick. In line with the Department’s standard practice, his place 
on the transfer list has been reached and he has accepted the offer of a transfer which will take 
place shortly.

30/01/2014WRH00750Disability Support Services

30/01/2014WRH0080094. Deputy Eoghan Murphy asked the Minister for Social Protection the employment sup-
ports that are available to adults who may not have been diagnosed previously as being on the 
autistic spectrum and may be unable to get such a diagnosis but are able and willing to work.  
[4703/14]

30/01/2014WRH00900Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): My Department provides a range 
of income and employment supports for people with disabilities, including those with autism.

In regard to employment supports for people with disabilities, the Department’s supported 
employment programme, which operates nationwide under the “EmployAbility” banner, pro-
vides the services of a jobcoach for those wishing to avail of employment opportunities. Other 
relevant supports include the wage subsidy scheme.

However, where a person is not in receipt of an illness-related payment from the Depart-
ment, but is available to work, it is open to that person to avail of the range of services my 
Department provides for jobseekers.
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30/01/2014WRH00950Departmental Staff Dismissals

30/01/2014WRH0100095. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Social Protection further to Parliamentary 
Question No. 78 of 21 November 2013, the position regarding an application for information on 
a pension (details supplied); and if she will make a statement on the matter.  [4712/14]

30/01/2014WRH0110096. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Social Protection further to Parliamentary 
Question No. 99 of 21 November 2013, if the request for a breakdown of payments indicating 
the overpayment will be supplied, as the person contends that all payments due were recouped 
by her Department on each occasion that he or she absented him or herself from employment; 
and if she will make a statement on the matter.  [4713/14]

30/01/2014WRH01200Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 
95 and 96 together.

The person concerned was employed in the Department from January 1990 until his dis-
missal from the Civil Service in February 2013.  Following the termination of his employment, 
he was informed of his preserved pension entitlements on his reaching 60 years of age.   

In relation to the breakdown of overpayments, the person concerned was informed upon his 
departure that a salary overpayment was outstanding and that this amount would be recouped 
from his preserved pension entitlement when it falls due, if the balance is still outstanding. Full 
details of the overpayments have now issued directly to the officer concerned.

30/01/2014WRJ00150Public Transport Subsidies

30/01/2014WRJ0020097. Deputy John O’Mahony asked the Minister for Social Protection further to payments 
her Department makes to Bus Éireann for free travel, the reasons for arriving at the amounts 
paid; the way they are calculated; the contractual arrangement; and regarding State aid rules, 
the controls her Department puts in place to ensure that Bus Éireann complied with the Eu-
ropean Communities (Financial Transparency) Regulations 2004 (S.I. No. 693 of 2004), as 
amended in 2006; what these controls are; the reason they are in place within her Department; 
if she will give a material statement on the matter as if making a written statement under section 
18 of the Freedom of Information Act; if she has no such controls, if she will give the reasons 
why not in a similar manner; her plans in respect of same; and if she will make a statement on 
the matter.  [4723/14]

30/01/2014WRJ0030098. Deputy John O’Mahony asked the Minister for Social Protection if she will outline 
in three-column tabular form the monthly and annual totals and the rebate values of payments 
made to Bus Éireann for free travel services from July 1997 which is ten years since the Com-
mission’s opening decision as referred to in OJEU of 15 September 2007; and if she will make 
a statement on the matter.  [4724/14]

30/01/2014WRJ0040099. Deputy John O’Mahony asked the Minister for Social Protection if the contract for 
payments made to Bus Éireann for free travel services from July 1997, being ten years from the 
Commission’s opening decision, as referred to in the OJEU of 15 September 2007, was notified 
in compliance with State aid rules to the EU Commission; the basis of any State aid exemption 
or permission received; the reason the contract for the acquisition of these services was not put 
out to public tender under public procurement regulations; and if she will make a statement on 
the matter.  [4726/14]

30/01/2014WRJ00500Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 
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97 to 99, inclusive, together.

Compliance by Bus Éireann with the European Communities (Financial Transparency) 
Regulations 2004 (S.I. No. 693 of 2004) is a matter for the Department of Transport, Tourism 
and Sport. I understand O.J.E.U. of 15.9.2007 dealt with a complaint by The Irish Coach Tour-
ism and Transport Council concerning alleged unlawful State aid granted to the Córas Iompair 
Éireann (CIÉ) bus companies, Bus Éireann and Dublin Bus by the Irish Government in form of 
grants under the National Development Plan. It concerned the financing of the public bus trans-
port services (annual operating compensation payments, upgrading and replacement of buses), 
and furthermore, the financing of the transport infrastructure (passenger activities and bus ga-
rage at Harristown) and disability awareness training in Ireland for the period 2000 to 2006.

The complainant alleged that the financing of the measures detailed therein by the Irish 
authorities may have involved unlawful State aid.   The findings were inconclusive and did not 
make any recommendations regarding the operation of the free travel scheme operated by the 
Department. 

The Free Travel scheme was introduced in 1967. It is not operated as a public service ob-
ligation (PSO) and it does not confer any real financial advantage on participating transport 
undertakings or place participating transport undertakings in a more favourable competitive 
position as regards non-participants. The scheme operates in an objective and transparent man-
ner and on the basic premise that participants should be left no better or worse off as a result of 
the existence of the scheme. To this end, compensation under the scheme is calculated on the 
basis of fares foregone at a reduced rate to take account of travel generated by the free travel 
scheme. Those operators which participate in the scheme receive a payment from the Depart-
ment significantly below the standard fare whereas those operators which do not participate in 
the scheme are free to charge full fare for all passengers. Operators and routes have to be com-
mercially viable in their own right and cannot rely on payment from the free travel scheme as 
some form of subvention.

The free travel scheme permits free travel on most CIE public transport services, Luas and 
a range of services offered by over 80 private operators in various parts of the country at an an-
nual cost to the exchequer of some €76  million in 2013. This Department also provides limited 
funding of €1.5 million for the Rural Transport Programme (RTP) but organisation and devel-
opment of the service is a matter for the National Transport Authority. 

The Department pays the CIE Group centrally in respect of transport services provided 
nationwide by the Group for pensioners and other categories of eligible customers under the 
free travel scheme.  The apportionment of payment between the three constituent companies, 
Bus Eireann, Bus Átha Cliath and Iarnród Eireann is a matter for the CIE Group to determine. 
Under the Programme for National Recovery 2011-2014, expenditure on the free travel scheme 
was capped at 2010 levels.  Prior to the imposition of the cap the rate of payment was reviewed 
regularly having regard to authorised fare increases and services provided. 

Information on payments to CIE from 2003 is set out below. The additional data requested 
will require further work and will be forwarded separately when it is to hand. Payments are 
made monthly to the CIE Group on receipt of invoices. The monthly amount varies only slight-
ly; accordingly, the total amount paid each year since 2003 is set out below:

Year Annual €
2003 45.6m
2004 46.7m
2005 48.8m
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Year Annual €
2006 50.6m
2007 52.6m
2008 56.4m
2009 61.2m
2010 61.4m
2011 61.4m
2012 61.2m

The following information was provided under Standing Order 40A

The free travel scheme is a long standing arrangement in place since 1967 following ex-
tensive discussions at the time with CIE. Compensation under the scheme was calculated in 
advance on the basis of fares foregone at a reduced rate to take account of travel generated by 
the free travel scheme. The original objective was that compensation payable should not exceed 
what is necessary having regard to the costs incurred. Over the years there were negotiations to 
increase the benefit and value of the scheme and to reflect the development of the transportation 
infrastructure e.g. introduction of DART, LUAS and removal of the restrictions on free travel 
during peak hours.  These arrangements would have been finalised by an exchange of letters 
rather than any formal contract.  The rate of payment prior to the cap on expenditure was also 
reviewed regularly and adjusted on the basis of changes in rates of fares. Peak travel time re-
strictions for all CIE bus services, i.e. Bus Éireann and Dublin Bus, were completely removed 
effective from September 2006 at an additional annual cost to the Department of Social Protec-
tion of €1.15 million.

Luas joined the free travel scheme in May 2004. At this time the additional cost to the 
Department was estimated at €1.2 million in 2004 and €3.1 million annually. This additional 
cost to the Department was offset by a reduction in the payment to be made to the CIE group 
because of the displacement of free travel pass holders to Luas services who would otherwise 
have travelled on Dublin Bus services. The Department reduced the payments to the CIE group 
in 2004 by €0.54 million (€1.4 million in a full year).

Since the imposition of the cap on expenditure on the free travel scheme at 2010 levels 
under the Programme for National Recovery 2011-2014, the Department has not given any 
increases to travel operators in the scheme and neither has it allowed any new routes or new 
operators into the scheme.   

The Deputy in PQ 4726/14 makes reference to State aid rules European Communities (Fi-
nancial Transparency) Regulations 2004 (S.I. No. 693 of 2004), it should be noted that the free 
travel scheme has been in operation since 1967, therefore predates Ireland joining the European 
Communities in 1973.  Thus, even if the scheme amounts to State aid (which it is not accepted 
that it is), it constitutes “existing” aid under Articles 17-19 of Regulation 659/1999.

The free travel scheme is currently the subject of an interdepartmental review which is 
expected to be completed shortly. This review is designed to ensure the future efficiency and 
effectiveness of the scheme and will include examination of the extent and operational nature 
of services being provided.

Finally, I undertook to furnish additional data, the rebate values of payments made to Bus 
Éireann for free travel services from July 1997 to 2002 in my original answer to these Parlia-
mentary Questions and this work is still in hand and will be provided to the Deputy as soon as 
it is finalised. 
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30/01/2014WRJ00550Partial Capacity Benefit Scheme Appeals

30/01/2014WRJ00600100. Deputy Pat Breen asked the Minister for Social Protection when a decision on a par-
tial capacity benefit appeal will issue in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Cork; 
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [4729/14]

30/01/2014WRJ00700Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): The Social Welfare Appeals Office 
has advised me that the appeal from the person concerned was referred to an Appeals Officer 
who proposes to hold an oral hearing in this case. 

Every effort will be made to hear the case as quickly as possible and the appellant will be 
informed when arrangements have been made.  

The Social Welfare Appeals Office functions independently of the Minister for Social Pro-
tection and of the Department and is responsible for determining appeals against decisions on 
social welfare entitlements.

Social Welfare Appeals Status

30/01/2014WRJ00800101. Deputy Pat Breen asked the Minister for Social Protection when a decision will issue 
to a person (details supplied) in County Galway; and if she will make a statement on the matter. 
[4739/14]

30/01/2014WRJ00900Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): I am advised by the Social Welfare 
Appeals Office that an Appeals Officer, having fully considered all of the available evidence 
including that adduced at the oral hearing, has decided to allow the appeal of the person con-
cerned.  The person concerned has been notified of the Appeals Officer’s decision. 

The Social Welfare Appeals Office functions independently of the Minister for Social Pro-
tection and of the Department and is responsible for determining appeals against decisions in 
relation to social welfare entitlements.

30/01/2014WRJ00950Domiciliary Care Allowance Payments

30/01/2014WRJ01000102. Deputy Pat Breen asked the Minister for Social Protection when payment will issue 
to a person (details supplied) in County Clare; and if she will make a statement on the matter. 
[4752/14]

30/01/2014WRJ01100Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): An application for domiciliary 
care allowance was received from the person concerned on 13 August 2013.  This application 
was referred to one of the Department’s Medical Assessors who considered that the child was 
not medically eligible for the allowance. A letter issued on 12 September 2013 advising of 
the decision.  The person concerned subsequently lodged an appeal against this decision and 
supplied additional information on the child’s condition.  As part of the appeal process, the ap-
plication along with the additional information provided was reviewed by a second Medical 
Assessor who found the child to be medically eligible for the allowance. 

The person concerned was notified of the decision to award DCA on 22 January 2014.  Pay-
ment of the allowance, along with arrears due, will be available for collection at the nominated 
post office on 18 February 2014 and on the third Tuesday of each month thereafter.
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30/01/2014WRK00150Carer’s Allowance Appeals

30/01/2014WRK00200103. Deputy Heather Humphreys asked the Minister for Social Protection when a person 
(details supplied) in County Meath will have a decision made on their carer’s allowance appeal; 
and if she will make a statement on the matter.  [4754/14]

30/01/2014WRK00300Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): The Social Welfare Appeals Office 
has advised me that the appeal from the person concerned was referred to an Appeals Officer 
who has decided to convene an oral hearing in this case. 

Every effort will be made to hear the case as quickly as possible and the appellant will be 
informed when arrangements for the oral hearing have been made.  

The Social Welfare Appeals Office functions independently of the Minister for Social Pro-
tection and of the Department and is responsible for determining appeals against decisions in 
relation to social welfare entitlements.

30/01/2014WRK00350National Internship Scheme Data

30/01/2014WRK00400104. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Social Protection the number of 
JobBridge internships that have been commenced in each year since the introduction of the 
scheme; of these figures the number of persons who have completed internships that resulted 
in the participant achieving employment with the scheme operator; the number of participants 
who completed their internships and did not enter employment at the end; the number of par-
ticipants who opted to drop out from their internship prematurely and of those, the number who 
entered employment; the number who left the State; the number who indicated that they could 
not financially sustain themselves enough to continue the internship; and if she will make a 
statement on the matter.  [4755/14]

30/01/2014WRK00500105. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Social Protection the number of 
participants who completed a JobBridge internship scheme that obtained employment with 
their scheme operator; the number that obtained employment with another employer; the num-
ber of each category that remained in employment three months after the completion of their 
JobBridge scheme, six months after the completion and one year after completion; and if she 
will make a statement on the matter.  [4763/14]

30/01/2014WRK00600Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 
104 and 105 together.

I have included in this reply a table representing the number of internships finished in each 
year since JobBridge came into operation.  The data provided in the Table below indicate that 
52% of internships are completed early and 48% are completed in full.  I am encouraged by the 
findings of the independent evaluation of the scheme, carried out by Indecon, which found that 
63% of early finishers immediately progressed into employment on completion of their intern-
ship.

Overall, 58% of those progressing into paid employment do so with their host organisation 
while 42% do so with another organisation.  The Indecon evaluation report also identifies that 
36% of all finishers immediately progress into paid employment at the end of their internship, 
increasing to 50% within 3 months of completion of the internship and increasing again to 
61.4%, five months after completion of their internship. 

The numbers of those finishing early to move directly into employment is evidence of the 
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satisfactory progress of the scheme. The levels of interns emigrating is reported at less than 2% 
and the number of interns leaving their internship early due to cost factors is reported at just 2%.

I intend to commission another evaluation of the Scheme in late 2014 to further evaluate a 
range of areas including the sustainability of employment secured by interns.

Table 1 – JobBridge Internships Finished Each Year

Year Finished early Finished Full Internships On-
going

Total

2011 1727 2046 0 3773
2012 4530 5043 0 9573
2013 3633 1989 5700 11322
2014 9 1 559 569
Total 9899 9079 6259 25237
 Data: 27th January 2014.

30/01/2014WRK00650Invalidity Pension Payments

30/01/2014WRK00700106. Deputy Pat Breen asked the Minister for Social Protection when an invalidity pension 
payment will issue to a person (details supplied) in County Clare; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter. [4774/14]

30/01/2014WRK00800Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): I am advised by the Social Welfare 
Appeals Office that an Appeals Officer, having fully considered all of the available evidence, 
has decided to allow the appeal of the person concerned by way of a summary decision.  The 
person concerned was notified of the Appeals Officer’s decision on 23 January 2014.

The Social Welfare Appeals Office functions independently of the Minister for Social Pro-
tection and of the Department and is responsible for determining appeals against decisions in 
relation to social welfare entitlements.

30/01/2014WRK00850Interdepartmental Working Groups

30/01/2014WRK00900107. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Social Protection the number of meet-
ings of the Interdepartmental Working and Retirement Group that have taken place since Febru-
ary 2011; and the agenda for each of those meetings.  [4778/14]

30/01/2014WRK01000108. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Social Protection further to Parliamen-
tary Question No. 319 of 20 March 2013, the proposals that have been made by the interdepart-
mental working and retirement group.  [4779/14]

30/01/2014WRK01100Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 
107 and 108 together.

The Interdepartmental Working and Retirement Group was established in August 2012 to 
consider cross departmental policy issues that may support longer working and thereby im-
prove the sustainability and adequacy of pensions systems.  

The sustainability of the pension system is a particular concern because of the demographic 
challenges Ireland faces, the associated increases in pension (and other age related) costs, and 
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the deterioration in the public finances. This means that, in the future, the task of financing 
increased pension spending will fall to a diminishing share of the working population as demo-
graphic projections indicate the ratio of working age to older people will decrease from 5.3 to 
1 at present to 2.1 to 1 by 2060. Life expectancy in Ireland is also increasing and whilst this is 
very welcome development, this also has obvious and significant implications in relation to the 
future costs of State pension provision.  The fundamental principle involved here is that people 
need to participate in the workforce for longer and they need to contribute more towards their 
pensions if they are to achieve the income they expect or would like to have in retirement.  

The Interdepartmental Group was chaired by the Department of Social Protection and in-
cluded representatives from the Department of Social Protection, the Department of Jobs, En-
terprise and Innovation, the Department of Justice and Equality, the Department of Public Ex-
penditure and Reform and the Pensions Board.  Further engagement was also undertaken with 
the Department of Education and Skills and the Department of Health and Children. 

The Group met on four occasions which included a ‘Forum on Working and Retirement’ 
which was held in Croke Park in December 2012.  The purpose of this forum was to obtain 
views from representative bodies and stakeholders and identify the wide ranging issues linked 
to working and retirement prior to the development of any possible policy proposals.  Attendees 
included employer and employee representative groups, older people’s representative groups, 
representatives from the pensions industry, academic commentators and representatives from 
the legal profession. 

The agenda for the Group’s meetings included consideration of the broad range of issues 
impacting on the labour market participation of older workers; enterprise issues, employment 
and equality law issues; proposals regarding deferral of the state pension, consideration of oc-
cupational pension issues. Several other meetings were held within the Department of Social 
Protection in furthering the work on this topic.

The Group has examined a number of proposals which may encourage participation and 
retention in the labour market of older workers and these are currently being considered. 

Question No. 109 withdrawn.

Rent Supplement Scheme Payments

30/01/2014WRL00200110. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Social Protection further to Par-
liamentary Question No. 173 of 16 January 2014, wherein reduction in rent support in the case 
of a person (details supplied) in County Kildare resulted in hardship, if, in view of the serious 
housing shortage for all such persons dependent on rent support in lieu of local authority hous-
ing, she will enter into discussions with the Department of the Environment, Community and 
Local Government with a view to restoring such rent reductions, particularly in the face of 
escalations in rent throughout the area caused by severe shortage of rental accommodation; if 
this issue might be considered as a matter of urgency; and if she will make a statement on the 
matter.  [4787/14]

30/01/2014WRL00300Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): The purpose of rent supplement is 
to provide short-term support to eligible people living in private rented accommodation, whose 
means are insufficient to meet their accommodation costs and who do not have accommodation 
available to them from any other source. The overall aim is to provide short-term assistance, 
and not to act as an alternative to the other social housing schemes operated by the Exchequer. 
There are currently approximately 80,000 rent supplement recipients for which the Department 
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has provided over €344 million for 2014.  

Budget 2014 introduced changes to the weekly minimum contribution towards rent sup-
plement for couples from €35 to €40 for new and existing recipients. This further aligns the 
minimum contribution payable under these schemes with the local authority differential rents 
structures. The measure equates to a rent supplement reduction of €21.60 per calendar month 
in respect of the customer referred to by the Deputy.  I have no plans to revise the minimum 
contribution at this time. 

Policy in relation to the differential rents scheme is a matter for the Department of the En-
vironment, Community and Local Government. 

The Department’s strategic policy direction is to return rent supplement to its original pur-
pose of a short-term income support.  Approximately 50,000 recipients, representing some 63% 
of the total rent supplement customer base, are in receipt of the supplement for over 18 months. 
In July 2013 the Government approved the introduction of the Housing Assistance Payment 
(HAP).  Under HAP, responsibility for recipients of rent supplement with a long-term housing 
need will transfer from the Department of Social Protection to local authorities using HAP. 
Officials in the Department are working with those in the Department of Environment, Com-
munity and Local Government in developing proposals to give effect to this transfer and to 
facilitate a pilot in early 2014.

Private Rented Accommodation Provision

30/01/2014WRL00400111. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Social Protection if she will in-
dicate, arising from an inquiry received from a person (details supplied) in County Kildare 
requesting that they secure a rent reduction in respect of the private rented property occupied 
by themselves and their family, whether the acute housing shortage in the area resulting in rent 
increase has been noted; if, in such circumstances, consideration will be given to suspending 
any such requests; and if she will make a statement on the matter.  [4788/14]

30/01/2014WRL00500Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): The purpose of the rent supple-
ment scheme is to provide short-term support to eligible people living in private rented accom-
modation whose means are insufficient to meet their accommodation costs and who do not have 
accommodation available to them from any other source. It is not to act as an alternative to the 
other social housing schemes operated by the Exchequer. There are currently over 82,500 rent 
supplement recipients for which the Government has provided over €403 million funding in 
2013. 

The Department completed a review of the maximum rent limits for rent supplement last 
year and revised rent limits came into effect from 17 June 2013.  The emphasis of the review 
was to ensure that value for money is achieved whilst at the same time ensuring that people on 
rent supplement are not priced out of the market for private rented accommodation. The review 
broadly reflects the new market trends showing a rise in rent limits in Counties Dublin and 
Galway and a fall in the majority of rural counties.  Special provisions are made in exceptional 
circumstances including, for example, people with disabilities in specially adapted accommo-
dation. 

In general a client who has been reviewed and is required to bring their rents within the 
required statutory limits is afforded 12 weeks to do this as this may require a renegotiation of 
rent or a need to source alternative accommodation. The client referred to received notification 
regarding their rent limit in September 2013. As there has been no rent reduction or alternative 
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accommodation notified to the Department a second notification issued on 14th January 2014 
and the Department awaits a response.

Carer’s Allowance Applications

30/01/2014WRL00600112. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Social Protection to indicate the 
extent to which an application for carer’s allowance can be reviewed in respect of a person 
(details supplied) in County Kildare; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [4789/14]

30/01/2014WRL00700Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): I confirm that the department re-
ceived an application for carer’s allowance from the person in question on the 1st November 
2013. The person concerned was refused carers allowance on the grounds that the care recipi-
ent is not so disabled as to require full time care and attention as prescribed in regulations. She 
was notified of this decision on 15 January 2014, the reasons for it and of her right of review or 
appeal. Additional medical evidence was received and forwarded to the Department’s medical 
assessor for consideration.  The medical evidence is awaiting medical assessment. Once the 
review is completed in this case the person concerned will be notified directly of the outcome.

30/01/2014WRL00750One-Parent Family Payments

30/01/2014WRL00800113. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Social Protection the correct level 
of one-parent family payment in the case of a person (details supplied) in County Kildare; and 
if she will make a statement on the matter.  [4791/14]

30/01/2014WRL00900Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): According to the information 
available to this Department the correct rate of one parent family payment payable to the person 
concerned is €302.20 per week.

Domiciliary Care Allowance Eligibility

30/01/2014WRL01000114. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Social Protection the extent to 
which domiciliary care allowance and other relevant support is available in respect of a person 
(details supplied) in County Kildare; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [4792/14]

30/01/2014WRL01100Minister for Social Protection (Deputy Joan Burton): Domiciliary care allowance is 
payable in respect of children under the age of 16 who have  a severe disability that requires 
care and attention substantially in excess of another child of the same age.  The care and atten-
tion received must be given by another person, effectively full-time so that the child can deal 
with the normal activities of daily life.  The child must be likely to require this level of care and 
attention for at least 12 months.

The person concerned is already in receipt of domiciliary care allowance for two children 
and is also in receipt of the associated respite care grant.

Question No. 115 withdrawn.

EU Directives

30/01/2014WRL01300116. Deputy Terence Flanagan asked the Minister for Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
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the position regarding bogs (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[4635/14]

30/01/2014WRL01400Minister for Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Jimmy Deenihan): Ireland is 
currently taking measures to address concerns raised by the European Commission in infringe-
ment action related to peat extraction on Irish bogs. These relate to requirements of the Habitats 
Directive and the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive. No fines have been imposed on 
Ireland in regard to this matter and the Government is working closely with the European Com-
mission towards achieving a satisfactory resolution to this case.  

In recent weeks I have announced a set of policy initiatives which will address this case 
and ensure Ireland’s compliance with EU law. The draft National Peatlands Strategy, the draft 
National Raised Bog Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) Management Plan, and the Review 
of Raised Bog Natural Heritage Areas (NHAs) are available on my Department’s website and 
submissions are invited from members of the public before 18 April.

30/01/2014WRM00075Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRM00100117. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht the way 
his departmental contracts for taxi companies for the purposes of taxis for the use of departmen-
tal staff are decided and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies wishing 
to apply for these contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter.  [4638/14]

30/01/2014WRM00200Minister for Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Jimmy Deenihan): My Depart-
ment has no contractual arrangement for the provision of taxi services with any company.  How-
ever, taxis are used from time to time, in accordance with guidance issued by my Department, to 
staff on the use of taxis for official purposes.  To facilitate making payments in these cases, my 
Department maintains an account with a taxi service company but there is no contract involved.  
Expenditure on taxis is kept to a minimum.  The guidance issued to staff states that taxis may 
be used for official purposes if they provide best value for money in relation to attendance at 
meetings or where other forms of transport would be impractical.

30/01/2014WRM00250Inland Waterways Development

30/01/2014WRM00300118. Deputy Anthony Lawlor asked the Minister for Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
when the Canals Act 1986 (Amendment) Bye-Laws 2014 will come into effect once the public 
consultation has been completed; his views on whether the by-laws as currently proposed will 
have a negative impact on the tourism industry and canal cruising community; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter.  [4689/14]

30/01/2014WRM00400Minister for Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Jimmy Deenihan): Waterways 
Ireland commenced a public consultation process on the proposed bye laws, the Draft Canals 
Act, 1986 (Amendment) Bye-Laws, 2014, on 6th January 2014.  This consultation process is 
currently open to the public for a period of 21 working days in accordance with section 7(1) 
of the Canals Act, 1986 (No 3 of 1986) as amended by section 56 of the Maritime Safety Act, 
2005 (No. 11 of 2005).

Accordingly, the public consultation process closes at 3pm on the 3rd of February, following 
which Waterways Ireland will consider all written submissions before finalising the approach 
they intend to take in relation to the new bye-laws.  A final outcome may be either to refrain 
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from making the byelaws or with my consent make the bye laws with or without modification.  
As the consultation process is still underway, it is not possible at this time to give an accurate 
assessment of how long the subsequent review will take.

Our waterways make a vital contribution to tourism, attracting visitors from around Ireland 
and from abroad.  There are over 14,000 registered boat owners on the seven waterways man-
aged by Waterways Ireland.  The proposed bye-laws are intended to support the investment 
already made by Waterways Ireland in new infrastructure and facilities along the canals.  They 
will enhance Waterways Ireland’s ability to manage, care for and maintain the canals and to 
help to develop them as a vibrant recreational and tourist amenity for all waterway users.

30/01/2014WRM00450Broadband Service Speeds

30/01/2014WRM00500119. Deputy Brendan Griffin asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural 
Resources if he will investigate the inadequate broadband service being provided to customers 
under the national broadband scheme in an area (details supplied) in County Kerry; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter.  [4629/14]

30/01/2014WRM00600Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
As the Deputy will be aware from my reply to Parliamentary Question No 467 of 28 January 
last, the broadband service under National Broadband Scheme (NBS) is a basic, affordable, 
scalable product in keeping with EU State Aid clearance for the Scheme in September 2007.  
Under the terms of the contract with Hutchison 3G Ireland Ltd (trading as “3”), the NBS mo-
bile wireless service currently offers minimum download and upload speeds of 2.3Mbps and 
1.4Mbps respectively, subject to a maximum contention ratio of 18:1.

My Department has well-established monitoring arrangements in place to ensure that the 
NBS delivers the minimum specified service or better to all users.  The NBS contract guaran-
tees service levels and imposes a service credit regime on “3”, with significant financial conse-
quences in the event that minimum specification service levels are not met.  The NBS contract 
also provides that where NBS customers do not receive the minimum guaranteed service, as set 
out in the terms and conditions of their contract, they are entitled to service rebates.

As part of 3’s network operations oversight, traffic and utilisation performance data, includ-
ing site availability across the entire NBS network, is reviewed by “3” on a continuous basis.  
Remedial action can be taken remotely or 3’s field engineering staff will resolve performance 
issues at individual sites, depending on the nature of the incident.  Annual site maintenance 
inspections are carried out by “3” on each of its sites.

I understand from “3” that the sites serving the area referred to by the Deputy have been 
performing as expected, apart from one outage on 27 December last due to an electricity supply 
failure.  My officials are not currently aware of any service performance issues with the NBS 
service in the area.  Where NBS customers experience problems with their NBS service, they 
are advised to contact 3’s customer care centre, 24 hours a day 7 days a week, by phone at 1913 
(free of charge), via email to nbssupport@three.ie or by post to 3 Customer Services, Hutchison 
3G Ireland Limited, PO Box 333, Dublin 2.

My Department has a role where customers have fully utilised the established complaints 
process and consider that their complaint has not been resolved.  My officials operate a dedicat-
ed NBS mailbox, which NBS customers can contact by email at nationalbroadbandscheme@
dcenr.gov.ie, with any comments or complaints they may have about their NBS service.  My 
Department will then liaise with “3” personnel at its Head Office in Dublin to ensure that any 
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service performance issues, which are brought to its attention, are addressed as quickly as pos-
sible.

30/01/2014WRM00650Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRM00700120. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Re-
sources the way his departmental contracts for taxi companies for the purposes of taxis for the 
use of departmental staff are decided and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi 
companies wishing to apply for these contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter.  [4640/14]

30/01/2014WRM00800Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
My Department has in place a contract for the provision of taxi services at discounted, com-
petitive rates.  The provision of service is scheduled to be reviewed again in 2014 in line with 
public procurement guidelines.  In that regard, it is intended to avail of central arrangements for 
transport services planned by the Office of Government Procurement following its establish-
ment.  My Department also makes available a number of bicycles for business use by officials at 
its two Dublin locations.  As a result of this voluntary initiative, and under current taxi contract 
arrangements, the cost of taxi use has been reduced by 46% from almost €28,000 in 2008 to 
€15,000 in both 2011 and 2012.  Expenditure last year was some €19,000 due mainly to addi-
tional requirements in servicing the EU Presidency.

30/01/2014WRM00850Inland Fisheries

30/01/2014WRM00900121. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural 
Resources if he will reconsider the proposed levy for a compulsory angler registration charge 
on every angler in the country (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[4671/14]

30/01/2014WRM01000Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
I refer to the replies to Question No. 219 on 3 December 2013, No. 309 on 10 December 2013, 
and Nos. 455 and 188 of 15 and16 January 2014, respectively.  

These responses definitively addressed the issue raised by the Deputy, making it absolutely 
clear that a the issue does not arise.  The legislative framework governing inland fisheries is ex-
tensive, but quite dated.  While the principal instrument is the 1959 Inland Fisheries Act, there 
are a myriad of other provisions, and the whole array is a patchwork.  I made clear some time 
ago my intention to work to bring forward a legislative code fit for the Twenty-first Century 
and have been working on this with my Department.  This is an extensive project, and an op-
portunity to modernise a range of measures, including decriminalising minor offences, create a 
new and better way to clarify fisheries title and overall to better manage the resource.  As part 
of this review, I organised a series of public information and consultation meetings (Drogheda, 
Carrick-on-Shannon, Tuam, Clonmel and Dublin), where proposals and options were transpar-
ently outlined.  There were of course a range of views, but overall the process was engaged 
with positively.  I have undertaken to carefully consider points made before developing specific 
legislative proposals and the submissions received in the course of the public consultation ses-
sions are available on the Department’s website, www.dcenr.ie.

A question of how funding could be mobilised for the development of the sector was posed 
as part of this consultation, and it was made clear that any such funding would have to be care-
fully ring-fenced and returned to individual sub-sectors in proportion to funding raised (coarse 
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angling, Salmon angling, etc.). Not surprisingly there were diverse views on this, some in sup-
port, others disagreeing.  Some have sought to characterise such an approach as a ‘Rod Licence’ 
– I want to make it absolutely clear that no rod licence was proposed, nor is it intended to in-
troduce such a licence.  A funding instrument will only really work if it has very broad support 
across the angling sector and equally must not be divisive as between the different associations.  
I have undertaken to have further stakeholder engagement and will not finalise legislative pro-
posals before this is concluded, I want to repeat, no rod licence has been proposed and neither 
will such be brought forward by me.  I would reiterate that I am undertaking further stakeholder 
engagement and will not finalise any legislative proposals before this is concluded.

  Question No. 122 answered with Question No. 7.

30/01/2014WRM01150Electricity Generation

30/01/2014WRM01200123. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and 
Natural Resources the extent to which electricity generation capacity from non-fossil fuels 
needs to be increased in the future in the event of a 3.5% annual increase of economic growth; 
the means by which such capacity can be increased indigenously; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [4806/14]

30/01/2014WRM01300Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
I refer the Deputy to my reply to Question 30 of 30 January 2014.

30/01/2014WRN00150Corrib Gas Field

30/01/2014WRN00200124. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and 
Natural Resources when it is expected product from the Corrib Gas field will become available 
on the domestic market; the regions of the country most likely to benefit; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [4807/14]

30/01/2014WRN00300125. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and 
Natural Resources the extent to which the domestic and industrial sector will benefit from the 
Corrib Gas field when product from it becomes available; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter.  [4808/14]

30/01/2014WRN00400Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
I propose to take Questions Nos. 124 and 125 together.

Completion of the Corrib gas field development works, by the developer, is the principal 
factor that will determine the date for first gas. It is estimated that construction of the onshore 
section of the pipeline, including the construction of a 5km tunnel, will be completed later this 
year, with first gas expected in the first half of 2015.  The Corrib gas project will make a sig-
nificant contribution to the island’s security of supply situation.  It is estimated that the project 
will have an operating life span of between 15 to 20 years and gas production will on average 
meet 42% of all island gas demand over the first 2 years of operation declining thereafter.  I un-
derstand that the bulk of the gas produced from the Corrib field will be supplied to the national 
grid via the 149km pipeline constructed by Bord Gáis Networks and which runs from the Gas 
terminal in Bellanaboy Co Mayo to Ballymoneen outside of Galway.

30/01/2014WRN00450Broadband Services Provision
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30/01/2014WRN00500126. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and 
Natural Resources the extent to which it is expected to improve, enhance, upgrade and expand 
the quality, speed and extent of broadband services nationwide in the foreseeable future, with 
particular reference to the need to ensure the availability of state of the art technology in all sec-
tors throughout the country; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4809/14]

30/01/2014WRN00600Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
Ireland’s telecommunications market has been fully liberalised since 1999 in accordance with 
the requirements of binding EU Directives.  The market has since developed into a well-reg-
ulated market, supporting a multiplicity of commercial operators, providing services over a 
diverse range of technology platforms.

The Government’s National Broadband Plan, which I published in August 2012, aims to 
radically change the broadband landscape in Ireland by ensuring that high speed broadband is 
available to all citizens and businesses.  This will be achieved by providing:

- a policy and regulatory framework that assists in accelerating and incentivising commer-
cial investment, and

- a State-led investment for areas where it is not commercial for the market to invest.

Since the publication of the Plan, investments by the commercial sector have continued and 
in some instances have been accelerated in both fixed line and wireless high speed broadband 
services.  In the fixed line segment of the market, eircom has announced plans to pass 1.4m 
premises with its next generation broadband service, with speeds of up to 100Mbps, while 
UPC has increased its entry level and maximum speeds to 120Mbps and 200Mbps respectively.  
Mobile operators have also made announcements regarding network upgrades and are rolling 
out enhanced product offerings, following the successful multiband spectrum auction last year.  
Last week, I introduced legislation in the Dáil, to allow the ESB to utilise its electricity network 
to install a new high speed broadband communications network.

In tandem with these developments, intensive work is underway in my Department to prog-
ress a State-led investment to secure the countrywide introduction of next generation broadband 
access. In order to progress the State-led investment for areas where it is not commercial for 
the market to invest, a full procurement process must be designed and EU State Aids approval 
must be obtained. My Department is engaged in a comprehensive mapping exercise of the cur-
rent and anticipated investment by the commercial sector over the coming years, the results of 
which will inform the areas that need to be targeted in the State-led investment as envisaged in 
the National Broadband Plan.

Intensive technical, financial and legal preparations, including stakeholder engagement, are 
ongoing.  The procurement process for the approved intervention will be carried out in accor-
dance with EU and Irish procurement rules and it is expected that it will be launched later this 
year.  Through the implementation of the National Broadband Plan, I am committed to ensuring 
that all parts of Ireland have access to high speed broadband, with a view to ensuring that all 
citizens and businesses can participate fully in, and maximise the benefits of a digitally enabled 
economy and society.

30/01/2014WRN00650Electricity Transmission Network

30/01/2014WRN00700127. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Nat-
ural Resources the extent to which it is expected to engage in consultations with community-
based groups that have expressed concerns in respect of wind farms and high-voltage overhead 
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pylons; the degree to which it is expected to engage with such groups in the short and medium 
terms; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4810/14]

30/01/2014WRN00800Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
I refer to the reply to Questions No. 1, 3 and 11 of 30 January 2014, Question No. 304 of 9 De-
cember 2013 and Question No. 614 of 4 November 2013 which sets out the position in relation 
to public consultation and community engagement on wind energy and Grid 25.

30/01/2014WRN00850Exploration Licences

30/01/2014WRN00900128. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and 
Natural Resources the extent to which the most current form of mineral exploration licenses 
have been applied for or activated to date; the way this compares with the position under previ-
ous licensing regimes; if any particularly noticeable issues have arisen in this context; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter.  [4811/14]

30/01/2014WRN01000Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
I would refer the Deputy to the six-monthly report to the Oireachtas by the Minister for Com-
munications, Energy and Natural Resources, compiled under the relevant provisions of the 
Minerals Development Acts 1940 to 1999.  The latest report sets out, inter alia, details of the 
minerals prospecting licences granted and current during the period to 30th June 2013 com-
pared to the previous reporting period.  The next such report for the six months period ending 
on 31st December 2013 will be presented to the Oireachtas in the near future.  This information 
on all current licences, including maps of prospecting licence areas, is accessible on the De-
partment’s website www.dcenr.ie/Natural/Exploration+and+Mining+Division/.  The number of 
active minerals prospecting licences indicate the current buoyant state of mineral exploration 
in Ireland.

30/01/2014WRN01050Exploration Industry Data

30/01/2014WRN01100129. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and 
Natural Resources the extent to which commercially viable oil, gas or other minerals have been 
detected on foot of explorations carried out on an annual basis during the past five years; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter.  [4812/14]

30/01/2014WRN01200Minister of State at the Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resourc-
es (Deputy Fergus O’Dowd): There have been no commercial discoveries of oil or gas within 
the territory of the State in the last five years.  However, Ireland now has the highest number 
of petroleum exploration authorisations in place since exploration began in our offshore more 
than four decades ago.  With new company entrants in 2013 including large independent oil 
companies such as Cairn Energy, Kosmos Energy and Woodside Energy, together with existing 
companies such as Eni, ExxonMobil, Petronas, RPS, and Shell, it is evident that there is signifi-
cant and growing capacity in the sector.  This demonstrates that exploration in the Irish offshore 
is moving in the right direction.

In a similar manner, while the number of active minerals prospecting licences indicate the 
buoyant state of mineral exploration in Ireland, no new commercially viable deposits of min-
erals have been discovered in the last five years although there have been some encouraging 
results, particularly in Counties Limerick and Clare.  However, it is too early to determine 
whether these results will lead to identification of commercially viable deposits or to estimate 
the economic benefits that might accrue.
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30/01/2014WRN01250Post Office Network

30/01/2014WRN01300130. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Nat-
ural Resources the extent to which the post office service, including counter services, remains 
the focus for expansion throughout the country, with particular reference to the adaptability of 
the service to the increasing needs of communities in urban and rural areas; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter.  [4815/14]

30/01/2014WRN01400Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Pat Rabbitte): 
Operational matters and the role of developing commercial strategies for the post office net-
work are, of course, a matter for the management and Board of An Post and one in which I 
have no statutory function.  As shareholder, however, I have a strong concern in relation to 
the ongoing commercial position of the Company and I regularly liaise with the Company in 
this regard.  Having invested in the computerisation of all post offices, the post office network 
is well positioned to become the front office provider of choice for Government and financial 
services sector.

In the context of the public sector transformation agenda I will continue to engage with my 
colleague, the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform in relation to consideration, as ap-
propriate, of the post office network for transactional elements of the business of Government 
Departments and Agencies and have stressed to my Government colleagues that the network is 
ideally configured for over the counter transactions.  Any such developments would, of course, 
need to be subject to public procurement requirements as appropriate.  It is Government policy 
that An Post remains a strong and viable company, in a position to provide a high quality, na-
tionwide postal service and maintain a nationwide customer focussed network of post offices 
in the community. 

30/01/2014WRO00075Proposed Legislation

30/01/2014WRO00100131. Deputy John Lyons asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local 
Government if he will bring forward legislation to restrict the height of boundary hedges and 
trees, or any other legislation in this area.  [4652/14]

30/01/2014WRO00200139. Deputy John Lyons asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local 
Government if he has considered introducing regulations on tree height and dangerous trees; his 
plans to provide local authorities with guidelines in this area; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [4669/14]

30/01/2014WRO00300Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Community and Local Gov-
ernment (Deputy Jan O’Sullivan): I propose to take Questions Nos. 131 and 139 together.

Planning legislation places no specific restrictions on the height of trees, nor does it make 
any particular provision for remedy from any other nuisance which may be caused by trees in 
an urban residential area.  Complaints relating to matters such as trees or shrubs overhanging 
a property are normally addressed, where necessary, under civil law between the parties con-
cerned. 

I have no plans to develop legislation or guidelines for local authorities in this regard at 
present.

30/01/2014WRO00350Irish Water Appointments
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30/01/2014WRO00400132. Deputy Brian Stanley asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and Lo-
cal Government the salaries each of the members of the board of Irish Water receives, and the 
names of the State bodies of which they are board members.  [4564/14]

30/01/2014WRO00500Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): The Water Services Act 2013 provided for the establishment of Irish Water as a subsidiary 
of Bord Gáis Éireann (BGE) and that the new company should be formed and registered under 
the Companies Acts.  The Memorandum and Articles of Association, which were adopted by 
Irish Water on its incorporation in July 2013, provide that the appointment of directors to the 
Board of Irish Water is the responsibility of the Board of BGÉ with the approval of the Minister 
for the Environment, Community and Local Government and the Minister for Communica-
tions, Energy and Natural Resources.  Twelve directors have been appointed to the Board of 
Irish Water by BGÉ and these appointments were approved in advance by me, as Minister, and 
by my colleague, Minister Pat Rabbitte.      

The fee payable to the Chairman of Irish Water is €30,000 per annum and the fee payable 
to the non-executive Board Members is €15,000 per annum as approved by the Minister for 
Public Expenditure and Reform and in line with Board remuneration in the semi-state sector.  
The company management Board Members are not in receipt of any fee.  The Chairman of Irish 
Water is also the Chairman of Bord Gáis Éireann and of Shannon Airport Authority plc.

30/01/2014WRO00550Building Regulations Amendments

30/01/2014WRO00600133. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for the Environment, Community 
and Local Government if he will address self-builders’ concerns regarding amendment SI 9 of 
the Building Control (Amendment) Regulations 2014, effective from 1 March 2014, which will 
oblige self-builders to employ a certified professional to design a house on their behalf and to 
have building contractors take over the project from start to finish; if he will also address the 
concern that this will restrict persons in their choice of method of construction; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter.  [4586/14]

30/01/2014WRO00700Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): I refer to the reply to Questions Nos. 544 and 554 of 28 January 2014 which comprehen-
sively addressed the concerns raised by the Irish Association of Self-builders.   

The method of construction used for a building is matter of choice for the owner and the 
designer.  Building Regulations do not favour any one particular method of construction over 
another.  They set a minimum set of performance standards which a finished building must 
achieve.  The required performance standards can typically be achieved using a variety of tra-
ditional or innovative approaches thereby optimising the level of choice available to owner and 
designers.  The Building Control (Amendment) Regulations 2014 are consistent with this ap-
proach will not constrain owners in their choice of a method of construction.

30/01/2014WRO00750Water and Sewerage Schemes Status

30/01/2014WRO00800134. Deputy Jim Daly asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local 
Government if he will confirm the amount of funding drawn down by Cork County Council out 
of the allocation of €3.9 million approved by his Department in February 2012 for the network 
contract on the Bandon main drainage scheme; if he will further confirm that any funding not 
drawn down is ring-fenced for the completion of the scheme; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter.  [4632/14]
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30/01/2014WRO00900Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): I refer to the reply to Questions Nos. 545, 552 and 555 of 28 January 2014 which sets out 
the position in relation to the Bandon Sewerage Scheme. 

Cork County Council drew down funding of €1.4m from my Department in respect of this 
network contract.  Irish Water is now responsible for the delivery of water services capital in-
frastructure.  It is currently preparing a Capital Investment Plan for 2014–2016 that will provide 
for the transition of projects included in the 2010-2013 Water Services Investment Programme.

The following information was provided under Standing Order 40A

My Department’s Water Services Investment Programme 2010 - 2013 provided for the de-
velopment of a comprehensive range of new water services infrastructure in County Cork. The 
programme included contracts for both a wastewater treatment plant upgrade and network for 
the Bandon Sewerage Scheme Phase 2.

In February 2012 I approved funding of €3.9m for the network contract on the scheme.  
Cork County Council awarded the contract in March 2012 and the Contractor commenced work 
at that time.  However, contractual issues subsequently emerged and the Contractor and ihe 
Council agreed to the termination of the contract by mutual consent. 

From 1 January 2014 Irish Water is responsible for the delivery of water services capital 
infrastructure.  It is currently preparing a Capital Investment Plan for 2014 -2016 that will 
provide for the transition of projects included in the 2010 - 2013 Water Services Investment 
Programme. The further progression of all water services capital projects, including the one 
raised by Deputy Daly, is a matter for Irish Water.  This includes confirmation that funding will 
be available to progress schemes.

I understand that príor to 31 December 2013 Cork County Council had appointed a consul-
tant to complete the Contract Documents which will incorporate all of the outstanding works 
on the network element of the Bandon Sewerage Scheme.  Irish Water has confirmed that the 
completion of the network element of the scheme is a priority.

30/01/2014WRO00950Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRO01000135. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local 
Government the way his Department’s contracts for taxi companies for the transportation of de-
partmental staff are decided and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies 
wishing to apply for these contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter.  [4643/14]

30/01/2014WRO01100Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): My Department does not have a contract with a particular taxi company but rather has an 
account with a specific company for the use of Departmental staff for certain business purposes, 
when absolutely necessary.  Standard taxi fares apply for the business journey, which my De-
partment recoup s to the company concerned on a n on-going basis.  In addition, from time to 
time a staff member may recoup the costs of a journey undertaken by taxi without recourse to 
any specific company where circumstances require it.   

In the context of official travel, it is Departmental policy that public transport should be 
used wherever possible, where it is deemed necessary to travel for business purposes.  Staff are 
only permitted to hire taxies or to use their cars to travel to and from meetings where no suit-
able public transport (e.g. train or bus) is available, where public transport is available only at 
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equal or greater expense or where the use of public transport would result in the loss of official 
time which it is necessary to avoid.  Staff travelling between Departmental offices, where public 
transport options are available, may claim the costs of travel on the basis of public transport 
rates (train/ bus) only.   

The cost of hiring taxies is part of the overall administrative overhead of my Department.  
Expenditure is closely monitored and no specific budget for taxi costs is set.

30/01/2014WRO01150Animal Welfare

30/01/2014WRO01200136. Deputy Brian Walsh asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local 
Government if he will provide statistics relating to the control of dogs by local authorities for 
2013; the number of dogs seized by each local authority; the number surrendered or collected; 
the number of these rehomed or reclaimed; the number transferred to animal welfare groups; 
the number put to sleep, and the number of deaths by natural causes that occurred in each local 
authority. [4653/14]

30/01/2014WRO01300Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): Each year my Department publishes statistics on our website in respect of a range of dog 
control responsibilities of local authorities.  This includes the range of statistics that the Deputy 
has sought.  This information is currently available up to 2012 at the following link: http://www.
environ.ie/en/Publications/StatisticsandRegularPublications/DogControl/.  Statistics from each 
local authority in relation to 2013 are now being collated and verified and will be published as 
soon as possible.

30/01/2014WRO01350Water Services Funding

30/01/2014WRO01400137. Deputy Tom Fleming asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local 
Government if he will request Irish Water to make funding available as a matter of priority to 
address the mid-Kerry water supply crisis (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on 
the matter.  [4657/14]

30/01/2014WRO01500Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): I refer to the reply to Question No. 218 of 16 January 2013 which sets out the position in 
relation to Killorglin. 

Irish Water is now responsible for the delivery of water services capital infrastructure.  It is 
currently preparing a Capital Investment Plan for 2014-2016 that will provide for the transition 
of projects included in the 2010–2013 Water Services Investment Programme.

30/01/2014WRP00150Water and Sewerage Schemes Funding

30/01/2014WRP00200138. Deputy Tony McLoughlin asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and 
Local Government if his Department has given consideration for funding for Phase 2 of the 
north Leitrim regional supply scheme as applied for by Leitrim County Council in 2012; if his 
Department and officials have given consideration to this application under the headings of 
water conservation and waste water schemes. [4662/14]

30/01/2014WRP00300Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): The North Leitrim Regional Water Supply Scheme was included in my Department’s 
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Water Services Investment Programme 2010-2013 as a scheme to advance through planning.   

My Department confirmed that the necessary funding was in place for an advance contract 
to provide additional high level storage at Cornalaghta Reservoir in July 2013 and works com-
menced on this contract towards the end of last year. 

In late October 2013, Leitrim County Council submitted an application seeking the inclu-
sion of the remaining two contracts for the scheme, the upgrade of the existing Water Treatment 
Plant at Moneyduff and the extension to Rossinver and Kilticlogher, in the Water Services 
Investment Programme 2010-2013 as contracts to start. However, it was not possible for my 
Department to fully examine the Council’s submission prior to the transfer of responsibility for 
the delivery of water services capital infrastructure to Irish Water on 1 January 2014.   

Irish Water is currently preparing its Capital Investment Plan for 2014-2016 and this will 
provide for the transition of projects which were included in my Department’s 2010-2013 Water 
Services Investment Programme.   

Question No. 139 answered with Question No. 131.

30/01/2014WRP00450Building Regulations Qualifications

30/01/2014WRP00500140. Deputy Clare Daly asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local 
Government if he will revoke SI No. 9 relating to building regulations, due to come into effect 
on 1 March 2014, as the mandatory certification by an architect or similar professional will in-
crease costs and will not improve standards, and instead to revert to the system of oversight by 
local authorities as enforcement action is the only way to avoid some of the appalling breaches 
of regulations that took place over the past number of years.  [4673/14]

30/01/2014WRP00600Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): Local authorities have extensive powers of inspection and enforcement under the Fire 
Services Act 1981, the Building Control Act 1990 and the Planning and Development Acts 
and they have used such powers on a number of occasions in recent times in order to address 
instances of serious non-compliance with fire and safety requirements in homes and buildings. 

These powers of inspection and enforcement are separate and distinct from the require-
ments of the Building Control Regulations which put in place the administrative arrangement 
by which owners, designers and builders are required to demonstrate their approach to achiev-
ing compliance with the Building Regulations.   

The Building Control (Amendment) Regulations 2014 and I am satisfied that these will 
greatly strengthen the arrangements currently in place for the control of building activity, by 
requiring greater accountability in relation to compliance with Building Regulations in the form 
of statutory certification of design and construction, lodgement of compliance documentation, 
mandatory inspections during construction and validation and registration of certificates. The 
new regulations are necessary following the widespread instances of failure by owners, design-
ers and builders to comply with their statutory obligations under the Building Control Act 1990 
to design and construct buildings in accordance with the building regulations. 

The regulations will be administered electronically through a new online Building Control 
Management System which will enable building control authorities to undertake a risk analysis 
on each commencement notice received and to target their available resources towards building 
projects where the risk of failure to comply is highest. 
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30/01/2014WRP00650Telecommunications Infrastructure

30/01/2014WRP00700141. Deputy John Lyons asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local 
Government if his Department has any responsibility for testing and inspection of telephone 
and telecommunications masts; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4683/14]

30/01/2014WRP00800Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): My Department has no role in the testing and inspection of telephone and telecommuni-
cation masts. 

The Commission for Communications Regulation (or ComReg) is the statutory body re-
sponsible for regulation of the electronic communications sector and is the licensing authority 
for the use of the radio frequency spectrum in Ireland. Accordingly, persons owning or operat-
ing mobile telephone antennae must obtain a licence from ComReg. 

30/01/2014WRP00850Nitrates Usage

30/01/2014WRP00900142. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and 
Local Government the method by which dates are selected for the spreading of slurry; if these 
dates take the weather variation from year to year into account; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [4734/14]

30/01/2014WRP01000Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): The Nitrates Directive and Ireland’s National Nitrates Action Programme are given legal 
effect by the consolidated European Communities (Good Agricultural Practice for Protection 
of Waters) Regulations 2010. The objective of the Regulations is to protect ground and surface 
waters, including drinking water sources, primarily through the management of livestock ma-
nures and other fertilisers. In accordance with the requirements of the Nitrates Directive, the 
Regulations include provisions regarding periods when the land application of certain types of 
fertilisers is prohibited. In addition, the Regulations prohibit such application at any time of the 
year when the ground is frozen, waterlogged or when heavy rain is forecast. The closed peri-
ods in Ireland were decided following extensive consultation and were discussed with farming 
bodies and the European Commission when Ireland’s Nitrates Action Programme was being 
introduced. They extend from 15 October to 12, 15 or 31 January depending on location in the 
country.

These provisions are underpinned by scientific advice and good agricultural practice. Scien-
tific research carried out on a diverse range of farm and soil types as part of Teagasc’s on-going 
Agricultural Catchments Programme has provided further evidence in support of the efficacy 
of the land spreading closed season in reducing nutrient losses to waters. Good agricultural 
practice involves the application of fertilisers at a time when grass and other plants are grow-
ing actively in order to maximise the uptake of nutrients by crops and to minimise pollution to 
water. In this regard, the application of fertilisers at time of limited growth is not considered 
good farming practice and this has been the case long before the Regulations came into force 
in Ireland.   

30/01/2014WRP01050Flood Relief Schemes Applications

30/01/2014WRP01100143. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and 
Local Government the measures he proposes to put in place to make funding available to Kerry 
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County Council to make up the cost of repairing damage following the recent storms; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [4741/14]

30/01/2014WRP01200Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): During the period from 13 December 2013 to 6 January 2014 Ireland was subjected to a 
series of severe storms, affecting the country roughly once every three days. In addition to the 
very strong winds, there were periods of extremely heavy rain and a lot of thunderstorm activ-
ity. These storms coincided with high spring tides and created severe and damaging conditions 
in a number of coastal areas. 

On 14 January I brought an Interim Report to Government on the storms, compiled by my 
Department in its capacity as Lead Government Department for the response to severe weather. 

At the request of Government, my Department is seeking more detailed reports from local 
authorities, to be provided within the next week, on the anticipated repair and recovery works, 
including related costings. This will enable Government, through the specific areas of responsi-
bility of relevant Departments and Agencies, to support the local authorities on recovery mea-
sures. 

30/01/2014WRP01250Water Meters Expenditure

30/01/2014WRP01300144. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and 
Local Government the amount that contractors appointed to install water meters in homes are 
being paid per meter; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4747/14]

30/01/2014WRP01400Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): The Programme for Government sets out a commitment to the introduction of water 
charges based on usage above a free allowance. The Government considers that charging based 
on usage is the fairest way to charge for water and it has, therefore, decided that water meters 
should be installed in households connected to public water supplies. The Water Services Act 
2013 provided for the establishment of Irish Water as an independent subsidiary within the 
Bord Gáis Éireann Group and assigned the necessary powers to allow Irish Water to undertake 
the metering programme.  The current water meter installation programme commenced in Au-
gust 2013 and the approved budget for the programme is €539 million (excluding VAT) which 
includes the supply of materials and the installation work by contractors operating in eight 
regions.   

Regional main contractors were appointed by Irish Water following a public tendering pro-
cess. These contractors have responsibility for appointing sub-contractors who are responsible 
for recruiting suitably qualified staff to carry out the work. As part of their contract, details of 
the panel of subcontractors formed by my Department were provided to the regional main con-
tractors.  The contractors may employ from that list, but are under no obligation to do so. The 
employment of subcontractors is a matter for each regional contractor. The management of the 
procurement process, including the payment structure to contractors, is a matter for Irish Water.   

30/01/2014WRQ00150Seniors Alert Scheme

30/01/2014WRQ00200145. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and 
Local Government if a scheme will be put in place where persons would get grant aid to replace 
the monitoring alarm systems damaged during the recent storms; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter.  [4749/14]
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30/01/2014WRQ00300Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan):  The Seniors Alert Scheme aims to encourage community support for vulnerable older 
people in our communities by providing grant assistance towards the purchase and installation 
of personal monitored alarms to enable older persons, of limited means, to continue to live se-
curely in their homes with confidence, independence and peace of mind. The Scheme is admin-
istered by local community and voluntary groups with the support of my Department. 

The Scheme does not normally provide for replacement alarm systems; however, funding 
has been provided for some replacements to beneficiaries this winter, where the systems have 
been destroyed by lightning. The allocation for the Seniors Alert Scheme for 2014 is €2.35 
million which is sufficient to meet current demand levels for this important scheme, including 
replacement of alarms in exceptional circumstances. 

30/01/2014WRQ00350Foreshore Issues

30/01/2014WRQ00400146. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and 
Local Government if a strand beside a property is in the ownership of a person (details sup-
plied) in County Kerry or is in the ownership of the State.  [4750/14]

30/01/2014WRQ00600Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Community and Local Gov-
ernment (Deputy Jan O’Sullivan): The Foreshore Act 1933 defines foreshore as “the bed and 
shore, below the line of high water of ordinary or medium tides, of the sea and of every tidal 
river and tidal estuary and of every channel, creek and bay of the sea or of any such river or 
estuary.” The outer limit of the foreshore is determined in accordance with section 1A of the 
Foreshore Act 1933. 

Foreshore is considered to be in the ownership of the State unless evidence is provided to 
the contrary. If an area of foreshore is in private ownership it will be reflected on the title docu-
ments pertaining to the area in question.  

30/01/2014WRQ00650Irish Water Administration

30/01/2014WRQ00700147. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and Lo-
cal Government if, on foot of commitments during the passage of the Water Services Act 2013, 
Irish Water will stop charging commercial users of water where there is presently an extended 
boil water notice in place; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4769/14]

30/01/2014WRQ00800Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): With effect from 1 January 2014, Irish Water is responsible for public water services. The 
Water Services (No. 2) Act 2013 provides that Irish Water can collect charges from its custom-
ers in receipt of water services. 

The Act also provides that the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) will be respon-
sible for the independent economic regulation of Irish Water.  The CER will be responsible for 
protecting the interests of customers and the charges levied by Irish Water will be subject to 
the approval of their water charges plan by the CER. Local Authorities have been instructed to 
continue with all of their current charging regimes on behalf of Irish Water, pending the consid-
eration by the Commission for Energy Regulation of a proposed water charges plan developed 
by Irish Water. 

The Water Services (No. 2) Act 2013 requires that Irish Water to prepare codes of practice, 
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on a range of matters, including standards in relation to the performance by Irish Water of its 
functions and billing by Irish Water of persons in respect of water services provided. Irish Water 
will also be required to prepare a code of practice on any matter considered necessary by the 
CER. I expect that the CER will consider issues where restrictions are in place on water sup-
plies, including boil water notices, in fulfilling its functions. 

30/01/2014WRQ00850Irish Water Staff

30/01/2014WRQ00900148. Deputy Brendan Griffin asked the Minister for the Environment, Community and 
Local Government the staffing plans for Irish Water; if he is satisfied that Irish Water will not be 
overstaffed and will operate efficiently; if he will provide a county breakdown of staffing details 
where former local authority staff have been or are planned to be employed by Irish Water, if he 
will give the overall staffing cost for water services departments nationwide in 2013; the overall 
staffing cost of the provision of water, post the establishment of Irish Water; if any agreements 
were made with unions in relation to the staffing of Irish Water; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [4776/14]

30/01/2014WRQ01000Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Phil Ho-
gan): Irish Water is being established to accelerate capital investment in water services and 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of water services delivery. The organisation needs to 
be appropriately resourced to fulfil this task and will not be over-staffed. Irish Water is currently 
recruiting to build up the required internal capabilities and the number of staff employed is an 
operational matter for the organisation. It was agreed by the Steering Group for the Water Sec-
tor Reform programme that, to ensure skills within the sector were fully availed of in building 
up the new organisation, competitions for positions in asset management, capital delivery and 
operations would be restricted to staff in the partner organisations i.e. Bord Gáis Éireann, local 
authorities and my Department in the first instance. Open competitions are held for all other 
positions and details of these are available on Irish Water’s website.

Data supplied by Irish Water indicate that at present 310 staff appointments have been made 
in Irish Water. In total 107 staff from the local authority sector have been employed and are 
based in the following area offices: 

Region Office No. 
HQ Dublin HQ 47 
East & Midlands Foley St. 12 
 - Mullingar 7 
South Limerick 7 
 - Kilkenny 3 
 - Mallow 10 
North & West Cavan 4 
 - Castlebar 13 
 - Donegal 4 

My Department is currently finalising the Budget for operational costs for 2014 with Irish 
Water which will determine the overall staffing costs. The final number of staff employed di-
rectly by Irish Water will be determined having regard to the agreed funding model and the 
regulation process which takes full account of comparators with other similar utilities. 

Irish Water has entered into service level agreements (SLA) with each of the 34 authorities 
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for the provision of water services. Staff in local authorities conducting work under these ar-
rangements will remain local authority employees. The SLA reflects the transformation agenda 
required for the sector, with provision for annual service plans which will set out required per-
formance, budgets and headcount. The length of the service level agreement and the fact that 
the agreement will include a programme of change are reflected in a Framework document, 
agreed with the Trade Unions under the auspices of the Labour Relations Commission, and 
which is available on my Department’s website. This agreement, and the Water Services No. 
2 Act, 2013 provides that, in the event of a SLA coming to an end, the staff covered by that 
agreement will become Irish Water employees and their terms and conditions and superannua-
tion arrangements will be protected by legislation.  My Department does not have details of the 
local authority staff costs in Water Services in 2013. However the headcount provided for Wa-
ter Services under the SLAs for 2014 is 4319.6 full time equivalents subject to alignment with 
the budgets notified by Irish Water to each local authority. A table detailing this headcount by 
authority is set out below. This headcount will be reviewed each year as part of the preparation 
and approval of the following year’s Annual Service Plan. 

Local Authority Total FTE 
Carlow 57.6 
Clare 144.7 
Cork City 101.2 
Cork County 392.0 
Kerry 229.4 
Kilkenny 82.7 
Limerick City 33.0 
Limerick County 124.5 
North Tipperary 88.5 
South Tipperary 101.7 
Waterford City 42.9 
Waterford County 76.5 
Wexford 85.0 
Total Southern 1,559.7 
Cavan 58.3 
Donegal 198.3 
Galway City 58.0 
Galway County 154.8 
Leitrim 44.4 
Mayo 191.4 
Monaghan 56.2 
Roscommon 93.3 
Sligo 62.8 
Total North West 917.5 
Dublin City 674.00 
Dun Laoghaire Rathdown 99.25 
Fingal 238.47 
Kildare 180.31 
Laois 83.11 
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Local Authority Total FTE 
Longford 53.05 
Louth 68.15 
Meath 117.85 
Offaly 53.30 
South Dublin 129.30 
Westmeath 58.68 
Wicklow 86.93 
Total East Midlands 1,842.40 
OVERALL TOTAL 4,319.6 

While this number will reduce over time, the actual headcount requirement is intrinsically 
linked to the levels of investment within the sector in automation, rationalisation and infrastruc-
ture and operational upgrades. The establishment of Irish Water will lead to improved efficiency 
and effectiveness of water services delivery, with consequent reductions in staffing over time.

30/01/2014WRQ01075Courts Service

30/01/2014WRQ01100149. Deputy Brendan Griffin asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if he will reform 
the court poor box system to ensure that a significant amount of contributions made in a county 
will remain there; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4569/14]

30/01/2014WRQ01200Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): I intend to seek Government 
approval very soon for the General Scheme of a Bill to replace the Probation of Offenders Act 
1907 with modern provisions dealing with community sanctions and the role of the Probation 
Service in the criminal justice system.  The replacement of the Court Poor Box with a transpar-
ent statutory Reparation Fund, which has been recommended by the Law Reform Commission, 
will be considered in that context.  The details of the proposed Bill will be announced in due 
course following Government approval.

30/01/2014WRQ01250Legal Aid Service Expenditure

30/01/2014WRQ01300150. Deputy Clare Daly asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the fee rate for each 
fee type for senior counsel, junior counsel and solicitors for each year, or part of a year, from 
1987 to 2013 for all fee types and for District Court, Circuit Court, Central Criminal Court and 
Special Criminal Court, for murder, rape and standard cases under the criminal legal aid system. 
[4576/14]

30/01/2014WRQ01400Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): I wish to advise the Deputy 
that the collation of the information, as requested, for the time period since 1987 would require 
a disproportionate and inordinate amount of staff time and effort and could not be justified in 
current circumstances where there are other significant demands on resources.  I should be in a 
position to provide the requested information for the period from 1 July 2004 to date.

However, it has not been possible to collate this information in the time available for reply 
and I will write to the Deputy as soon as it is available.

Regarding the request for information in respect of the Special Criminal Court, I wish to 
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advise the Deputy that there are a small number of cases that are not suitable for hearing before 
normal jury courts.  The Special Criminal Court deals with these cases and fees are set by the 
Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions on a case by case basis.

30/01/2014WRQ01450Magdalen Laundries

30/01/2014WRQ01500151. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality in respect 
of the ex gratia scheme for women who were admitted to and worked in Magdalen Laundries, 
if he can clarify the section access to medical services which states that the women will be 
granted access to a range of public health services within the State once the necessary legisla-
tion is in place; if his attention has been drawn to the possible issues facing women who live in 
jurisdictions outside the Irish State who have signed the acceptance forms; if these persons will 
still be entitled to health care services in their own jurisdictions; if he will provide an update on 
the issue of access to health services for Magdalen women living abroad; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter.  [4585/14]

30/01/2014WRQ01700Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): As the Deputy is aware, based 
on the recommendations made by Judge Quirke, the Government established an ex gratia 
scheme for the benefit of those women who were admitted to and worked in the Magdalen 
Laundries, St. Mary’s Training Centre, Stanhope St. and House of Mercy Training School, 
Summerhill, Wexford.

As per the terms of the ex gratia scheme, applicants who are determined to be eligible under 
the scheme and who have accepted the offer made to them and signed the Acceptance Form 
and Statutory Declaration will be granted access to a range of public health services once the 
necessary legislation is in place.

The Deputy will also be aware that the Government agreed that I would bring forward in 
one Bill, in consultation with and on behalf of the relevant Departments, any necessary legisla-
tive measures to implement the scheme.

You will appreciate that the provision of medical services will be done through the Depart-
ment of Health and the details of exactly what services will be provided and how, have to be 
determined by them.  In that context my officials are working with officials in the Department 
of Health on finalising the drafting of the necessary legislative provisions as quickly as pos-
sible.  The provisions will be then brought to Government and published.

30/01/2014WRR00150Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRR00200152. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Justice and Equality to outline the way his 
departmental contracts for taxi companies for the purposes of taxis for the use of departmental 
staff are decided and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies wishing to 
apply for these contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter.  [4648/14]

30/01/2014WRR00300Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): Taxi services for official du-
ties for staff of the Department of Justice and Equality are provided by a company on foot of an 
open, EU wide, public tender competition.  This competition for Taxi Services was advertised 
in the Official Journal of The European Union in October 2010 and the contract awarded in May 
2011 for a period of three years.  The tender process was conducted in accordance with EU and 
Irish procurement law.  It is anticipated that the replacement contract will be put to tender by 
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the Office of Government Procurement.

30/01/2014WRR00350Courts Service

30/01/2014WRR00400153. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Justice and Equality to set out the way in 
which a person (details supplied) in County Kildare can change name by deed poll; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter.  [4665/14]

30/01/2014WRR00500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): As the Deputy is aware, under 
the provisions of the Courts Service Act 1998, management of the courts, including the man-
agement of the Central Office of the Four Courts, which deals with applications for change of 
name by deed poll, is the responsibility of the Courts Service which is independent in exercis-
ing its functions.

However, in order to be of assistance to the Deputy,I have had enquiries made and have been 
informed that information regarding changing a person’s name by deed poll is available on the 
Courts Service website www.courts.ie.

30/01/2014WRR00550Criminal Injuries Compensation Tribunal Awards

30/01/2014WRR00600154. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Justice and Equality when a decision 
will issue on an application to the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board in respect of a person 
(details supplied); if the application is deemed successful, when the person may expect pay-
ment; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4667/14]

30/01/2014WRR00700Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): I can inform the Deputy that 
under the terms of the Scheme of Compensation for Personal Injuries Criminally Inflicted, the 
Criminal Injuries Compensation Tribunal is entirely independent in the matter of individual 
applications that fall for consideration by the Tribunal.  However, in order to be of assistance 
in the matter I have had enquiries made with the Tribunal on his behalf.  I understand that the 
application in question has recently been submitted, along with other applications, for consid-
eration by a Tribunal member.  I am informed that as soon as the member’s decision comes to 
hand a copy will be forwarded to the person concerned.

30/01/2014WRR00750Legal Services Regulation

30/01/2014WRR00800155. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Justice and Equality to explain the 
course of action open to a person in respect of a breach of confidentiality in a family law case 
in which the contents of a psychiatric report has been circulated to the opposing side by the 
person’s own solicitor; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4685/14]

30/01/2014WRR00900Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): As the matters raised by the 
Deputy may relate to specific court proceedings it would be inappropriate for me to comment 
on them specifically and I cannot, as Minister for Justice and Equality, provide what would 
amount to legal advice in such instances. However, in relation to what course of action may 
be open to a client of a solicitor who feels aggrieved by the actions of that solicitor, it should 
be noted that the Law Society is the statutory body responsible for the regulation of solicitors 
under the Solicitors Acts 1954 to 2011 and to which complaints about such grievances should 
be made. I would, therefore, anticipate that the Law Society would be in a position to deal with 
the type of matter raised by the Deputy should the aggrieved person contact them directly.
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30/01/2014WRR00950Prisoner Rehabilitation Programmes

30/01/2014WRR01000156. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the current status 
of the Mountjoy Prison community works party and in view of the benefits for participants and 
local communities, who benefit from the work, whether he will he ensure that it is brought back 
into regular use.  [4686/14]

30/01/2014WRR01100Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): The Mountjoy Prison Work 
Party assisted in over twenty community based building projects since it started in 1978. Sub-
ject to supervision by prison officers from the Work and Training Service of the prison, at any 
one time, up to six or seven prisoners were involved in providing the labour input to a range of 
projects. The officer in charge of the work party retired in 2009 and due to the restrictions on re-
cruitment and promotion in recent years it has not been possible to allocate staff to this activity. 
Community and charitable initiatives continue in Mountjoy and indeed in other prisons. These 
activities include fund raising and the provision of a wide range of products for charitable or-
ganisations. Beneficiaries include Barnardos, Aware, Barretstown Gang Camp, CARI, Crumlin 
Children’s Hospital, St. Joseph’s Centre for the Visually Impaired and HOPE.

In relation to other initiatives which benefit communities the Irish Prison Service in con-
junction with the Probation Service, has commenced the roll out of the Community Return 
Programme, an incentivised scheme for earned temporary release under which offenders who 
pose no threat to the community are offered early temporary release in return for supervised 
community service.

790 prisoners have taken part since October 2011 and 554 have completed the programme.

The Community Return Programme has been a really positive development, and as well as 
allowing prisoners to complete their sentence by way of performing a service to the community, 
has significantly helped these prisoners to successfully resettle in their communities.

30/01/2014WRR01125Garda Disciplinary Proceedings

30/01/2014WRR01200157. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if it is the case that 
a member of An Garda Síochána must provide his or her name to a member of the public when 
requested to do so and the penalties applying if the Garda refuses or if a false name is supplied.  
[4693/14]

30/01/2014WRR01300Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): I am informed by the Garda 
Commissioner that members on duty will, in all reasonable circumstances and when the nature 
of the duty permits, disclose their identity to any person directly affected by, or properly con-
cerned with, the duty being undertaken. Where any member fails or refuses to do so, they may, 
depending on the circumstances involved, be liable to disciplinary proceedings.

30/01/2014WRR01350Family Law Cases

30/01/2014WRR01400158. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Justice and Equality to set out the basis 
on which media reporting is allowed in family law cases held in camera; the basis on which 
one or other of the parties to a case is allowed to object to such reporting and the way such a 
disagreement is resolved.  [4699/14]

30/01/2014WRR01500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): The commencement of Part 2 
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of the Courts and Civil Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2013 on 11 January 2014 allows 
bona fide representatives of the press to attend family law and child care court proceedings sub-
ject to strict conditions.  Enabling the media to have access to, and to report on, these cases will 
provide valuable information to the public, judiciary and the legal profession on the administra-
tion of the law by the courts in these important areas.

The courts retain the power to exclude representatives of the press and to restrict or prohibit 
the publication of evidence given in the proceedings in certain circumstances.  A court, under 
its own motion or on application to it by a party to the proceedings, can, if it is satisfied that it 
is necessary in order to preserve the anonymity of a party to the proceedings or taking into ac-
count the nature and circumstances of the case or in the interests of justice, exclude or otherwise 
restrict the attendance of the media from the court during the hearing or from particular parts of 
the hearing.  The court may also prohibit or restrict the publication or broadcasting of any evi-
dence given or referred to in the proceedings.  The court, when making its determination as to 
whether to exclude members of the media or to impose reporting restrictions must, in particular, 
have regard to the following:   

    (i) the best interests of a child to whom the proceedings relate;

(ii) the views, if any, of—

(I) a party to the proceedings, and

(II) a child to whom the proceedings relate who is, in the opinion of the court, capable of 
forming his or her own views;

(iii) whether information given or likely to be given in evidence is sensitive personal infor-
mation;

(iv) the extent to which the attendance of bona fide representatives of the Press might inhibit 
or cause undue distress to a party to the proceedings or a child to whom the proceedings relate 
by reason of the emotional condition or any medical condition, physical impairment or intel-
lectual disability of the party or the child concerned;

(v) the need to protect a party to the proceedings or a child to whom the proceedings relate 
against coercion, intimidation or harassment;

(vi) whether information given or likely to be given in evidence might be prejudicial to a 
criminal investigation or criminal proceedings;

(vii) whether information given or likely to be given in evidence is commercially sensitive 
information; and

(viii) whether information of the type referred to in subparagraphs (iii), (vi) and (vii) when 
taken together with other information would, if published or broadcast, be likely to lead mem-
bers of the public to identify a party to the proceedings or a child to whom the proceedings 
relate.

  

Having taken all the above into consideration the court may make a ruling setting out any 
conditions deemed necessary to the individual case.

Garda Vetting of Personnel
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30/01/2014WRS00200159. Deputy Michael McNamara asked the Minister for Justice and Equality when the 
National Vetting Bureau (Children and Vulnerable Persons) Act 2012 will be commenced; if its 
operation will apply to existing employees dealing with children; the procedures that will be in 
place for vetting existing employees and those returning from long leave-of-absence; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [4722/14]

30/01/2014WRS00300Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): Elements of the National Vet-
ting Bureau (Children and Vulnerable Persons) Act 2012 relating to the disclosure of convic-
tions are under review at present having regard to a recent judgment of the UK Court of Appeal 
in (On the Application of) T and others v Chief Constable of Greater Manchester [2013].  The 
UK Court considered the circumstances in which it is appropriate to disclose convictions for 
old, minor offences with particular regard to Article 8 of the European Convention on Human 
Rights.  Having considered the judgement in that case, I intend bringing proposals before the 
Oireachtas to provide that certain old minor convictions will not be disclosed under the provi-
sions of the 2012 Act.  Given the close relationship between this Act and the Spent Convictions 
Bill, which is before the Oireachtas at the moment, any changes to the Vetting Act will have to 
be reflected in the Spent Convictions Bill.  The amendment of the Vetting Act will also be done 
via the Spent Convictions Bill.   

I expect to be in a position to commence the provisions of the 2012 Act in 2014.   In the 
meantime, the vetting of persons working with children and vulnerable persons continues to 
be done on a non-statutory basis.  Section 21 (Retrospective Vetting)  of the Act provides that 
the Minister may make regulations to prescribe periods of time within which certain classes of 
existing employees who have not already been vetted will have to be vetted. 

Where persons return from long term leave-of-absence, the employer will have to consider 
whether or not they have a vetting disclosure and whether or not any vetting disclosure is suf-
ficiently up to date, before re-employing the person.  Where persons already vetted have been 
absent for a short period such as a few weeks, there is no re-vetting requirement other than that 
contained in section 20 (Re-vetting) of the 2012 Act.  That section provides that the Minister 
may make regulations to prescribe intervals of time within which certain classes of employee 
will have to be re-vetted.

Livestock Issues

30/01/2014WRS00400160. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the liability that 
rests with a farmer if an accident is caused by livestock owned by them straying on to a public 
road; his plans to change the law regarding same; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[4733/14]

30/01/2014WRS00500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): The Animals Act 1985 amend-
ed the law relating to liability for damage done by animals.  Section 2 of the Act provides for an 
amendment to the former immunity in the common law of negligence in respect of animals on 
the highway, and, subject to certain conditions, provides for a duty on a person to take reason-
able care to see that damage is not caused by an animal straying on to a public road.

The common law already provides for liability for damage caused by animals to persons and 
property.  I have no plans to amend the law in this area.

Temporary Release of Prisoners
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30/01/2014WRS00600161. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the circumstances 
in which he has the power to release a person from prison on humanitarian grounds; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [4738/14]

30/01/2014WRS00700Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): The Criminal Justice Act, 
1960 as amended by the Criminal Justice (Temporary Release of Prisoners) Act, 2003, sets out 
the framework for the temporary release of prisoners.  In general, prisoners may be granted  
temporary release to assess a person’s ability to reintegrate into society, to prepare him or her 
for release, to assist the Gardaí, on grounds of health, on other humanitarian grounds, and to 
ensure the good government and management of prisons.

A prisoner may apply through the Prison Governor for consideration for temporary release.  
Their family or legal representative can also apply for consideration of such a concession.  It 
does not necessarily follow however that a prisoner will receive temporary release even if the 
recommendation made by the prison authorities and/or therapeutic services is to that effect.  
Each application is considered on its individual merits and evaluated using the criteria outlined 
in the Criminal Justice (Temporary Release of Prisoners) Act, 2003.

All prisoners on temporary release are subject to conditions and are returned to prison if 
their behaviour gives rise to concern.  Public safety is the paramount consideration in any deci-
sion on granting temporary release.

Residency Permits

30/01/2014WRS00800162. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the way regu-
larisation of residency status is likely to be addressed in the short term in respect of a person 
(details supplied) in Dublin 24; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4816/14]

30/01/2014WRS00900Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): I am advised by the Irish 
Naturalisation and Immigration Service (INIS) of my Department that the person mentioned by 
the Deputy does not have an application pending at the moment and should be advised to make 
such immediately providing details of her circumstances in the State and proof of her identity 
and nationality.  

The Deputy may wish to note that queries in relation to the status of individual immigration 
cases may be made directly to INIS by e-mail using the Oireachtas Mail facility which has been 
established specifically for this purpose. This service enables up to date information on such 
cases to be obtained without the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary Ques-
tions process.  The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the 
response from INIS is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.

Asylum Applications

30/01/2014WRS01000163. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the progress 
in determination of residency status in the case of a person (details supplied) in County Kildare; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4817/14]

30/01/2014WRS01100Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): The question of residency 
status does not arise at this time in the case of the person whose details were supplied.   As the 
Deputy is aware, if the person concerned has made an application for asylum or subsidiary pro-
tection, the position is that it is not the practice to comment on such applications for so long as 
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they are in the protection process.

Residency Permits

30/01/2014WRS01200164. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the current 
and expected residency status in the case of a person (details supplied) in County Dublin; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [4818/14]

30/01/2014WRS01300Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): The person concerned has had 
her permission to remain in the State renewed for a further two year period, to 17th August, 
2015.  This decision was conveyed in writing to the person concerned by letter dated 26th 
August, 2013.  This decision applied equally to the named dependant children of the person 
concerned.  

Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to the 
INIS of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas Mail facility which has been specifically 
established for this purpose.  This service enables up to date information on such cases to be 
obtained without the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary Questions process.  
The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the response from the 
INIS is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.

Deportation Orders

30/01/2014WRS01400165. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the extent to 
which residency status can be regularised in the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 1; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4819/14]

30/01/2014WRS01500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): I am informed by the Irish 
Naturalisation and Immigration Service (INIS) of my Department that the person referred to is 
the subject of a Deportation Order and therefore has no entitlement to residency in the State. 

The effect of the Deportation Order is that the person concerned must leave the State and 
remain thereafter outside the State.  The enforcement of the Deportation Order is an operational 
matter for the Garda National Immigration Bureau.  

Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to the 
INIS by Email using the Oireachtas Mail facility which has been specifically established for 
this purpose.  This service enables up-to-date information on such cases to be obtained without 
the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary Questions process.  The Deputy may 
consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the response from the INIS is, in the 
Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.

30/01/2014WRT00150Visa Applications

30/01/2014WRT00200166. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if and when a 
visa might be offered in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Dublin; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [4820/14]

30/01/2014WRT00300Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): The visa application referred 
to by the Deputy was received in the Visa Office, Dublin on 8 January 2013. Following full 
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consideration, the Visa Officer decided to refuse the grant of the visa on 2 July 2013.

The decision to refuse was appealed on 05 September 2013.

 The Visa Appeals Officer is currently seeking clarification on certain matters related to the 
application, prior to making a final decision. Once the decision is made, the applicant will re-
ceive a letter informing her of the decision on her application.

Queries in relation to general immigration matters may be made directly to INIS by e-mail 
using the Oireachtas Mail facility which has been specifically established for this purpose. This 
service enables up to date information on such cases to be obtained without the need to seek 
information by way of the Parliamentary Questions process. The Deputy may consider using 
the e-mail service except in cases where the response from INIS is, in the Deputy’s view, inad-
equate or too long awaited.    

30/01/2014WRT00350Residency Permits

30/01/2014WRT00400167. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the position 
regarding residency status/eligibility for naturalisation in the case of a person (details supplied) 
in County Carlow; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4821/14]

30/01/2014WRT00500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): I am informed by the Irish 
Naturalisation and Immigration Service (INIS) of my Department that the person mentioned 
has not renewed her permission to be in the State since the expiration of her permission on 10 
May 2010.  Neither has she made an application to INIS to have her immigration status regu-
larised as advised in the reply to Parliamentary Question Number 200 on 26 September 2013.

Therefore it would appear that she has remained here without the appropriate permission 
which is in breach of Section 5(1) of the Immigration Act 2004 which provides that no non-
national may be in the State other than in accordance with the terms of any permission given to 
him by the Minister.  Furthermore, Section 5(2) of the Act provides that a non-national who is 
in the State in contravention of subsection (1) is for all purposes unlawfully present in the State.

The person concerned should immediately contact the General Immigration Section of INIS.

30/01/2014WRT00550Residency Permits

30/01/2014WRT00600168. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the current 
and expected residency status in the case of persons (details supplied) in County Dublin; if in 
the circumstances, their deportation order might be reviewed; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [4822/14]

30/01/2014WRT00700Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): I am informed by the Irish 
Naturalisation and Immigration Service (INIS) of my Department that the person referred to is 
the subject of a Deportation Order and therefore has no entitlement to residency in the State. 

Representations were received from the person concerned asking that his Deportation Order 
be revoked, in accordance with the provisions of Section 3(11) of the Immigration Act, 1999 
(as amended). This application is under consideration at present. When a decision has been 
made on that application the outcome of that decision will be conveyed in writing to the person 
concerned.
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Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to the 
INIS by Email using the Oireachtas Mail facility which has been specifically established for 
this purpose.  This service enables up-to-date information on such cases to be obtained without 
the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary Questions process. The Deputy may 
consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the response from the INIS is, in the 
Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited

30/01/2014WRT00750Residency Permits

30/01/2014WRT00800169. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the current 
and expected residency status in the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 24; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [4823/14]

30/01/2014WRT00900Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): The person concerned was 
granted temporary permission to remain in the State on 1 December, 2005 for an initial two 
year period, under the revised arrangements applicable to the non-EEA national parents of Irish 
born children born in the State before 1 January, 2005, more commonly known as the IBC/05 
Scheme.  This permission was renewed for a further three years in 2007.   His permission was 
subsequently renewed by the Garda National Immigration Bureau (GNIB), with the latest  per-
mission due to expire on 29 November, 2015.

An application for a certificate of naturalisation has been received from the person con-
cerned. The application is currently being processed with a view to establishing whether the 
applicant meets the statutory conditions for the granting of naturalisation and is at an advanced 
stage. Further information was requested from the person concerned in a letter issued on 15 
January 2014. Once the requested information has been received and assessed the case will be 
finalised and submitted to me for decision.     

Queries in relation to general immigration matters may be made directly to the Irish Natu-
ralisation and Immigration Service (INIS) of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas 
Mail facility which has been specifically established for this purpose. This service enables up 
to date information on such cases to be obtained without the need to seek information by way 
of the Parliamentary Questions process. The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service ex-
cept in cases where the response from the INIS is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long 
awaited.      

30/01/2014WRT00925Citizenship Applications

30/01/2014WRT01000170. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the current 
residency status and progress to date in the determination of an application for long term resi-
dency/naturalisation in the case of a person (details supplied) in County Dublin; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter.  [4824/14]

30/01/2014WRT01100Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Alan Shatter): I can inform the Deputy that 
the application has entered the final stage of processing and I intend to grant citizenship. A letter 
has issued to the person referred to by the Deputy asking her to submit the prescribed fee and 
other documents. When the fee and documentation has been received, the person concerned 
will be invited in due course to attend a citizenship ceremony, at which she will make a declara-
tion of fidelity to the Irish Nation and loyalty to the State and receive her certificate of naturali-
sation.  The person concerned has permission to reside until 4 July, 2014.  
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Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to 
INIS by e-mail using the Oireachtas Mail facility which has been specifically established for 
this purpose. This service enables up to date information on such cases to be obtained with-
out the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary Questions process. The Deputy 
may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the response from INIS is, in the 
Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.             

30/01/2014WRT01150Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRT01200171. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Defence the way his Departmental con-
tracts for taxi companies for the purposes of taxis for the use of Departmental staff are decided 
and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies wishing to apply for these 
contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  
[4641/14]

30/01/2014WRT01300Minister for Defence (Deputy Alan Shatter): There are no contracts in place for the provi-
sion of taxi services to my Department.

Where travel is deemed necessary for business purposes, staff of my Department are re-
quired to use public transport wherever possible, in accordance with Department of Public 
Expenditure and Reform guidelines. 

My Department is fully decentralised since 2010. It operates a taxi account through Na-
tional Radio Cabs and City Cabs for use by staff of my Department, where required, when they 
are in Dublin for business purposes.  

Every effort is made to minimise expenditure on official travel, including on taxis, by man-
aging the location and frequency of meetings and by the use of video conference technology.

30/01/2014WRT01350Animal Carcase Disposal

30/01/2014WRT01400172. Deputy Billy Timmins asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
controls that are in place to deal with a situation (details supplied) regarding an infected animal 
found in woodland; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4584/14]

30/01/2014WRT01500Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Simon Coveney): At present, 
cruelty to animals is dealt with by the Protection of Animals Act 1911 (as amended by the 1965 
Act). Responsibility for pursuing cases under this legislation rests with An Garda Síochána, 
who may on receipt of a complaint investigate and bring a prosecution against any person al-
leged to have committed an offence under this Act. I understand that investigations into this 
matter are ongoing by An Garda Síochána.  

30/01/2014WRU00150Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRU00200173. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the way 
his departmental contracts for taxi companies for the purposes of taxis for the use of departmen-
tal staff are decided and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies wishing 
to apply for these contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter.  [4637/14]
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30/01/2014WRU00300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Simon Coveney): My Depart-
ment’s policy on the use of taxis is that taxis should be hired only when no other suitable public 
transport is available.  However, on occasion, it may be necessary for practical and/or safety 
reasons to avail of a taxi service.  In such circumstances taxis are normally chosen from the taxi 
rank nearest to the point of departure.

Three taxi companies were paid directly by my Department in 2013.  The amount paid 
under this arrangement was €3,720 and no amount paid to each company exceeded €1,500.  
The Department adheres to Department of Finance guidelines which provide that supplies or 
services of less than €5,000 in value might be purchased on the basis of verbal quotes from one 
or more competitive suppliers. 

The recently established Office of Government Procurement (OGP) includes taxi services 
as a Category of procurement listed for sourcing at a central level and my Department will liaise 
with OGP officials in this regard.

Animal Welfare

30/01/2014WRU00400174. Deputy Michael P. Kitt asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if 
his attention has been drawn to issues surrounding the welfare of abandoned and stray horses 
in County Galway; if he will confirm the subsidy per horse; the amount of funding provided 
via subsidies to both Galway County Council and Galway City Council in 2013; the savings 
to be made in the new scheme to be produced; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[4666/14]

30/01/2014WRU00500Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Simon Coveney): The Control 
of Horses Act, 1996 provides powers to local authorities, including powers for the enactment 
of bye-laws for the control and welfare of horses in the local authorities’ functional area.  My 
Department provides financial support to local authorities to assist their work in implementing 
the Act.  In 2013 my Department provided funding amounting of €282,081 to Galway County 
Council.  A proportion of this related to claims in previous years.  Galway City Council did not 
make any claims for funding in 2013. 

The Deputy will be aware of the increased number of horses being seized under the Control 
of Horses Act around the country and the need to ensure that scarce resources are allocated ac-
cordingly.  In 2012, a protocol agreed between my Department and local authorities outlined 
the need for greater uniformity in how local authorities apply the Control of Horses Act in their 
respective areas with a view to achieving savings and efficiencies in implementation of the Act.  
Local authorities were informed last Autumn that the maximum contribution payable from my 
Department with effect from 1 October 2013 is €450 per horse seized.  It remains open to lo-
cal authorities to top up this €450 rate.  I welcome the fact that local authorities are engaged 
in tendering joint initiatives for services under the Act, thereby leading to substantial savings 
being made.

Officials from my Department continue to liaise with local authority officials in Galway to 
underline how implementation of the Control of Horses Act, together with legislation govern-
ing equine identification, can assist with controlling horses, particularly with regard to horses 
that are straying and or abandoned so as to prevent injury or nuisance to persons or damage to 
property.

Officials located in my Department’s Regional Veterinary office continue to address horse 
welfare issues coming within my Departments area of responsibility as and when they arise.
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Fishing Communities

30/01/2014WRU00600175. Deputy Brendan Griffin asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the position regarding the case taken by his Department against Cromane mussel fishermen, in 
view of the likelihood of considerable expense to the State; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [4674/14]

30/01/2014WRU00700Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Simon Coveney): I presume the 
Deputy is referring to proceedings taken by mussel fishermen in Cromane against the State.  As 
proceedings are ongoing before the Courts, I am advised that it would be inappropriate to make 
any comment on the matter.

Grant Aid

30/01/2014WRU00800176. Deputy Áine Collins asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine when 
the recently announced 60% building grant aid for young farmers will be available and the 
qualifying criteria for same. [4687/14]

30/01/2014WRU00900177. Deputy Áine Collins asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine when 
the newly announced 40% grant for milking equipment scheme will commence. [4688/14]

30/01/2014WRU01000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Simon Coveney): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 176 and 177 together.

The new EU policy framework setting out the broad principles in relation to rural develop-
ment for the 2014-2020 period has now been finalised.  My Department has prepared a consul-
tation paper in relation to the proposed measures for inclusion in Ireland’s Rural Development 
Programme and the consultation process with relevant stakeholders is currently underway.  Fol-
lowing completion of the consultation process, the draft Programme will be submitted to the 
EU Commission. 

The dates of introduction of any new investment schemes will be dependent on a number 
of factors, including the requirement to obtain EU Commission approval for the Programme 
concerned.

30/01/2014WRU01050Proposed Legislation

30/01/2014WRU01100178. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
his views on whether the forestry bill will be detrimental to the expansion of the sector; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [4743/14]

30/01/2014WRU01200Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Simon Coveney): The purpose 
of the Bill is to reform and update the legislative framework relating to forestry in order to sup-
port the development of a modern forestry sector which reflects good forest practice and protec-
tion of the environment. I am satisfied that it will deliver on this objective.

The Committee Stage of the Bill is scheduled to take place in February 2014 and any amend-
ments to the Bill submitted by Members will be considered in that context.

Forestry Premium Payments
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30/01/2014WRU01300179. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
if farmers wishing to plant land will still be able to receive 20 years of payments tax free for 
planting their lands; if the level of grant aid for planting forestry will still be maintained at 
100% that it is at present; if he will confirm that the amount of premium paid will be maintained 
at the same level as present for farmers who plant their land; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [4748/14]

30/01/2014WRU01400Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Simon Coveney): Farmers who 
plant trees up to the 30th June 2014 can do so under existing scheme rules which means they are 
eligible for 20 annual premium payments and 100% support for establishment costs.

In relation to planting after the 30th June 2014 this will come under the new forestry pro-
gramme for 2014 – 2020.  This will be funded under new State aid rules, the first draft of which 
was circulated to Member States in November 2013.  These rules are similar to those set out in 
the Rural Development Regulation (RDR) which was published shortly afterwards in Decem-
ber 2013. 

The development of the new programme, will be carried out in parallel with a Strategic 
Environmental Assessment which will feed into the development of the programme at scheme 
level.  A tender for this work has issued and work is expected to being in early March 2014.  It 
is therefore too early to make a statement on the detail of the new schemes in terms of grants 
available and the structure of premium payments, other than to say that all options are being 
considered.  A public consultation process will take place in June/July 2014 at which point more 
detail will be made available on the content of the proposed new forestry programme.

30/01/2014WRV00150Targeted Agricultural Modernisation Scheme Applications

30/01/2014WRV00200180. Deputy Martin Heydon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
when he expects the TAMS2 scheme to be opened up for applications; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [4765/14]

30/01/2014WRV00300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Simon Coveney): The new 
EU policy framework setting out the broad principles in relation to rural development for the 
2014-2020 period has now been finalised.   My Department has prepared a consultation paper in 
relation to the proposed measures for inclusion in Ireland’s Rural Development Programme and 
the consultation process with relevant stakeholders is currently underway.   Following comple-
tion of the consultation process, the draft Programme will be submitted to the EU Commission. 

The dates of introduction of any new investment schemes will be dependent on a number 
of factors, including the requirement to obtain EU Commission approval for the Programme 
concerned.   

Disadvantaged Areas Scheme Payments

30/01/2014WRV00400181. Deputy Dara Calleary asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
options available to a person (details supplied) in County Mayo who has had their disadvan-
taged area payments suspended for the past two years; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter.  [4766/14]

30/01/2014WRV00500Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Simon Coveney): Applications 
were received from the person named under both the 2012 and 2013 Disadvantaged Areas 
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Schemes, processing of which has only recently been finalised.  Payment is due to issue shortly 
to the nominated bank account of the person named in respect of both years. 

Child Care Services Funding

30/01/2014WRV00600182. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs if the community 
grant afforded to those in community childcare facilities includes training for staff in first aid 
and other child care courses; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [4658/14]

30/01/2014WRV00700Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Frances Fitzgerald): I assume that the 
Deputy is referring to the Community Childcare Subvention (CCS) programme which is imple-
mented by my Department. The CCS programme provides funding to community childcare 
not-for-profit services to enable them to charge reduced childcare rates to parents in receipt of 
social welfare payments or on low to middle incomes.  

Community childcare services qualify for grant aid on the basis of the level of service they 
provide and the profile of the parents benefiting from their service.  The objective of the fund-
ing provided under the programme is to ensure that disadvantaged and low income families can 
have access to quality childcare support.  Parents qualifying for subvention support under the  
programme can have up to €95 per week deducted from the overall charge.  The weekly differ-
ence between the subvention support and overall cost of providing the service must be met by 
the parent. 

Services participating in the programme are subject to the Child Care (Pre-School Services) 
(No 2) Regulations 2006 and must satisfy the requirements of these regulations in relation to 
first aid and staffing issues. It is a matter for the childcare provider to ensure the staff employed 
in their service is sufficiently trained and there is no specific provision in the CCS  programme 
to support these or other training requirements.

Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRV00800183. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the way her 
departmental contracts for taxi companies for the purposes of taxis for the use of departmental 
staff are decided and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies wishing to 
apply for these contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter.  [4639/14]

30/01/2014WRV00900Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Frances Fitzgerald): My Department 
has engaged a single taxi company to provide essential transport for official purposes. The 
DCYA travel and policy guidelines state ‘Every effort should be made to use public transport 
(bus, rail). Taxis should only be used where there is no suitable public transport available. Pub-
lic transport, including designated airport buses/trains where conveniently available, should 
be favoured over taxis’. Where use of a taxi is required for official purposes the DCYA ‘Taxi 
Request From’ must be completed in full (including ‘Journey Details’) at the time the taxi is 
ordered. Taxi use must be approved at senior management level. A public procurement of taxi 
services for DCYA is due for re-issue in mid-2014.

National Educational Welfare Board Staff

30/01/2014WRV01000184. Deputy Robert Dowds asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the number 
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of staff, in terms of whole-time equivalents, employed at the National Education Welfare Board 
as education welfare officers nationally and within the city and county of Dublin; her views on 
whether the numbers are adequate.  [4700/14]

30/01/2014WRV01100Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Frances Fitzgerald): As the Deputy 
may be aware the functions and operational responsibilities of the former National Educational 
Welfare Board (NEWB) are now part of the new Child and Family Agency, which was estab-
lished on 1 January 2014. Since this date the staff of the former NEWB, including its Educa-
tion Welfare Officers, have transferred to the new Agency. The three service strands formerly 
under the remit of NEWB – the statutory Educational Welfare Service and the School Support 
programme services (Home-School Community Liaison Scheme and the School Completion 
Programme) under the DEIS strategy – collectively form the Educational Welfare Services of 
the new Agency.

Within the Child and Family Agency, the statutory Education Welfare Service (EWS) has 
specific responsibility for the Agency’s general function to ensure that each child attends a 
recognised school or otherwise receives a certain minimum education. The EWS has a current 
staffing complement of 74 officers delivering front line services, 2 of whom have duties in rela-
tion to the assessment of education in places other than recognised schools. 

The Agency has advised me that nationally there are 70.86 whole time equivalent Educa-
tional Welfare Officers employed in the Educational Welfare Service (12 of whom are Senior 
Educational Welfare Officers and 3 are Regional Managers), while there are 21.88 whole time 
equivalent Educational Welfare Officers employed within the Greater Dublin Area (3 of whom 
are Senior Educational Welfare Officers and 1 is a Regional Manager).  Vacancies that arise in 
staffing front line services for children and young people at risk of early school leaving will be 
prioritised by the Agency, in consultation with my Department, in so far as possible working 
within Government policy on public service numbers and the moratorium on recruitment. 

I am advised by the Agency that the EWS worked with over 20,000 children in 2012, of 
which 2,420 were intensive interventions which required sustained support from an Education 
Welfare Officer and a multidisciplinary approach in order to address the complex barriers to 
school attendance. 

The Child and Family Agency will deliver an integrated approach to educational welfare 
services through the continued reform of work practices in its three service strands, namely; 
the Education Welfare Service (EWS); Home School Community Liaison Programme (HSCL 
– 402 school-based co-ordinators); and School Completion Programme (SCP – €26.456m in 
funding provided to support 124 school cluster projects and related initiatives). This integrated 
model of service will provide an enhanced response to the needs of children, families and 
schools. Education welfare interventions will also be aligned with the overall assessment pro-
cesses under the National Service Delivery Framework. As part of this process the Agency is 
also reviewing the basis on which the EWS is configured and a consultation process is under-
way with staff to reconfigure services based on the needs of children and young people. This 
strategic national approach is a crucial reform in our efforts to improve school attendance, 
participation and retention. 

The decision by Government to amalgamate the NEWB and its services into the new Child 
and Family Agency broadens the focus of the Agency and tackles educational welfare as a key 
outcome for children in its own right and as a positive contributor to other outcomes. It will 
provide opportunities for more effective working amongst the range of professionals involved 
in directly supporting children and their families.
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Child and Family Agency Staff

30/01/2014WRV01200185. Deputy Robert Dowds asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs if reports in 
the press by the Children’s Rights Alliance earlier in the year that there are no child psycholo-
gists employed by the new Child and Family Agency are correct; and her plans to change same. 
[4701/14]

30/01/2014WRV01300Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Frances Fitzgerald): The Child and 
Family Agency was formally established on 1 January, 2014. The functions of the Agency as 
set out in the Child and Family Agency Act, 2013 include responsibility for the provision of 
services relating to the psychological welfare of children and their families. 

Detailed discussions have taken place with the Department of Health and the HSE in order 
to determine the most effective mechanism for the delivery of  psychology services by the Child 
and Family Agency in accordance with its statutory remit. Lead psychologists, appointed to the 
Child and Family Agency and the HSE are preparing final proposals for consideration by the 
Chief Executive of the Child and Family Agency and the Director General, HSE. 

Clinical Psychologists are already employed by the Child and Family Agency in the As-
sessment, Consultation and Therapy Service (ACTS) which operates across special care and 
high support settings, as well as the children’s detention schools.  They provide assessment 
and focused interventions for children and young people with complex clinical needs and high 
risk behaviours in the context of multi-disciplinary  teams.  They also provide support to other 
professionals in order to guide interventions with children and families. 

It should be noted that the HSE will continue to have responsibility for a range of other child 
and adult psychological services including;

- psychological services associated with the provision of specialist mental health services 
to children,

- adult psychological services other than services which relate to the effective functioning 
of families and the improvement of relationships between parents and children, including ef-
fective parenting,

- psychological services to a child in respect of a disability, or

- psychological assessments in accordance with section 8 of the Disability Act 2005 or with 
section 4 of the Education for Persons with Special Educational Needs Act 2004.

Medical Card Data

30/01/2014WRV01400186. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Health the number of medical 
cards that were removed from persons from February 2011 to February 2012, from February 
2012 to February 2013 and from February 2013 to date in 2014; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [4656/14]

30/01/2014WRV01500Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): The information 
sought by the Deputy is not readily available.  However, I have asked the Health Service Ex-
ecutive to supply this information to me and I will forward it to the Deputy as soon as possible.

Mobility Allowance Eligibility
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30/01/2014WRW00200187. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Health if the mobility allowance 
is available to persons who are registered legally blind. [4773/14]

30/01/2014WRW00300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Kathleen Lynch): The mobility 
allowance was closed to new applicants on 26 February 2013. Individuals who were in receipt 
of the mobility allowance prior to 26 February 2013 are receiving the payment pending deci-
sions on a new statutory scheme.  The Government decided in December 2013 that the detailed 
preparatory work required for a new travel subsidy scheme and associated statutory provisions, 
including eligibility criteria and administrative arrangements, will be progressed as a priority 
by the Minister for Health, in consultation with other relevant Ministers.

30/01/2014WRW00350Hospital Appointments Administration

30/01/2014WRW00400188. Deputy Sandra McLellan asked the Minister for Health when a person (details sup-
plied) in County Cork will be called for an appointment in Cork University Hospital; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [4558/14]

30/01/2014WRW00500Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): The National Waiting List Management Pol-
icy, A standardised approach to managing scheduled care treatment for in-patient, day case 
and planned procedures, January 2013, has been developed to ensure that all administrative, 
managerial and clinical staff follow an agreed national minimum standard for the management 
and administration of waiting lists for scheduled care. This policy, which has been adopted by 
the Health Service Executive, sets out the processes that hospitals are to implement to manage 
waiting lists.  In relation to this particular query raised by the Deputy, I have asked the HSE to 
respond directly to the Deputy in this matter. 

Orthodontic Service Waiting Lists

30/01/2014WRW00600189. Deputy Brian Walsh asked the Minister for Health when a person (details supplied) in 
County Galway who has been on a waiting list for urgently required orthodontic treatment since 
2009 will be offered an appointment; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4560/14]

30/01/2014WRW00700Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): The HSE provides 
orthodontic treatment to patients based on their level of clinical need. An individual’s access to 
orthodontic treatment is determined against a set of clinical guidelines and priority is given to 
patients with greatest needs.  The HSE has been asked to examine the specific query raised by 
the Deputy and to reply to him as soon as possible.

Medical Card Eligibility

30/01/2014WRW00800190. Deputy Michelle Mulherin asked the Minister for Health the reason for the refusal of 
a medical card in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Mayo; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [4566/14]

30/01/2014WRW00900Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): The Health Service 
Executive has been asked to examine this matter and to reply to the Deputy as soon as possible.  
The Health Service Executive operates the General Medical Services scheme, which includes 
medical cards and GP visit cards, under the Health Act 1970, as amended. It has established 
a dedicated contact service for members of the Oireachtas specifically for queries relating to 
medical cards and GP visit cards, which the Deputy may wish to use for an earlier response. 
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Contact information has issued to Oireachtas members.

Medical Card Reviews

30/01/2014WRW01000191. Deputy Michelle Mulherin asked the Minister for Health the reason a medical card 
was withdrawn in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Mayo; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [4567/14]

30/01/2014WRW01100Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): The Health Service 
Executive has been asked to examine this matter and to reply to the Deputy as soon as possible.  
The Health Service Executive operates the General Medical Services scheme, which includes 
medical cards and GP visit cards, under the Health Act 1970, as amended. It has established 
a dedicated contact service for members of the Oireachtas specifically for queries relating to 
medical cards and GP visit cards, which the Deputy may wish to use for an earlier response. 
Contact information has issued to Oireachtas members.

30/01/2014WRW01150Hospital Appointments Administration

30/01/2014WRW01200192. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Health when a person (details supplied) in 
County Carlow will receive a date for their operation; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [4572/14]

30/01/2014WRW01300Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): The management of inpatient and daycase 
waiting lists for patients awaiting public health care is based on the principle that after urgent 
and cancer patients are treated, then clinically assessed routine patients should be seen in chron-
ological order (i.e. longest waiter first).  Should the patient’s general practitioner consider that 
the patient’s condition warrants an earlier appointment, he/she would be in the best position to 
take the matter up with the consultant and hospital involved.  In relation to the specific query 
raised by the Deputy, as this is a service matter it has been referred to the HSE for direct reply.

Respite Care Services

30/01/2014WRW01400193. Deputy Seán Ó Fearghaíl asked the Minister for Health the reason the Health Service 
Executive has not since mid-2013 provided respite services to a person (details supplied) in 
County Kildare; if regular respite facilities will be restored; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter.  [4573/14]

30/01/2014WRW01500Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Kathleen Lynch): As the Dep-
uty’s question relates to service matters I have arranged for the question to be referred to the 
Health Service Executive for direct reply to the Deputy.

Health Services Provision

30/01/2014WRX00200194. Deputy Michael Creed asked the Minister for Health if he will provide a date for an 
assessment of needs for a child (details supplied) in County Cork; his views on the delay that 
this child has experienced in availing of this assessment; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [4574/14]
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30/01/2014WRX00300Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): As the particular issue raised by the Deputy 
relates to an individual case, this is a service matter for the Health Service Executive.  Accord-
ingly, I have arranged for the question to be referred to the HSE for direct reply to the Deputy.

Preschool Services

30/01/2014WRX00400195. Deputy Michael Creed asked the Minister for Health the supports available to a child 
with a chromosome deletion disorder who wishes to avail of the free preschool year in 2014-15; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4575/14]

30/01/2014WRX00500Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): The free pre-school year is provided through 
the Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE) Programme, which is the responsibility of 
my colleague, the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs.  The objective of this scheme is 
to make early learning in a formal setting available to eligible children in the year before they 
commence primary school.  I understand that certain flexibilities are built into the scheme in an 
effort to accommodate children with special needs, such as an overage exemption, or waiver, 
for children with special needs who do not meet the age criteria and the option to avail of the 
free pre-school year over two years.  While the HSE has no statutory obligation to provide sup-
ports for children with special needs wishing to avail of the free pre-school year, it works at 
local level and in partnership with the relevant disability service providers to address individual 
needs as they arise.  

If the Deputy has concerns about health supports available to an individual case, it would be 
open to him to raise the matter with the HSE directly.  

Hospital Services

30/01/2014WRX00600196. Deputy Billy Kelleher asked the Minister for Health if it is permissible for hospital 
consultants who admit patients on a private basis to transfer those patients to the public system 
for the purposes of availing of publicly funded surgical procedures or elective treatments; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [4582/14]

30/01/2014WRX00700Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): Eligibility for health services is governed by 
the provisions of the Health Act 1970 (as amended).  A key principle underpinning the current 
eligibility framework for acute hospital services is that the public or private status of every pa-
tient must be identified in cases where there is any consultant involvement and it is not possible 
to mix status during a single episode of care.  This applies to both in-patient and out-patient 
services.

Hospital Closures

30/01/2014WRX00800197. Deputy Billy Kelleher asked the Minister for Health his assessment of the impact of 
the appointment of a liquidator at Mount Carmel Hospital, Dublin, on the public health system; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4583/14]

30/01/2014WRX00900Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): I am, of course, very disappointed at the loss 
of jobs in Mount Carmel and recognise that it is a very difficult time for the staff.  It is also an 
uncertain time for patients.  I know that the HSE is working with the hospital to ensure that 
patients’ needs are met in the short term and they will also endeavour to support staff in their 
efforts to secure alternative employment. 
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In terms of the capacity of the HSE to deal with the additional service demands arising from 
the closure of the hospital, it is noted that birth rates have fallen significantly in recent years 
and the CSO projects that they will continue to fall at least until the early 2020s.  Furthermore, 
following detailed consideration, the Department of Health and the HSE agreed that to buy the 
hospital as a going concern would unnecessarily expose the HSE and the State to very obvi-
ous and significant financial risks and would not be in line with current Government policy on 
maternity services.

During 2013, the HSE secured additional treatment capacity where necessary in both public 
and private hospitals, including Mount Carmel.  It should be noted, however, that the projected 
number of treatments outsourced in all of these facilities represented less than 1% of the total 
number of annual scheduled out-patients appointments and 0.47% of the total number of inpa-
tient and day-case appointments undertaken nationally. 

Currently, arrangements are being made with alternative hospitals so as to ensure as seam-
less a transition as possible for patients in accordance with their choice. 

Health Services Staff Training

30/01/2014WRX01000198. Deputy Gerry Adams asked the Minister for Health when the Irish Charter of Phys-
iotherapists began to charge persons who did not study in the RCSI, TCD, UL and UCD €500 
to register with them; if he will consider reducing the threshold of €500 for those persons who 
study physiotherapy in other universities, particularly for those Irish citizens who study phys-
iotherapy in universities in the North; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4628/14]

30/01/2014WRX01100Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): The question relates to the role of the Irish 
Society of Chartered Physiotherapists (ISCP) as competent authority for the profession of phys-
iotherapy under Statutory Instruments Nos. 139 and 166 of 2008, which transpose Directive 
2005/36/EC on the recognition of professional qualifications into Irish law.  This is a separate 
matter to membership of the professional body.

Directive 2005/36/EC applies to all EEA nationals who wish to practise a regulated profes-
sion in an EEA Member State other than that in which they obtained their professional quali-
fications.  This includes Irish citizens who study in any of the EEA Member States, including 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and who seek to return to Ireland to 
practise their profession.  

There is no specific recognition of the profession of physiotherapy at a European level; 
rather the Directive provides for the assessment of the qualifications/professional training/post-
qualification professional experience of an applicant against the qualifications required to prac-
tise in Ireland.  Because of the case-by-case nature of the process, it is time-consuming and 
administratively burdensome.  

The Code of Conduct on National Administrative Practices falling under Directive 2005/36/
EC provides for the charging of fees for the application process once, inter alia, such fees do 
not exceed the real cost of the service provided, or are not set at a level which would make it 
impossible in practice to exercise the rights provided for under the Directive.  As the ISCP has 
been designated competent authority under S.I. 166 of 2008, it is a matter for the Society to set 
its own fee for qualification recognition having regard to the Code of Conduct.  I am advised by 
the ISCP that the fee has been set at €500 since 1 August  2007. 
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Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRX01200199. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Health the way his departmental contracts 
for taxi companies for the purposes of taxis for the use of departmental staff are decided and 
allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies wishing to apply for these con-
tracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  
[4646/14]

30/01/2014WRX01300Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): My Department does not have a contract with 
an individual Taxi company.  If a member of staff requires a taxi they hire and pay for it and 
recoup payment on the production of a receipt.  

 My Department’s travel policy concerning the use of taxis is that their use should be kept to 
a minimum and they should be hired only when no suitable public transport is available.

Medical Aids and Appliances Provision

30/01/2014WRX01400200. Deputy Dan Neville asked the Minister for Health the position regarding a surgical 
bed in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Limerick; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [4655/14]

30/01/2014WRX01500Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): I have asked the 
HSE to investigate this case and respond to the Deputy as soon as possible.

30/01/2014WRY00150Health Services Provision

30/01/2014WRY00200201. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Health if there is a legal obligation 
on the Health Service Executive to implement remedial action and recommendations proposed 
by the HSA report regarding the psychiatric services unit at Kerry General Hospital as situa-
tions have occurred in the past which have placed the safety of persons working in the unit at 
risk; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4660/14]

30/01/2014WRY00300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Kathleen Lynch): As this is a 
service issue this matter has been referred to the HSE for direct reply.

30/01/2014WRY00350Health Services Provision

30/01/2014WRY00400202. Deputy Timmy Dooley asked the Minister for Health the number of public health 
centres managed by the Health Service Executive in the HSE mid-western health board area of 
Limerick, Clare and north Tipperary; the cost excluding staff costs of maintaining these build-
ings including water and property rates, electricity, insurance, heating, telephone-broadband, 
security, alarm costs, cleaning, repair and maintenance of office equipment; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter.  [4679/14]

30/01/2014WRY00500Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): The HSE has re-
sponsibility for the provision of Primary Care Centres and the operation and maintenance of 
existing health centres.  Therefore, this matter has been referred to the HSE for attention and 
direct reply to the Deputy.
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30/01/2014WRY00550EU Directives

30/01/2014WRY00600203. Deputy Heather Humphreys asked the Minister for Health when the cross-border 
health care directive will be implemented; the reason for the delay in implementing this direc-
tive; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4681/14]

30/01/2014WRY00700Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): The Directive on Patients’ Rights in Cross 
Border Healthcare provides rules for the reimbursement to patients’ of the cost of receiving 
treatment abroad, where the patient would be entitled to such treatment in their home Member 
State (Member State of Affiliation) and supplements the rights that patients already have at EU 
level through the legislation on the coordination of social security schemes (regulation 883/04). 
The Directive seeks to ensure a clear and transparent framework for the provision of cross-
border healthcare within the EU, for those occasions where the care patients seek is provided 
in another Member State rather than in their home country.  However, it should be emphasised 
that the vast majority of EU patients receive healthcare in their own country and prefer to do so.  
The Department of Health is continuing to work on the necessary statutory provisions to fully 
implement the Directive.  Nevertheless, there are arrangements in place in respect of the key 
provision of the Directive in relation to a national contact point (NCP), which has been set up 
within the HSE – the email address is crossborderdirective@hse.ie.

The principal function of the NCP is to facilitate exchange of information for patients con-
cerning their rights and entitlements relating to receiving healthcare in another Member State, 
in particular the terms and conditions for reimbursement of cost, the procedures for accessing 
and determining those entitlements.  The NCP also has a responsibility to ensure that all enquir-
ers are informed of the rights, if any, that they may have through the legislation on the coordina-
tion of social security schemes (regulation 883/04) and which may be more beneficial to them.   
The NCP will be able to inform patients what the cost of their treatments would be in Ireland to 
allow them make a comparison with the costs they are being quoted for comparable treatment 
in another Member State.

While it has been possible to have these aspects of the NCP up and running by the 25th   
October on an administrative basis, it has not been possible to have prior authorisation or reim-
bursement operating on a statutory basis. The Department is working on the legal arrangements 
to put in place the statutory provisions for these systems and will be implementing them as soon 
as possible.  Further information on the Ireland’s implementation of the Directive is available 
on the NCP’s webpage: http://hse.ie/eng/services/list/1/schemes/cbd/CBD.html.

30/01/2014WRY00750Services for People with Disabilities

30/01/2014WRY00800204. Deputy Michael McCarthy asked the Minister for Health the specific amount of al-
located hours per week for a pupil (details supplied) in County Louth for physiotherapy, occu-
pational and speech therapy services; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4697/14]

30/01/2014WRY00900Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): As the particular issue raised by the Deputy 
relates to an individual case, this is a service matter for the Health Service Executive.  Accord-
ingly, I have arranged for the question to be referred to the HSE for direct reply to the Deputy.

30/01/2014WRY00950Departmental Funding

30/01/2014WRY01000205. Deputy Ciara Conway asked the Minister for Health if he will provide a full list of 
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section 39 agencies that receive funding from his Department; if he will further provide, in 
tabular form, the amount that has been received by each of these organisations for each of the 
past ten years; the purpose for which same was given; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [4698/14]

30/01/2014WRY01100Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): My Department does not provide funding 
under section 39 of the Health Act 2004. The Health Service Executive (HSE) funds a range of 
service providers under section 39 of the Health Act 2004 and the question has been referred to 
the HSE for direct reply to the Deputy.

30/01/2014WRY01150Hospital Appointment Delays

30/01/2014WRY01200206. Deputy Mary Lou McDonald asked the Minister for Health the reason a person (de-
tails supplied) had to wait two weeks for an emergency dilation and curettage at Holles Street 
Maternity Hospital; and if this waiting period is normal or exceptional in such circumstances.  
[4705/14]

30/01/2014WRY01300Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): In relation to the specific query raised by the 
Deputy, as this is a service matter it has been referred to the HSE for direct reply.

30/01/2014WRY01350Hospital Waiting Lists

30/01/2014WRY01400207. Deputy Mary Lou McDonald asked the Minister for Health the average waiting time 
for public and for private patients who require dilation and curettage following a miscarriage 
as a result of no foetal cardiac activity in Holles Street Maternity Hospital for each year from 
2009 to 2013.  [4706/14]

30/01/2014WRY01500Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): In relation to the detailed information sought 
by the Deputy, as this is a service matter it has been referred to the HSE for direct reply.

Departmental Investigations

30/01/2014WRZ00200208. Deputy Clare Daly asked the Minister for Health the reason he will not investigate 
documents from the Cappagh Farmers Support Group relating to an investigation (details sup-
plied).  [4716/14]

30/01/2014WRZ00300Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): Given that the matter raised by the Deputy is 
subject to legal proceeding in the High Court, it would not be appropriate for me to comment 
further.

Health Services Staff Recruitment

30/01/2014WRZ00400209. Deputy Billy Kelleher asked the Minister for Health the number of consultant posi-
tions advertised since the announcement of a 30% pay cut in 2012 for such positions; the num-
ber of applications received for the posts; the number of applications accepted; the number of 
appointments offered; the number of offers of such appointments rejected; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [4728/14]

30/01/2014WRZ00500Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): As these are service issues, I have asked the 
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HSE to revert to the Deputy with the precise details sought.  There were an additional 143 con-
sultants (WTE’s) employed at the end of December 2013 compared with the end of December 
2010. 

The HSE advised my Department at the start of this week that 104 posts had been advertised 
at the reduced rates and that, to-date, 36 posts had been filled under these rates. Other posts are 
at various stages of the recruitment process. It has not been possible to recruit candidates for 
15 posts. 

It is appreciated that the 30% reduction decided in September 2012 for future ‘new entrant’ 
appointments represented a substantial reduction in the rate of pay for consultants. However, it 
was a necessary measure, given the challenging economic circumstances. If the health services 
are to continue to provide consultant-level opportunities for doctors this can only happen on the 
basis of a lower-cost model.

It should be noted that there are some specialities in which there is an international shortage 
of consultants and which have traditionally been difficult to fill, regardless of the salary scale. 
There are also some hospitals to which it has been difficult to attract applicants – in particular 
smaller hospitals that have onerous rosters due to the limited number of consultants. The estab-
lishment of the Hospital Groups will assist in addressing this difficulty.

I have already stated that consultants who move posts and consultants coming from abroad 
should have their experience and specialist training recognised. The HSE has submitted initial 
views to my Department in relation to recognising such experience and training.

Ambulance Service Response Times

30/01/2014WRZ00600210. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Health his actions in the case of 
a person (details supplied) in County Kerry; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[4742/14]

30/01/2014WRZ00700Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): Firstly I would like to extend my sympathies 
to the family of the person concerned.

In response to the Deputy’s previous question regarding this matter, PQ 53299/13 of 11th 
December 2013, the Deputy was provided with a full report by the HSE National Ambulance 
Service (NAS), which outlined the Service’s response to the emergency call.  This report also 
outlined the NAS  review of the call, setting out that it was triaged correctly, that the nearest 
available resources were dispatched and that the call was handled appropriately. 

The Health Information and Quality Authority, as part of its Business Plan for 2014, and in 
line with its programme for the monitoring of the National Standards for Safer Better Health-
care, will review governance and management arrangements for pre-hospital emergency care 
services. This review will include call-handling, response, assessment, diagnosis, care and 
transportation of the acutely ill patient to the appropriate healthcare facility.  The review had 
been due to commence in the 2nd quarter of 2014.  However, in light of a number of recent in-
cidents, I requested that the Authority bring this review forward and it was agreed to commence 
the review in quarter 1.  I understand that the review will focus initially on the governance 
arrangements for the service and how those arrangements translate into the safety, quality and 
effectiveness of services for patients. 

I would also like to inform the Deputy that the NAS is undertaking its own capacity review 
to determine current and future service delivery needs.  This process will examine a number of 
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areas, including staff numbers and skill mix, as well as resource distribution.

Health Services

30/01/2014WRZ00800211. Deputy Heather Humphreys asked the Minister for Health the position regarding a 
child (details supplied) in County Monaghan who suffers from autoimmune Lympho Prolifera-
tive Syndrome; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4753/14]

30/01/2014WRZ00900Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): In relation to the particular patient query 
raised by the Deputy, I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to her in 
this matter.

Medicinal Products Availability

30/01/2014WRZ01000212. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Health the position regarding supply 
and-or availability of medication (details supplied) under the various drug schemes; if such 
medication is available under any circumstances; the extra documentation necessary to support 
a case for inclusion of this medication under current schemes; if there is an appeal process; if 
there is an alternative approved medication; if guidance will be offered on any assistance avail-
able to meet the costs of such medication for patients who have to take this medication for life; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4771/14]

30/01/2014WRZ01100Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): Treatments for HIV 
are provided through the specialised clinics in certain hospitals.  Patients on these treatments 
require regular antibody titre measurements and are returning to hospitals for this service.

This product and others like it are not on the community drug schemes but are made avail-
able to all patients who require them at the hospital clinics.

Medical Card Applications

30/01/2014WRZ01200213. Deputy Heather Humphreys asked the Minister for Health when a decision will issue 
on a medical card application in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Cavan; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [4777/14]

30/01/2014WRZ01300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): The Health Service 
Executive has been asked to examine this matter and to reply to the Deputy as soon as possible.

The Health Service Executive operates the General Medical Services scheme, which in-
cludes medical cards and GP visit cards, under the Health Act 1970, as amended. It has es-
tablished a dedicated contact service for members of the Oireachtas specifically for queries 
relating to medical cards and GP visit cards, which the Deputy may wish to use for an earlier 
response. Contact information has issued to Oireachtas members.

Medical Card Reviews

30/01/2014WRZ01400214. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health if he will review refusal 
of medical card cover in the case of a person (details supplied) in County Mayo; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [4798/14]
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30/01/2014WRZ01500Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): The Health Service 
Executive has been asked to examine this matter and to reply to the Deputy as soon as possible.

The Health Service Executive operates the General Medical Services scheme, which in-
cludes medical cards and GP visit cards, under the Health Act 1970, as amended. It has es-
tablished a dedicated contact service for members of the Oireachtas specifically for queries 
relating to medical cards and GP visit cards, which the Deputy may wish to use for an earlier 
response. Contact information has issued to Oireachtas members.

30/01/2014WRAA00200Vaccination Programme

30/01/2014WRAA00300215. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health the extent to which support 
services will be offered to a person (details supplied) in County Kildare; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [4799/14]

30/01/2014WRAA00400Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): The HSE and the Department of Education 
and Skills are providing a range of services and supports to individuals diagnosed with narco-
lepsy following pandemic vaccination regardless of age, on an ex-gratia basis.  These services 
and supports which are co-ordinated by the HSE National Advocacy Unit are intended to pro-
vide that individuals receive tailored assistance to address their specific requirements, where 
appropriate.  It is acknowledged that treatment and individual medical needs may need to be 
reassessed over time to take account of changes in their condition or circumstances.

As the Deputy’s question relates to an individual case it has been referred to the HSE for a 
direct reply.

30/01/2014WRAA00500Nursing Homes Support Scheme Eligibility

30/01/2014WRAA00600216. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health the maximum nursing 
home support available in the case of a person (details supplied) in County Kildare; if the case 
will be re-examined; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4800/14]

30/01/2014WRAA00700Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Kathleen Lynch): As this is a 
service matter it has been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply.

30/01/2014WRAA00800Health Services Provision

30/01/2014WRAA00900217. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health to indicate the full extent 
of support available to a person (details supplied) in Dublin 1; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [4801/14]

30/01/2014WRAA01000Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): As the particular issue raised by the Deputy 
relates to an individual case, this is a service matter for the Health Service Executive.  Accord-
ingly, I have arranged for the question to be referred to the HSE for direct reply to the Deputy.

30/01/2014WRAA01100Medical Card Delays

30/01/2014WRAA01200218. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health when a medical card will 
issue in the case of a person (details supplied) in County Kildare; and if he will make a state-
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ment on the matter. [4802/14]

30/01/2014WRAA01300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): The Health Service 
Executive has been asked to examine this matter and to reply to the Deputy as soon as possible.

The Health Service Executive operates the General Medical Services scheme, which in-
cludes medical cards and GP visit cards, under the Health Act 1970, as amended. It has es-
tablished a dedicated contact service for members of the Oireachtas specifically for queries 
relating to medical cards and GP visit cards, which the Deputy may wish to use for an earlier 
response. Contact information has issued to Oireachtas members.

30/01/2014WRAA01400Medical Card Delays

30/01/2014WRAA01500219. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health when a medical card will 
issue in the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 24; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter.  [4803/14]

30/01/2014WRAA01600Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): The Health Service 
Executive has been asked to examine this matter and to reply to the Deputy as soon as possible.

The Health Service Executive operates the General Medical Services scheme, which in-
cludes medical cards and GP visit cards, under the Health Act 1970, as amended. It has es-
tablished a dedicated contact service for members of the Oireachtas specifically for queries 
relating to medical cards and GP visit cards, which the Deputy may wish to use for an earlier 
response. Contact information has issued to Oireachtas members.

30/01/2014WRAA01700Medical Card Reviews

30/01/2014WRAA01800220. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health if he will review entitle-
ment to a medical card in the case of a person (details supplied) in County Kildare; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [4804/14]

30/01/2014WRAA01900Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): The Health Service 
Executive has been asked to examine this matter and to reply to the Deputy as soon as possible.

The Health Service Executive operates the General Medical Services scheme, which in-
cludes medical cards and GP visit cards, under the Health Act 1970, as amended. It has es-
tablished a dedicated contact service for members of the Oireachtas specifically for queries 
relating to medical cards and GP visit cards, which the Deputy may wish to use for an earlier 
response. Contact information has issued to Oireachtas members.

30/01/2014WRAA02000Medical Card Reviews

30/01/2014WRAA02100221. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health if consideration for entitle-
ment to a medical card will be reviewed in the case of a person (details supplied) in County 
Kildare; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [4805/14]

30/01/2014WRAA02200Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Alex White): The Health Service 
Executive has been asked to examine this matter and to reply to the Deputy as soon as possible.

The Health Service Executive operates the General Medical Services scheme, which in-
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cludes medical cards and GP visit cards, under the Health Act 1970, as amended. It has es-
tablished a dedicated contact service for members of the Oireachtas specifically for queries 
relating to medical cards and GP visit cards, which the Deputy may wish to use for an earlier 
response. Contact information has issued to Oireachtas members.

30/01/2014WRBB00150Hospital Appointments Administration

30/01/2014WRBB00200222. Deputy Heather Humphreys asked the Minister for Health when a person (details 
supplied) in County Monaghan will receive a hospital appointment; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [4825/14]

30/01/2014WRBB00300Minister for Health (Deputy James Reilly): In relation to the particular patient query 
raised by the Deputy, as this is a service matter, I have asked the Health Service Executive to 
respond to her directly.

30/01/2014WRBB00350Cycling Facilities Funding

30/01/2014WRBB00400223. Deputy Tom Fleming asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if he will 
provide the necessary funding to Kerry County Council and South Kerry Development Part-
nership to develop the greenway on the old railway line between Glenbeigh and Caherciveen, 
County Kerry (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4577/14]

30/01/2014WRBB00500Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Leo Varadkar): In August 2013, 
my Department announced a second round of funding for cycle infrastructure under the Na-
tional Cycle Network Programme and the closing date for applications was 15 November.  It is 
intended that approximately €6.5million will be allocated to local authorities for the develop-
ment of such infrastructure over the period 2014 to 2016.

Kerry County Council submitted two applications for greenway projects under the Pro-
gramme.  One of those applications relate to a proposal for a greenway from Glenbeigh to 
Reenard Point, Cahirciveen.

In total, my Department has received thirty-eight applications from twenty-eight local au-
thorities.  All proposals are currently being assessed by an expert panel comprising of officials 
from my Department, the National Transport Authority, the National Trails Office and Fáilte 
Ireland.  It is expected that successful projects will be announced in the coming weeks.

Given the level of funding available, I expect that only 2 or 3 projects, or phases of proj-
ects, will be funded. Kerry County Council’s applications will be assessed as part of the overall 
competitive process and will be measured against the criteria outlined in the funding call in 
August. Priority will be given to those projects with most potential to become world class, trip 
attracting cycle ways.

30/01/2014WRBB00550Departmental Contracts

30/01/2014WRBB00600224. Deputy Shane Ross asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the way 
departmental contracts for taxi companies, for the purposes of providing taxis for the use of de-
partmental staff, are decided and allocated; if there is a public tender process for taxi companies 
wishing to apply for these contracts; the process for allocating the contracts; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter.  [4651/14]
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30/01/2014WRBB00700Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Leo Varadkar): The Department 
of Transport Tourism and Sport has a contract for the provision of a taxi service. This contract 
dates to 1992 and there has been no procurement process since then. The cost of these services 
was €9,349 in 2013. The service is mainly used  where other public transport options are un-
available.

Following an internal review of the costs of the service and in consultation with other De-
partments, it is considered that there may be better value available.  As the Deputy will be 
aware, the Office of Government Procurement (OGP) is due to commence operations over the 
first half of this year. The OGP will procure common goods and services that account for 60% 
of public procurement spend.  Procurement of taxi services are included in services to be pro-
vided through the activities of the OGP. The Department will avail of the services of the OGP to 
secure the most economical arrangement for the provision of a taxi service. This would be more 
advantageous than the Department undertaking  solo procurement process.

30/01/2014WRBB00750Road Traffic Legislation

30/01/2014WRBB00800225. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if he 
intends to vary the maximum height that may be carried on a truck to facilitate the carrying of 
slightly higher loads of straw and hay; particularly taking into account the present regulations 
cut by a third the amount of round bales of straw that may be carried on a lorry, that an increase 
in height of 10 cm would facilitate an extra row of straw on lorries, and the cost of transport of 
straw; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4735/14]

30/01/2014WRBB00900Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Leo Varadkar): Statutory Instru-
ment 366 of 2008 - Road Traffic (Construction and Use of Vehicles) (Amendment) Regulations, 
2008 sets the maximum vehicle height limit at 4.65 metres. These regulations were signed into 
law on the 1st of November 2008 by my predecessor, Minister Noel Dempsey.

These regulations allowed a five year derogation from that limit for vehicles registered, 
licensed or in use prior to 1 November 2008. This derogation expired on the 31st October last.

Following the expiry of the derogation, specific concerns were raised with me by the agri-
sector in relation to the effect that the 4.65 metre maximum vehicle height restriction would 
have on the cost of transporting fodder. This is an issue to which I am giving further consider-
ation.

30/01/2014WRBB00950Road Traffic Legislation

30/01/2014WRBB01000226. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport with 
regard to maximum load heights, his plans to make an exemption in cases where fodder is im-
ported into the county on a continuous basis as the contractors who haul this fodder will have 
to increase the costs if the height of their loads is reduced; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter.  [4745/14]

30/01/2014WRBB01100Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Leo Varadkar): Statutory Instru-
ment 366 of 2008 - Road Traffic (Construction and Use of Vehicles) (Amendment) Regulations, 
2008 sets the maximum vehicle height limit at 4.65 metres. These regulations were signed into 
law on the 1st of November 2008 by my predecessor, Minister Noel Dempsey.

These regulations allowed a five year derogation from that limit for vehicles registered, 
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licensed or in use prior to 1 November 2008. This derogation expired on the 31st October last.

Following the expiry of the derogation, specific concerns were raised with me by the agri-
sector in relation to the effect that the 4.65 metre maximum vehicle height restriction would 
have on the cost of transporting fodder. This is an issue to which I am giving further consider-
ation.

30/01/2014WRBB01150Road Projects

30/01/2014WRBB01200227. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the fund-
ing that will be made available to Cavan County Council for the roadworks programme for 
2014; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4767/14]

30/01/2014WRBB01300228. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the fund-
ing that will be made available to Monaghan County Council for the roadworks programme for 
2014; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [4768/14]

30/01/2014WRBB01400Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Leo Varadkar): I propose to take 
Questions Nos. 227 and 228 together.

As Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport, I have responsibility for overall policy and 
funding in relation to the national roads programme.  The planning, design and implementation 
of individual road projects is a matter for the National Roads Authority (NRA) under the Roads 
Acts 1993 to 2007 in conjunction with the local authorities concerned.

The improvement and maintenance of regional and local roads in its area, is a statutory 
function of each road authority in accordance with the provisions of section 13 of the Roads 
Act, 1993.

Last week, I announced the 2014 Regional and Local Road Grant Allocations under which a 
total of €331.9 million was made available towards works on regional and local roads. Of this, 
Cavan County Council has been allocated €8.975 million and Monaghan County Council has 
been allocated €6.9 million.

With regard to national roads, details of the allocations to each local authority is a matter for 
the National Roads Authority.

Noting the above position, I have referred the Deputy’s question to the NRA for direct reply.  
Please advise my private office if you don’t receive a reply within 10 working days.


